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EXPLAlTATORY lTOTE 
This series of agricultural acts relating to the cereals sector constitutes 
the Fourth set of Commission proposals consolidating the secondary 
acricultural legislation of the Council. 
It is designed to respond to the desire of the Council, expressed most 
rocontly in a resolution of 26 November 1974, inviting the Commission 
t0 submit proposals for consolidation to it. 
The method adopted for this consolidation is that used in respect of the 
previous series of acts. 
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REGOLATION No 
of 
OF WE COUNCIL 
on the common organization of the market 
in cereals 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN CO.M.tviUNITIES, 
VI/4445/74-E 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community, and 
in particular Articles 42 and 43 thereof; 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission; 
Having regard to the Opinion of the European Parliament; 
Whereas since their adoption the basic provisions concerning the organization 
. I 
' 
of the market in cereals have been amended a number of times; whereas, by reason .. ! 
of their number, their complexity and their dispersal among various Official 
Journals, these texts are difficult to use and thus lack the clarity which should 
be an essential feature of all legislation; whereas they should, therefore, 
be consolidated. in a single text; 
Hhereas the operation and development of the common market in agricultural 
products must be accompanied by the establishment of a common agricultural policy 
to include in particular a common organization of agricultural markets which may 
take· various forms depending on the product; 
Hhereas the common organization of the market in cereals must include the • 
introduction of a single price system introduction for cereals for the Community; 
whereas such system entails fixing annually for the principal products a target 
price valid for the whole Community, a single intervention price or a basic inter-
vention price from which are obtained various derived intervention prices at which 
the relevarJt agencies must buy in cereals offered to them and a threshold price 
on which the price of imported products must be aligned by means of a variable 
impor·t levy and on -:,1hich the price of exported products may be aligned by means, 
as appropriate, of export refunds or other mechanisms; 
tlhereas thE! a:i.m of the common agricultural policy is ·~o attain the objectives 
set ou.t in Article .39 of the Treaty; whereas in the cereals sector, in order 
to stabilize ma~kets and to ensure a fair standard of living for the agricultural 
community concerned, intervention agencies should be able to take intervention 
measures on the market; 
Nhereas free movement of cereals within the Community should enable stortages 
in deficit areas to be covered by surpluses in production areas; whereas, so as 
not to impede this in the case of common wheat, intervention prices derived from 
the basic price should be fixed in such a way that the differences between 
them reflect the disparities which, given a normal harvest, arise under 
natural conditions of prioe formation on ·the market, and that the forces 
of supply and demand m~ have free pl~; whereas, as regards the other basic 
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products, shortages in deficit areas could be covered by surpluses in 
production areas if a single intervention price is fixed correspondiltg to 
the lowest intervention prices which would have been fixed in the Community 
had the s,ystem provided for in respect of comm~n wheat been applied to those 
products;· 
Whereas, the intervention agencies must be able, in special circumstances, 
to take intervention measures suited to those circumstances; whereas, however; 
so that the required uniformity of intervention s,ystems ~ be maintained, 
those special circumstances should be assessed ~d the appropriate measures 
determined at Community level; 
Whereas, the target prices, intervention prices and threshold prices should, 
in the course of the marketing year, be subject to a certain number of monthly 
increases in order to take account, among other things, of storage costs and 
interest charges for storing cereals in the Community and of the need to ensure 
that the disposal of stocks conforms to market requirements; 
Whereas it may prove impossible to· give producers of durum wheat sufficient 
guarantees by fixing a price which takes into account the ratio existing 
normally on the world market between durum and common wheat prices; whereas 
this ratio should be respected so far as possible in the Community because 
of the interchangeabilit,y of these two products; whereas provision must 
therefore be made for the possibility of granting aid to producers of durum 
wheat; 
·Whereas in view of the special market situation for starch, potato starch 
and glucose produced by the "direct eydrolysis" process it ma.r prove 
nece~sary to provide for a production refund of such a nature that the basic 
products us~d by this industr,r can be made available to it at a lower price 
than that reg:alting from the application of the ~stem of levies and common 
prices; 
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Whereas the creation of a single Community market for cereals involves, 
apart from a single price system, the introduction of a single trading system 
at the external frontiers of the Community; whereas a trading system 
including levies and export refunds, combined with intervention measures, 
also serves to stabilize the Community market, in particular by preventing 
price fluctuations on the world market from affecting prices ruling within 
the CollllUUni ty; whereas, therefore, provision should be made for charging 
a levy on imports from third countries and for the pavrment of a refund 
on exports to these countries, both being designed to cover the difference 
betr1een prices ruling outside and within the Community; whereas, moreover, 
in respect of products processed from cereals to which this Regulation 
applies, account should be taken of the need to ensure a measure of protection 
for the Community processing industry; 
vfl1ereas, in addition to the system described above, and to the extent 
necessa~J for its proper working, provision should be made for regulating 
or, wl1en the situation en the market so requires, prohibiting the use of 
t'inward processing arrangements"; whereas, moreover, the refund should be 
fixed in such a w~ that operations under inward processing arrangements 
d.o not lead the Community processing industry to use, with a view to export, 
basic products impol~ed from third countries in preference to Community 
1)asic products; 
vfnareas the competent authorities must be in a position constantly to follow 
trade movements in order to assess market trends and to apply the. measures 
laid down in this Regulation as necessary; wtereas, to that end, 
provision should be made for the issue of import and export licences 
accompanied. by the provision Qf security guaranteeing that the transactions 
for which such licences are reqnested are effected; 
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Whereas the lev.y system makes it possible to dispense with all other 
protective measures at the external :frontiers of the Community; whereas, 
however, the common price and levy machinery may in exceptional 
circumstances prove defective; whereas, in such cases, so as not to leave 
the Community market without defence against distUrbances which may arise 
therefrom after the import barriers which existed previously have been 
removed, the Community should be enabled to take all necessar,y measures 
without delB\Y'; 
Whereas, in view of the high prices on the worl~ market, provision should 
be made for appropriate measures to be taken in order to safeguard Community 
supplies and to stabilize prices on Community markets; 
Whereas the establishment of a single market based on a common price system 
would be jeopardized by the granting of certain aids; whereas, therefore, 
the provis:ions of the Treaty which allow the assessment of aids granted 
by Member States and the prohibition of those which are incompatible with 
the common market should be made to apply to cereals; 
Whereas Italy should be authorized for some years to take measures to 
reduce the impact of the new l!!ystem on the level of prices for feed grain 
in that lviember State in order to faoili tate the adjustment of the Italian 
market to that new system; 
Whereas the common organization of the market in cereals must include 
the products of primar,y processing which contain· cereals or certain products 
which do not contain cereals but which ~e.direct1y interchangeable in their 
use with cereals· or with products obtained from cereals; 
Whereas the Communit,y is required under international obligatiqns concerning 
cereals, to furnish certain information about the trends on its market; whereas, 
therefore, provision should be made for Member Stat~s to furnish the Commission. 
with the necessar,y particulars; 
1 Whereas, 5.rl order to facilitate impleme~tation of the proposed measures, 
a procedure should be provided for establishing close cooperation between 
Member States and ~he Commission within a Management OommitteeJ 
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Whereaa tho European Economic Community is a party to the International Grain1 
Arrangement; whereas provisions for mobilizing food aid should be adopted; 
)vhcreas it should be provided that, save in exceptional circumstances, products 
intended as food aid should be obtained on the Community market; whereas such 
products are to be purchases on that market, taken from cereal stocks held qy 
intervention agencies or manufactured from such cereals; 
Hhereas the common organization of the market in cereals must take appropriate 
account, a·t the same time, of the objectives set out in Articles 39 and 110 
of the Treaty; 
HAS ADOPTEID THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
The common oreanization of the market in cereals shall comprise a price and 
tradif\~ qystem and cover the following products: 
CCT heading 
No 
(a) 10.01 A 
10.02 
10.05 B 
10 .• 0'{ 
Description of goods 
Common wheat and meslin 
Rye 
Barley 
Oats 
Ymize, other than hybrid maize for sowing 
Buckwheat, millet, canary seed and grain sorghum; 
other cereals 
------ ~ ~-~-----------------------------------------------------------(b) 
( ) 
....,c 
10.01 B 
11.01 A 
11.01 B 
ex 1L02 A 
Durum wheat 
Wheat or meslin flour 
Rye flour 
vllieat groats and meal (common wheat and durum wheat) 
(d) The products specified in A:nnex A to this Regulation 
~-----·-------------------------------------------------------------------
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TITLE I 
Prices 
Article 2 
· · 1 •. ·Simultaneo-usly and before 1 August of each year the following prices 
' ' 
, shall be fixed for the Commtmi ty for the marketing year beginning during 
.the following calendar year: 
a target price for each o~ the following: common wheat, durum wheat, 
' ' 
barley, maize and rye; 
-·- a. basic int~ve~tiori price for common wheat; 
a guaranteed minimum price for durum wheat. 
2. These prices shall be fixed for a standard qualit,y to be determined 
for each of the above cereals. 
3. The target price and the basic inte~vention price shall be fixed for 
Duisburg at the wholesale stage, goo-ds delivered to warehouse, not unloaded. 
The guaranteed minimum price for durum wheat shall be fixed for the 
marketing centre of the region with the largest surplus, a.t the same stage 
and under the same condi tiona as the target price .• 
4. The prices mentioned in this Article and the standard qualities for 
which th~ are fixed shall be determined in accordance with the procedure 
laid down in Article 43(2) of the Treaty. 
Article 3 
The marketing year for a.ll products referred to in Article 1 ~all begin on 
1 August and end on 31 July of the following year • 
,, ,•,,,·,,, ···-
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Article 4 
1. In order to guarantee to producers that the market price does not fall 
below a minimum level, derived intervention pric.es for common wheat shall 
be fixed for the Community, in addition to the basic intervention price. 
The derived intervention prices shall be fixed for the same standard quality, 
at the same stage and under the same conditions . as the target price, for 
all marketing centres in the Community except Duisburg. The level of the 
derived intervention prices shall be fixed in such a w~, that the 
differences between them correspond to the disparities in prices to be 
expected in a normal harvest under natural conditions of price formation 
on the market and that they allow the free movement of cereals within 
the Community in accordance with the requirements of the market. 
2. For barley, rye, durum wheat and maize, for which no basic intervention 
price is laid down, single intervention prices shall be fixed for the 
Community for all the marketing centres for those cereals. These prices shall 
correspond to the lowest derived intervention prices which would have been 
fixed in the CommUllity, had paragraph 1 been applied in respect of the said 
cereals. 
3. Intervention prices shall be valid from 1 August to 31 ~ of the 
following year. From 1 June to 31 July the intervention prices valid for 
August of the following marketing year shall apply. 
4. The Council, acting by a qualified majority on a proposal from the 
Corrunission, shall l~ down each year before 15 March for the following 
marketing year: 
(a) for each Member State, the marketing centre for common wheat to which 
the lowest ;intervention price applies and the price in question; 
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(b) the principal marketing centres and the derived· intervention prices 
to be applied in those centres; 
(c) the sin~le intervention prices for barley, rye, durum wheat and maize •. 
• 
.5. 'fue Council, acting by a qualified majority on a proposal from the 
Commission, shall adopt rules for: 
· (a) determining marketing centres other than th,ose mentioned in paragraph 
4(b); 
(b) deriving intervention price&;"valid ;both for the principal marketing centre~ 
and for other centres. 
6. The marketing centres mentioned in paragraph 5{a) and the dertved 
intervention prices valid for those centres shall be determined,1 after 
consultation wt th the Member States concerned, before 15 '.Ma\Y' of each year 
for the following marketing year, in accordance with the procedure laid down 
in Article 26. 
Article 5 
1. In respect of common vtheat, dUI'IlDl wheat, barley, maize and rye a 
threshold price shall be fixed for the Community in such a ~ that the 
selling price for the imported product on the lhisbu.rg market shall be the 
same a.s the target price, differences in qu.ali ty being taken into account. 
The threshold price shall be fixed for the same standard quality as the 
target price. 
2. For a stand.ard qu.ali ty of each of the products specified in .Article 1( a) 
'Which are not mentioned in paragraph 1 above, a threshold price shall be 
fixed for the Community in ~ch a way that the price for those cereals 
m~ntioned in paragraph 1 which are in competition with these products shall 
reach the target price on the Duisbu.rg market. 
For a standard quality of each of the products specified in Article 1(c) 
a threshold price shall be fixed. for the 'Bommunity, acocunt being taken of the·, 
objective stated in paragraph 2 and of the need to protect the processing 
industry. 
I.'".' 
l. 
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The threshold prices shall be calculated for Rotterdam. 
J ' 
5· The Council, acting by a qualified majority on a proposal from the 
Commission, Shall determine: 
(a) the rules for. fixing threshold prices for products referred t·o in 
paragraph 3 and the standard quality for products referred to in 
paragraphs 2 and 3; 
(b) before 15 March of each year, for the following marketing year, the 
threshold prices for products referred to in paragraphs 1, and 2. 
6. Threshold prices for products referred to in paragraph 3 shall be fixed 
before 15 March of ea.oh year for the following marketing year in accordance 
with the procedure laid down in Article 26. · 
Article 6 
1. The target prices, intervention prices and threshold prices shall be 
the subject of month-by~onth increases extending over all or part of the 
marketing year. 
2. The 06uncil1 acting by a qualified majority on a proposal from the 
Commission, shall determine before 15 Ma.roh of eaoh year, for the 'foiLlowing 
marketing year, the number and amount of the increases and in what months 
they are to apply. r: ' 
Article 7 
1 • Throughout the marketing year the intervention agencies designated, by .. , 
Member States shall be obliged . buy in cereals mentioned in Article 4 which 
are offered to them and have been harvested in the Community, provided that 
the offers comply with conditions, in particular in respect 6£ quality and 
quantity, to be determined in accordance with paragraph 5• 
2. '!he intervention agencies' shall buy in at the intervention price for the 
marketing centre at which the cereal is offered, under conditions determined in 
accordance with paragraphs 4 and 5· If the quality of the cereal ~s different 
from the standard quality for which the intervention price has been fixed, the 
intervention price shall be adjusted in aooordance with soa.les of prioe increases 
and reductions. These soales ~ .also ~elude speci~l optional price increases. 
' ., 
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in respect of barley of brewer,y quality and, in certain regions, in 
respect of rye of bread-making quality. 
3. Under conditions to be laid down in accordance with paragraphs 4 and 5, 
the intervention agencies: 
- shall offer for sale, for export to third countries or for supply to the 
internal market, the product bought in under the provisions of paragraph lf 
- me3\Y likewise offer for sale for the same purposes common wheat and also 
rye of bread-making quality in respect or which the special price increase 
has been granted, after having rendered SllOh cereals unti t tor .hi»Dan 
conmimption by denaturing. 
'lbey me3\Y also grant a denaturing premium for common wheat. 
4. The Council, acting by a qualified majority on a proposal from the 
Commission, shall adopt general rules governing interventio~ 
and denaturing. 
5· Detailed rules for the application of thiihArticle shall be adopted in 
accordance with the procedure laid down in Article 26, in pa.rtict1lar as regards z 
- the minimum quality and quantity required of each cereal for it to be 
eligible for intervention; 
- the scales of price increases and reduct,ons applicable for the purposes 
of intervention; 
- the procedures and conditions tor taking over by intervention agenoieaf 
- the procedures and conditions for disposal of produce by intervention 
agencies; 
- the oondi tiona for granting denaturing premiums and the amolmt thereof. 
Articihe 8 
The Council, acting by a qualified majority on a proposal from the Commission, 
shall determine in wha~hciroumstanoes intervention agencies may take special 
intervention measures to prevent substantial purchases oeing made in pursuance 
of Article 7(1) in certain regions of the Community. 
The nature and application of such intervention measures shall be determined 
in accordance with the procedure laid down in Article 26. 
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Article 9 
1. A carry-over p~ent m~ be granted in respect of stocks remaining at 
the end of the marketing year of common wheat, durum wheat, eye, barley 
and maize harvested in the Community, and of malt. 
However, for Member States in which the new harvest is usually available 
before the beginning of the new marketing year, it m~ be decided in 
accordance with the procedure referred to in paragraph 6, that the stock 
qualifying for the p~ent at the end of the marketing year mey not be greater 
than that declared at an earlier date, to be determined each year. 
Before 15 March of each year the Council, acting b.y a qualified majority on 
a proposal from the Commission, shall decide whether a carry-over p~ent 
should be granted in respect of one or more of the abovementioned products 
and, if so, to what extent. 
2. For maize, any carry-over p~ent granted shall be in respect solely of · 
quantities in stock in areas of surplus production. 
3. The carry-over payment for each cereal shall not exceed the difference 
between the target price valid for the last month of the marketing year and 
that valid for the first month of the next marketing year. 
4. The carry-over pajyiUent shall be granted only if stocks reach a minimum 
quantity. 
5. The amount of the carry-over p~ent shall be fixed in accordance with 
the procedure referred to in paragraph 1 • 
6. Detailed rules for the application of this Article, in particular the 
min:i.m'lllll quantity qualifying for a carey-over p~ent and the categories of 
those entitled to it, shall be adopted in accordance with the procedure 
laid down in Article 26. 
Article 10 
vfuere the intervention price for durum wheat for the marketing centre of the 
area with the largest surplus is lower than the guaranteed minimum price, aid 
shall be granted for the production of this cereal. Suoh aid, of a uniform 
amount for the whole Community, shall be equal throughout the marketing year 
to the difference between the guaranteed minimum price and the abovementioned 
' intervention price at the beginning of the marketing year. 
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. The Council, acting by a qualified majority on a. proposal from 1;he Gommission, 
shall adopt detailed rules for the application of 1;his Ar"l;iole. 
Article 11 
1. A production refund mq be granted: 
(a) for maize and common whea:b used in the Community for the 111a11uta.cture of 
starch; 
. (b), for potato starch; 
~~,:·,.. . {c) for maize groats and meal (gritz) used in the Community for the aazmtaot\ll"e. 
;.:~,~ ~- ,' 
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of glucose by direct lydrolysis; 
... ~. 1 ' . • • 
. ,. 
2. The payment of the production refUnd fo~ potato starch shall be subject 
, to the oondi tion that the processor has paid a. miniDIWD free-at-works prioe 
for the potatoes. 
~e minimum price to be received by the producer shall consist of the miniuiiam 
price to be paid by the starch manufacturer plus an amount corresponding to 
the production refund~ 
. ). The Council, acting by a qualified majority on a ~sal from the 
Commission, shall adopt rilles for the application ot this Arti~.~· and fix 
.·· the amount of the.produotion ratu:nd.. ··•· 
TITLE II 
Trade with third countries 
Article 12 
.1. Imports into the Community vr exports therefrom of~ of the products 
specified in Article 1 shall be subject to the submission of an import o~ 
export licence to be issued by Member States to any applioallt irrespective 
of the place of his establishment in the Community. 
Where the lev;y or refund is fixed in advance, the advance fixing shall be 
noted on the licence which serves as a supporting dooum.ent tor such advance 
fixing. 
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The import or export licence shall be valid throughout the Community • 
The issue of such licences shall be conditional on the provision 6f security 
gu~anteeing that importation or exportation is effected during the period 
of validity of the licence; t~e deposit shall be forfeited in whole mr in 
part if the transaction is not.effected, or is only partially effected, within 
that period. 
2. The period of validity of licences and other detailed rules for the 
application of this Artic~e shall be adopted in accordance with the prooi4ure 
laid dow.n in Article 26. 
Article 13 
1. A levy equal for each product to the threshold prioe less the cif 
price shall be charged on imports of the products specified in Article 1(a), 
(b) and (c). 
2. The cif prices shall be calculated for Rotterdam on the basis of the 
. \ 
most favourable purchasing opportunities on the world market, determined for 
each product on the basis of the quotations and prices of that market after 
adjustment for any differences in quality as compared with the standard quality 
for which the threshold price is fixed. 
Differences in quality shall be expressed in coefficients of equivalence. 
3. Where free quotations on the world market are aot a determining factor 
for the offer price and where this price is lower than world market prices, 
a special cif price calculated on the basis of t~e offer, price shall be 
substituted, solely for the imports in question, for the cif price. 
4. Detailed rules for the application of this Article, and in particular the 
coefficients of equivalence, the rules for determining oif prices and the 
margin within which variations in the factors used for calculating the levy do 
not require any alteration of the levy, shall be adopted in accordance with the 
procedure laid down in Article 26. 
5· The Commission shall fix the levies provided for tn this Article. 
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Article 1:4 
1. A levy shall be charged on the importation of products referred to in 
Article 1(d), consisting of two components: 
A. A variable component which may be fixed and revised on a flat-rate basis, 
(a) corresponding, in respect of products processed from basic products cmming 
within Article 1(a), to the incidence on therr prime cost of the levies on 
the basic product in question; 
(b) increased, where appropriate, for processed products which contain both basic 
products coming within Article 1 (a) and other products, by the amount of the 
incidence on their prime cost of the levies or customs duties charged on the -
other products; 
· (c) fixed, for products which do not contain any maio products coming within 
Article 1(a), with reference to market conditions for those Article 1 products 
which are in competition with them; 
~~,··; '-f·~' 
' ... 
. B. A fixed component designed to protect the processing industry. 
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2. Where actual offers from third countries of products specified in Article 
I 
1 (d) ,f 
.. 
do not correspond to the price whi~~ results from the price of pasic 
. J 
products used in their manufacture plus processing costs, an amount fixed in 
accordance ,with the procedure laid down in Article 26 may be added to!t.the levy 
fixed in accordance with paragraph 1. 
3. The Council, acting by a qualified majority on a proposal from the Commission, 
shall adopt rules for the application of this Article. 
4• The Commission shall fix the levies provided for in paragraph 1. 
Article 15 
1. The levy to be charged shall Qe that applicable on the day of importation, 
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However, as regards imports of products listed in Article l(a), and (b), the 
lev,y applicable on the day on which application for a licence is made, 
adjusted for the threshold price which will be in force during the month of 
importation, shall be applied to an import to be effected during the period 
of validity of the licence, if the applicant so requests when applying for 
the licence. In this case, a premium, fixed at the same time as the lev,y, shall 
be added to the lev,y. 
3. A decision m~ be taken in accordance with the procedure laid down in 
Article 26 to apply the provisions of paragraph 2, in whole or in part, to ~ . . 
of the products specified in Article l(c) and (d). 
If the carry-over p~ent envisaged by Article 9 is not granted for malt, and 
if advance fixing of the lev,y has been prescribed for this product, the lev,y 
shall be adjusted during the first two months of the marketing year for the 
threshold price in force during the last month of the preceding marketing 
year. 
4· The Council, acting by a qualified majority on a proposal from the 
Commission, shall 1~ down rules for fixing the scale of premiums and adopt 
measures to be applied in exceptional circumstances. 
5· Detailed rules for advance fixing shall be adopted in accordance with the · 
procedure laid down in Article 26. 
6. The scale of premiums shall be adopted by the Commission. 
7. Where examination of the market situation shows that the application 
of the provisions concerning the advance fixing of the lev.y has given rise 
or m~ give rise to difficulties, a decision m~ be taken, in accordance with 
the procedure laid down in Article 26, to suspend the application of those 
provisions for the period strictly necessary. 
In cases of extreme urgency, the Commission m~, after examination of the 
situation on the basis ofal the information available to it, decide to suspend. 
advance fixing for a maximum of three working d~s. 
Applications for licences accompanied by applications for advance fixing 
lodged during the period of suspension Shall be rejected. 
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Article 16 
1· To the extent necessary to enable products specified in Article 1 to be 
'exported in the state referred to therein or in the form of goods specified in 
Annex~ on the basis of quotations or prices f6r those_ products on· the world 
market, the difference between those quotations or prices and prices in the 
Community may 'be covered by an export refund. 
2, The refund shall be the same for the whole Commtm.ity. · It may be 'V'a.ried. 
' 
according to use or destination. 
Th$ refund shall be granted on application. 
· When the refund is being fixed particular account shall be taken of the need to 
establish a balance between the use of Community basic products in the 
manufacture of processed goods for export to third countries and the use of third 
country products brought in under inward processing arrangements. I 
Refunds shall be fixed at regular intervals in accordance with the procedure 
laid dow in Article 26. ' ·. 
Where necessary the Commission m~, at the request of a Member State or on-its 
own initiative, alter the refunds in the intervening period. 
). The amount of the refund applieable to the export of products specified in 
Article 1 and of goods specified in Annex B shall be that applicable on the day 
of exportation. 
4. However, in the oase of products specified in Article 1(a) and (b), the. 
export refund applicable on the day on whiCh application tor the licence is.made, 
adjusted for the threshgld p~ioe which will be in force during'the month of 
exportation, shall be applied, if the applicant ao requests when applying tor the· 
licence ·,, to an export to 'be . 
' effected during the period of validity of the lioenoe. 
' . A oorrecti ve amount may be fixed. ~t shall be applied to refunds fixed in 
' . 
advance. The corrective amount shall be fixed at 'the same time as the refund. 
according· to the same procedure; however, where· necessary the Commission 'IJilq 
at the request of a Member State or on its own initia-tive, alter the correot:l:ve 
amounts in the intervezw1:g period. 
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The proVJ.slons of the preceding subparagraphs may be applied in whole or in 
part, to any of the products .specified in Article 1(o) and (d.) and to aliJI" 
products specified in Article 1 which are exported in the form of goods speoifie4. 
in Annex B. 
If the carry-over payment envisaged by Article 9 is not granted for barley 
and malt a.nd if advance fixing of the refund has been preoribed for malt, 
the refund on exports, effected during the first two months of the marketing 
year, of malt in stock at the end of the preceding marketing year or made from 
barley in stock at that time shall be adjusted for the threshold price in 
force during the last month of the preceding marketing year. 
5· The Council, acting by a ~aalified majority on a proposal from the 
Commission, shall adopt general rules for granting export refunds and criteria 
for fixing the amount of such refunds. 
6. Detailed rules for the appli.oation of this Article shall be adopted in 
accordance with the procedure laid down in Article 26. 
7• Where examination of the market situation shows that the application of 
the provisions concerning the advance fixing of the export refund ha.S given 
rise or may give rise to difficulties, a decision m~ be taken,. in accordance 
with the procedure la:i.d down in Article 26, to suspend. the· application of 
those provisions for the period strictly necessar,y. 
In oases of extreme urgency, the Commission may, after e::x:a.mination of the , 
situation on the basis of a.ll the information a.Va.ilable to it, decide to suspend." 
advance fixing for a. maximum of' three working days. 
Applications for licences accompanied by applications for advance fixing 
lodged during the period of suspension shall be rejected. 
Article 11 
1. To the extent neoesaa.r,y for the proper working of the common organization 
of the market in oex·eals, the Council, acting by a. qualified majority on a 
proposal from ·the Commission, may prohibit in whole or in part the use of inward~ 
processing arrangements: 
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in respect of products specified in Article 1 which are intended ·for 
the manufacture ,of products specified in Article l(c) and (d); '· 
- and, in special cases, in respect of products specified in Article l 
which are intended for the manufacture of goods specified in Annex B. 
Article 18 
1. Without prejudice to the provisions of Regulation (EEC) (l), the 
general rules for the interpretation of the Common Customs Tariff a.nd.the 
special rules for its application shall app~ to the tariff classification of 
products covered by this Regulation; the tariff nomenclature resu.l ting :f'rom 
application of this Regulation shall be incorporated in the Common Customs 
Tariff. 
· 2. Save as otherwise provided in this Regulation or where derogation therefrom 
is decided by the Council, acting by a qualified majority on a proposal t.rom 
the Commission, the following shall be prohibited: 
the lev,ying of ~ customs duty or charge having equivalent effect; 
the application of ~ quantitative restriction or measure having 
equivalent effect. 
·-The restriction of import or export licences to a specified category of those 
entitled to receive them shall be considered to constitute a measure having . 
effect equivalent to a quantitative.restriction. 
(1) See page of the present Official Journal. 
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1. When the quotations or prices on the world market for one or more of the 
products referred to in Article 2 reach the level of Community pr:i.ces, and 
when that situation is likely to continue and to deteriorate, thereby 
disturbing or threatening to disturb the Community market, appropriate 
measures may be taken. 
2. The Council, acting by a qualified majority on a proposal from the 
Commission, shall adopt the general rules for the application of this Article• 
3. The detailed rules for the application of this Article shall be adopted 
in accordance with the procedure laid down in Article 26. 
Article 20 
1. If by reason of imports or exports the Community market in one or more 
of the products specified in Article 1 experiences or is threatened with 
serious disturbances which may endanger the objectives set out in Article 39 
of the Treaty, appropriate measures may be applied in trade with third 
countries until such disturbance or threat of disturbance has ceased. 
~ 
l 
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The Oounoil, actina b~ a. quali:fiec\ ma.jori t~ on a. propoaa.l from the Commission, · 
shall adopt rules for the application of this para,raph an4 define the oases 
', '-· · . in whioh and the limits within whioh·Xember States 1J183" take protective measures. 
I, • 
1-
'. 
\ . 
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2. If the situation envisaged in paragraph 1 arises, the Commission shall, at 
the request of a Member State or on its own initiative, decide upon the necessar,r 
measures; the measures shall be' communicated to the Member States and shal~ be: 
. . 
immediately applicable. If the Commission receives a request from a Member 
State, it shall take a decision thereon within twent7-four hours following 
receipt of the request. 
). Measures decided upon by the Commission 1J183" be referred to the Council by 
any Member State within three working days following the dq, on which they were 
pommunioated. The Council shall meet without del'q. It mq amend or repeal 
the measure in question in accordance with the voting prooedure'laid down in 
' .': Article 43( ~). of the Treaty. ~ 
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TITLE III 
General Rrovisions 
Article 21 
No goods specified in Article 1 which are manufactured or obtained from products 
. to which Article 9(2) ~d Article 10(1) o:f. the Treaty do not app~ shall be ' i 
admitted· to free oiroul.ation within the Community. 
Article 22 
Save as otherwise provided in this Regulation, Articles 92 to 94 of the Treaty 
. shall apply to the production of and trade . in produots ·specified in Artiole 1 ~ · 
Article 23 
1· When barley, oats, maize,, grain sorghum or millet are ·tmported~qy sea i~to:~be 
Italian Republic, that Member State mq reduce the lev. 
',, ,, -
i 
j 
j 
l J • 
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The amount of the reduction in the 
levy shall "be fixed by the Council, acting by a qualified majority on a. 
proposal from the Commission, at the same time as the prices for each marketing 
year 1• 
This reduction may be made only if an equal subsidy is granted for deliveries 
of the same cereals by sea from Member States unless this subsidy has, at the 
request of the sender of the cereals, been paid to him by the Member State of 
origin which shall inform the Italian Republic forthwithe The Italian Republic 
shall keep all Member States informed at all times of the amount of subsidy 
in force. 
2. If Italy makes use of the power conferred by pru:•a.graph 1 , the Council, acting · 
by a. qualified majority on a proposal from the Commission,shall take the measures 
necessary to preverrt discrimination between Community producers and distortions 
of competition in trade between denature~~g~t, on the one hand, and the 
cereals referred to in paragraph 1, in particular barley, on the other. 
3. Detailed rules for the application of this. Article shall be adopted in 
aooordanoe with the procedure laid down in Article 26. 
Member States and the Commission shall communicate to each other the tnforma.tion 
necessary for implementing this Regulation and for complying with the internation~ 
obligations concerning cereals. Rules for the communication and distribution 
of such information shall be adopted in aooordanoe with the procedure laid 
down in Article 26. 
Article 2~ 
1. There is hereby set up a Management Committee for Cereals (hereinafter 
called the "Committee") consisting of representatives of the Member States with 
a representative of the Commission as Ghairman~ • 
2. Within the Committee the votes of Member States shall be weighted in 
accordance with Article 148 (2) of the Treaty. The Chairman shall not vote. 
. 1 
See Regulation (EEC) No 1359/73 of 15 May 1973, OJ No L 141. 28.5.1973, P• 32 
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k!tiole 26 
1'. Where the procedure laid down in this Article is to be followed, matters 
. shall b~ referred :_l!_o the Committee by the Chairman, either on his own ~~ ~~-~~i'V'e 
or at the request of the representative of a Member State. 
2. The 'representative of the Commission shall submit a draft of the measures 
t9, be adopted. The Committee shall deliver its opinion on the draft within a 
time limit set by the Chairman according to the urgency of the_ matter. Opi~ona 
·shall be deli~ered by a majority of forty-one votes. 
. ' 
3. The Commission shall adopt measures which shall apply immediately. However, 
. if' these measures are not in accordance with the opinion of the Oommi ttee, they 
, shall forthwith be oomm\mioated by the Commission to the Oounoil. In that event 
) 
the Commission m~ defer application of the measures whioh it has ado~ed for not 
I 
more than one month from the date of suoh communication. 
I . 
The Council, acting by a qualified majority, m~ take a different decision with one 
month. 
.Article 27 
''' 
j 'I 
The Committee may consider any other question referred to it by its Chairman either ou ' . 
on his own initiative !)r at the request of the ~presentative of a Member State• 
Article 28 
1. Obligations arising under the Food Aid Conventions shall be met b,y the 
purchase on the Community market of the products specified ftt·Artiole 1 or by the 
use of cereals held by intervention agencies. 
.. , 2. The criteria for mobilizing the products, in particular' those governing 
~-·· 
pu:rohase on the Community market or the use of oer~al. held by intervention •agencies, · 
·: shall be adopted by the :.:Council, acting by a qualified majority on a proposal from 
the Commission. 
3· · In exceptional circumstances products specified in Article 1 m~ be mobilised.'· 
· ·by purchases on the world market. Detailed rules for the ~pplioation of this 
paragraph shall be adopted in aooordanoe with the procedure laid down in Article 26. -'. 
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Article 29 
This Regulation shall be so applied that appropriate account is taken, at 
the same time, of the objectives set out in Articles 39 and 110 of the Treaty. 
Article 30 
1. Council Regulation (EEC) No 120/671 of 13 June 1967 on the common organization 
of the market in cereals, as last amended by Council Regulation (EEC) No 665/75 2 
is hereby repealed. 
. " 
.. 
; 
' 
2. References to the Regulation repealed by paragraph 1 shall be read as referenoes 
to this Regulation. 
c 
A table is provided in the Annex/for the purposes of correlating references to the ' 
preamble and Articles of that Regulation with those of this Regulation. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entiretf and directly applicable in all 
Member States. 
Done at Brussels, 
10J No 117, 13 .6. 1967, P• 2269/67• 
20J No L 72, 20.).1975, p.·l4 
For the Council 
The President 
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CCT 
heading No 
07.06 A 
ex 11.01 
ex 11.02 
11.06 
11.07 
ex 11.08 A 
VI/4445/74-E 
DescriptiGn ef goods 
Maniocy arrowroot, salep and other similar roots and tubers 
with high starch content, excluding sweet potatoes 
Cereal flours: 
C. Barley flour 
D. Oat flour 
E. Maize flour 
G. Buckwheat flGur 
H. Millet flour 
IJ. Canary seed flour 
K. Grain serghum fbur 
L. Other 
Cereal groats and cereal mea.l; other worked cereal grains 
(f&r example, rolled flaked, polished, pea.rled or kibbled, but 
not further prepared~, except husked, glazed, polished or broken. 
rice; germ of cereals, whole, rolled, flaked or ground: 
ex A. 
B. 
c. 
D .. 
Cereal gTGats and cereal meal, except groats and meal ef 
wheat and rice 
Hulled grains (shelled or husked), whether or not sliced · 
or kibbled 
Pearled grains 
Grains not .otherwise worked than kibbled 
ex E. Rolled grains; flaked grains, except flaked rice grains 
ex F$ Pellets, except rice pellets 
Go Germ of cereals, whole, rolled, flaked or ground 
Flours and meal of sago and of manioc, arrewroot, salep and et~er~ 
roots and tubers falling within heading Ne 07.06 
Malt, roasted er not 
Starches: 
I. IIIaize starch 
III. Wheat starch. 
IV. Potato starch 
v. Other 
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,heading No 
11.09 
17.02 B 
17.05 :B 
23.02 A 
·23.03 A I 
'- 2'-
Description of goods 
Wheat gluten, whether or not dried 
Glucose and glucose syrup: 
II. Other 
VI/4445/74-E 
ANNEX A 
Glucose and glucose s.yrup, flavoured or coloured 
Bran, sharps and other residues derived from the sifting, milling 
or working of cereals 
Residues from the manufacture of starch from maize (excluding 
concentrated steeping liquors), of a protein content, calculated en 
the dry product exceeding 4o% by weight 
Sweetened forage; other preparations of a kind used in animal 
feeding: 
ex B. Other, containing starch, glucose er glucose syrup falling 
within subheadings 17.02 Band 17.05 B, or milk products 
(falling within headings or subheadings Nos 04.01, 04.02, · 
04.03, 04.04, 17.02 A or 17.05 A), except preparations and 
feeding-stuffs containing 50% or more by weight ef milk 
products .falling within one or more of the abevementioned 
headings or subheadings 
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COT 
heading No 
e:x: 18.06 C 
19o01 
19.02 
19.06 
21.01 
e:x: 21.05 
21.07 
22.03 
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Description of goods 
Other sugars; sugar syrups; artificial honey {whether or net 
mixed with natural honey); caramel: 
B. Glucose and glucose syrup: 
I. Containing, in the dry state, 99% or mere by weight ef the 
pure product 
Sugar confectionery, not containing cocoa: 
B.. Chewing gum 
C. lihite chocolate 
D. Other 
Chocolate and chocela·te goods, whether or not filled; sugar 
confectionery and substitutes therefor made from sugar substitution 
products, containing cocoa 
Malt extract 
Preparations of flour, meal, starch or malt extract, of a kind used 
as infant food or for dj.etetic or culinary purposes, containing less 
than 50% by weight of.cocoa 
Macaroni, spaghetti and similar products 
Tapioca and sago; tapioca and sago substit·u.tes obtained from potato 
or other starches 
Prepared foods obtained by the swelling or roasting Qf cereals er 
cereal produc·ts (puffed rice, corn flakes and similar prvducts) 
Communion wafers, empty cachets of a kind suitable for pharmaceutical 
use, sealing wafers, rice paper and similar products 
·l 
Bread, ships' biscuits and o·ther ordinary, bakers' wares, not containing 
added ·sugar, honey, eggs, fats, cheese er fruit 
Pastry, biscuits, cakes and other fine bakers' wares, whether or net 
containing cocoa in Ci1J1i1 preportion 
Roasted chicor,y and ether roasted coffee substitutes; extracts, 
essences a.nd concentrates thereof: 
A. Roasted chicory and other roasted coffee substitutes: 
II. Other (than roasted chicory) 
B. Extracts, essences ar~ concentrates of the products described 
unde~ subheading A: 
II. Other (than e:x:tra.cts, essences and concentrates ef roasted 
chicory) 
Soups and broths in liquid, solid Qr powder form 
Food preparations not elsewhere specified er included 
Beer made from ma.l t 
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COT 
heading No 
29.10 
29.43 
' Description of goods 
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ANNEX B 
Acyclic alcohols and their halogenated, sulphonated, nitrated or 
nitrosated derivatives: 
C. Polyhydric alcohols: 
III. Sorbitol 
'' ',' 
. . ·~I 
',,1 
~· -,; 
Acetals and hemiaoetals and single or complex o~gen-function acetals and~. 
hemi-aceta.ls, and their halogenated, sulphonated, nitrated or ni"trosated ' 
derivatives: 
ex B. Other: 
~ Methylglucosides 
,. 
Monoca.rbo~lic acids and their anhydrides, halides, peroxides and peraoids~·~·.i 
and their halogenated, sulphonated, nitrated or nitrosated derivatives: .· .:' 
ex A. Saturated acyclic moneca.rbo~lic acids: 
-Esters of sorbitol 
ex B. Unsaturated acyclic monoca.rbo~lic acids: 
- Eaters of sorbitol 
Carboxylic acids with alcohol, phenol, aldehyd~ or ketone function and. 
other single or complex oxygen-function carb~lic acids and their 
anhydrides, halides, peroxides.and peraoids, and their halogenated, 
sulphonated, nitrated· or nitosated derivatives: 
A. Carboxylic acids with alcohol function: 
v. Gluconic acid and its salts and esters 
ex VIII.Other: 
,. 
'.l'.·i 
I '~ 
' ' 
' 
,·,''f 
·I 
Glyceric acid, glycolic acid, saccharonic acid, isosaocharonio· · 
acid, heptasaochario acid and their salts ani esters ·~· 
' ; ~ .. 
Heterocyclic compounds; nucleic acids: 
e:x: Q. Other: 
Anhydric compounds of sorbitol (for exarnple,sorbitans.), 
excluding maltol and isomaltol 
Sugars, chemically pure, other than sucrose, glucose' and lactose; 
sugar ethers and sugar esters, and their salts, ether than preiucts et · 
headings Nos 29.39, 29.41 and 29.421 
ex B. Other: 
- Sorbose and its salts and esters 
Dextrine and de:x:trin·glues; soluble or roasted starches; ·starch glues 
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Description ~f goods 
VI/4445/74-E 
ANNEX B 
Prepared glues not elsewhere specified or .included; products suitable 
for use as glues put up for sale by retail as glues in packages net 
exceeding a net weight of 1 kg: 
- with a base of sodium silicate emulsions 
Prepared glazings·, prepared dressings and prepared mordants, ef a kind 
used in the textile, paper, leather or like industries: 
A. Prepared glazings and prepared dressings: 
I. With a basis of amylaceous substances 
Chemical products and preparations of the chemical or allied irnustries 
(including those consisting of mixtures of natural products), not 
elsewhere specified or included; residual products of the chemical . 
er allied industries, not elsev1here specified ~Dr includ.ed: 
Q. Foundry core binders based on synthetic resins 
· ex T,. Other: 
- Sorbitol cracking products 
Polymerisa:tion and copolymerisation products (for example, pol.yetbylene, 
polytetrahalo-ethylenes, polyisobutylene, polystyrene, po~i~l 
chloride, po~inyl acetate, polyvinyl chloroacetate and other poly-
vinyl derivatives, polyacr,ylic and po~ethacrylic derivatives, 
coumarone - indene resins): , 
ex c. Other: 
- Adhesives with a base of resin emulsions 
Other high po~ers, artificial resins and artificial plastic materials, 
including alg:i.nic acid, its aa.l ts and esters; lino~: 
ex B. Other, excluding lj.no:xyn 
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Correlation table 
Regulation No 120/67/EEC 
Article ,22 G. 
ANNEX C 
This Regulation 
Article 28 
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REGULI.TION (EEC) No . 
of 
VI/1533/75-E 
OF THE COUNCIL 
on aids for the :;r6e.uction of :'l.n(..l trado 
in 7)otq,to stn.rch and potatoes for starch 
ma.nu~aoturc 
THZ: COU~CIL OF TH.fl: EUROFK'lli Cm.TIIUNITIES, 
Having rc5-U'd to the Trea.~r e~tablishing the- Euro::~co.n Econoaio ConmunH,y? 
and :~n )r,rt-icul"r Articles 42 and t;.3 th0rcof; 
HaYing rcgn.ri to the proposal fron the Cormicsion; 
·Ravine regard to th0 Opinion of the Euro:,>can P.'U'lio.1,1ent; 
Hhoroets the system of :)roduc-t:i on r0fnnds to be grr,ntcd in rcs'?cct ;f 
starch is gc'.rcrncd by Cov.nc::.l R':lgulati on (EEC!) No (1) 
of on tho coriimon organization of the ILlarkct in cero::1ls; 
~JhE:r-Ge.s operation of tho systc~n of ):c:i.ocs and levies in rGs)ect of :;oJ~c.;~o 
starch rcquirt.,s that the provi siom: of th•- Treaty ~v-:1ich all0ws aic:s t'J 
be assessoa <1nd aotJ.on to b~;, t::1ken .~gnir.Lst those 1.-vhich arc incu:nn:1.tiblc 
with tho coDhi0n ng.rkct be extended. to aids granted for t!K ')reduction 
of nnd trade in potatoes for sto.rch ma..'1ufa.cture, without proj'J.di·::c to the 
·yrr;•· j ~ions whil:h will be made for th.:: Cv:'l1":lon organization of tl::.c market 
in ;;o'.::.tocs, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
~--~ 
If the ~'stoo of levies on ~otato starch is applied, Articles 92 1 93 and 
9iJ. cf t~1c ::rroa.ty sh~ll apply to t~w production of and trade in potatoes for 
stn:cch nrumfa.cture. 
(1) Sc.o p of this Ol'fici~l Journal 
,, 
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Article 2 · 
1. Co1rncil Ro~lation No 56(2) on aids for the product;on of and 
trade in ~otato starch and potatoes· for starch manufacture, as amended 
by Regulation No 120/67 /EEc( 3), is hereby ·repealed. ·~ 
... . ' 
2. References to the Regulation ro:;>ealed by paragraph 1 Shall be read 
as reforQnces to this Regulation. 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 1 August 1975• 
This Regulation shall be bind~~ in its entiret.y and direct~ applicable 
in 'all Member States. 
Done at Brussels, For the CoUllcil 
1,'hc President 
(2
3
) OJ No 54, 2.1.1962, ~· 1591/62 
( ) OJ No 117, 19.6~1967, Po 2269/67 
-
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VI/1533/75-E 
REGULATION (EEC) No 
of 
OF THE COUNCIL 
on the. im:Port levies on mixturr:ls of cerc::tls, 
rice and broken rice 
THE COUlJCIL OF THE IDROPEf...N COMMUNITIES, 
H:-wing regard to tho Tre'lty establishing tho Eu.':'o:Joan Economic ~or:ununity, 
'lnc in particular ~\rticlc 43 thereof; 
K·:Ti.ng regard to tho proposal from tho Collll:lission; 
Ifu:d.ng regard to the, Opinion of tho Euro~:>eu.n Parliament; 
~vr~. 'os.s, to ensure the proper v.rorking of the levy system applicable to 
:-c.;~ n ts of cereals, rice a.nd broken rice from third countries introduced 
b:- ._;c;mcil Regulation (EEC) No (l) of on the common 
("'' 01'(;'._:[Li.zation of the market in cereals a.nd Cour.cH Regulation No 3"J9/67 /E:::::C "'·) 
of 25 July 1967 on the common orgru1.ization of the market in rico, as L::u:ot 
a.r::c:adocl by Regulation (EEC) No 6G8/75( 3) suitable rules shotllr:l be a':>pliocl 
tc trade in mixtures of cereals, rice and broken rice; 
:fhe·.'eas tho levy on such mixtures rcsul ts frora t~eir tariff cl::<.ssificatbn, 
w:r i .. ch is normally determined in <wcorclance with the general rules for 
th.;; interpretation of the Common Customs Tuiff; 
Hhercas, in the case of mixtU.rcs ofcc~rea.l:s-J·:·ribei.and. broken rico, tho 
t~iff classification m~ give rise to difficulties if detorminoQ in 
accordanco with those rules; whorcns in fact such classification soactimes 
results in a low h:vy bGing charged on mixtures which, hoHever 1 contain 
a. substantial proportion of Jrouucts subject to a hieh levy; 
lrJh;:;reas, in order to avoid ~such difficulties, special provisions should 
bG ado:?tC'd for determining tho levy on mi:;;:tures of coroalc, rice and 
broksn rico, 
Sec p of this Official J 01.trn.~.1, 
OJ No 174, 31.7.1967, ~· 1 
OJ No 12, 20.3ol975t ,. 18 
VI/1533/75-E 
HAS~ THIS REGUL.ATION: 
·-, > ' 
1. The im?ort levy on mb:tures coml)OS~d of two of the cereals specifie;d 
in /~ticle l(a) and. (b) of Regulation (EEC) No shall be that applicable 
to: 
- the main component by weight, if such component represents 90% or 
narc by weight of the miXture; 
the component subject to the higher levy, where neither of the two 
com·:~onents represents 90% or more by weight of the mixture. 
2~ Where a mixture is composed of·oore than two ~of the cereals specified 
in Article l(a) and (b) of Regulation (EEC) No , and if several 
cereals each re~rosent more th~ lO%by weight of the mixture, the levy 
on this mixture' shall be the highest of the levies applicable to these 
cereals, even where the levy is the same for more than one of them. 
·Where only one oereal represents more'than 10% by weight· of the mixture, 
'• 
thc·~evy shall be that ap,lic~blo to this cereal. 
3. In respect of mixtures composed of cereals specified ~n Article l(a) 
and (b) of'Regula.~ion (EEC) No which·a.re not. covered by tho above 
)revisions, the levy applied shall be the highest of the levies applicable 
to the cereals included in the mixture, even where the levy is the 
same for more than one of them. 
Article 2 
. ·--· 
1. The levy on mixtures composed of one or more of·thc.~ereals specified 
in Article l(a) and (b) of Regulation (EEC) No and of one or more 
of the products specified in Article l(a) and (b) of Regulatbn No 
359/67/EEC shall be that applicable to the com,onont subject to the 
highest' levy. 
'l-:. 
\ ' 
' ' 
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2. Tho levy on mixturGs COill':108o<i oi t:1cr of rice of sovc·ral different 
grouvs or lJrocossing stages or of ric:: of one or more diff8ront gr:•u'Js 
or processing stages and of brok.:m rice shall be that c.:?l')licablc to: 
the main corn)ommt by weight, if such component rcryrcs<mts 90% 
or more by weight of the mixture; 
the. COl:lTJonent subject to the: highest lovy, 'tvhcro none of t~1c cor.r;0c'1C:1ta 
represents 90% or more by woight of the r1ixturc. 
Article 3 
--~ . . . 
Wlwru the methoc~. of determining the levy laicl dmm in .Articlep, 1 nncl 2 
c,l.!mot be o,pplied, the levy on th.:. mi~:tures covered by this R.og>.1lation 
s.h.:-:11 bo that derived fron the tariff cla.f.Jsification of s;tch Llixturcs" 
.Articlo 4 ___ _..._. 
1. Council Regulation No 156/66/Ii:EC(l) of 25 October l96G o:::1 t;1: levies 
on mL:turcs of cereals, rice an0. br·Jken rice is :1crcby :rc-~Jc.:al·:::l. 
2. R(dercnccs to the Regulation rc:)ealed by ~Jar".gr2.ph 1 s~1all be rc.::1cl 
~c rofc:ronces to this Rogulatione 
Ar,ticl,c 5 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 1 k.1.gust 1975. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety an(: directly t::.i)plicabl.:: 
in all Iiombcr States. 
Done at Brussels, For the Council 
Tho Prc"3idcnt 
) • I 
(1) OJ N'o 192 1 27.10.1966, )• 3273/66 
.I 
VI/1533/75-E 
REGULATION (EEC) No OF THE COUNCIL 
of 
on glucose and lactose 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN CO:MMUNITIES, 
Having regard -to the Treaty ostabl:i.shing the European Economic Community 1 
ana in ?articular l~ticle 235 thereof· 
. ' 
Having reg.""....rd to the proposal from th0 Commission; 
Having regard to the Opinion of the European Parliament; 
Whereas, in order to avoid technical difficulties a~ regards customs 
treatment, tho Council Decision of 12 December 1964(l) on the 
introduction of sone amendments to the Common Customs Tariff provided 
for glucose, glucose ~un, lactose and lactose ~up to fall 
within one huading and for chemically pure glucose and lactose to ~fall 
'tid thin another; 
i-Jhorcas, however, glucose and lactose falling respectively within 
subheadings 17.02 B II and 17.02 A II arc listed in Annex II to the 
Treaty an~'!.· are therefore subject to the systelil of "trade with third 
provided for under the common or~izations of1he market to which they 
belong, w!1ile chemically pure glucose and lactose are subject to the 
s.ystcm of customs duties, the economic incidence of which can be 
appreciably different; 
Whereas this situation creates difficulties which are tho greater ir. that 
the products in question, what'evor their degree of purity, are derived from 
the same basic products; whereas the criterion for customs classification 
bctt-Tccn those products '!rrhioh arc and those which arc not chenically ~)ure 
is a 99% degree of purity; whereas products with a slightly higher or 
slightly lower degree o~ purity may have the sace economic use; whereas, 
therefore, the application of different ~stems loads to distortions of 
competition which are all tho greater because of int.orcha.ngca.bilityi 
(1) OJ No 220, 31.12.1964, P• 3741/64 
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rlherue.s the only solution to tlwse difficulties is to follow the 
Council Decision of 12 Decei!lbvr 1964 by givi!lti tto pror1ucto t1:-- s.::u:Jc 
ecu~wmic tron.tmcnt 1r1hatuvcr thei-r dog.coo of purity ori tc· thi.. c~~torlt 
the·:~ tl1:i. s 'llvould appear ariequa t c, by h~rmoni f:':ing th:: trco;t.mont gi von to 
tho ·i;wo grou~s of products; 
v!hcreas the Treaty docs not S•)ecifically provide the au~hori ty ncoclec~ tc 
take such action; whereas in these circUDstanccs the neccsse.:"'y r.x:amwcs 
sh:.mld be taken on the basis of .L\rticlc 233 of the Treaty; vJhcroas tl1..:: 
most a:;:lpropriate:: measures arc to o:;::tond to chemically pure ghwoso thl: 
trea-tment . given to other glucose under Council Regulation (EEC) l1k, (2) 
of on the coiT'.mon organization of the nnrket in cc:rcals :JJ'ld to 
c:;:-!;c:.nd to chemically pure lactose the troat:oent given to otter :!.actosc 
U1·.--~ ;r Council Regulation (EE!C) Nv 804/68( 3) of 27 June 1968 on th;o 
CX·"·,•un organization of the r.larkct in uilk and milk :~roduc i;s, as l:l.::.:t a.rilcn:i<:l:. 
by :logub.tion (EEC) No 465/75(4), 
a~ !~OPTED THIS REGUL~TION: 
Article l 
........ -·-II' 
Th'J treatment given to glucose and glucose syi'UT) falling VTi t 1-..in 
subhe-ading 17.02 B II of the Common Customs T?_.riff unclcr 11r-:gu.la:Gion 
t'- -. ... ) N \-1 ;~v 0 and under tho provisions adopted for tho £>..pplice.tion of -thc1t 
R~c,llation shall be extended to glucose and glucose s,yrup falling 
within subheading 17.02 B I of the Common Cust:>!;1S Tariff" 
..:i:rticlc 2 
- ........... . 
•.rh() treatment gi von to lactose and lactose syrup fallinG" wi th:i.n 
s1.:bhoading 17.02 A II of tho Common Customs Tariff under Regulation 
(EEC) No 804/68 e.nd under the provisions adopted for tho application 
of that Regulation shall be cxtonC:.od -~o lactose and lactc:;;:o syruJ fallir.g 
i'ii thin subheading 17.02 A I of the Common Customs 'Ltri.f:f. 
!:2) ' \ ·-'I II\ '"i·) OJ No L OJ No L 148, 28.6.1968, ,. 13 OJ No L 52, 28.2.1975, P• 8 
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Article 3 
t\Then tl:.r) treatment given to glucose fUld. glucose syrup or to. lactose a.nd 
::..actosc cyrup falling res:?ectivoly i·rit!lin. subheadings 17.02 B II and 
. 17.02 J.. II of the Common Custcms Tariff is amended pursuan:t to 
-
•\rticlo 43 of the Treaty or in accord~1ce with procedures established 
, 
for thv application of that Article, such amendments shall extend as 
appropriate to glucose and glucose s,yru~ or to lactose and lactose, 
~u9 falling respectively within subheadings 17.02 B ~ and 17.02 A I 
of the Comnon Customs Tariff,unless, in accordance with tho same procedures, 
ot~er measures are taken for the harmonising of the treatment applicable 
:.to these ~roducts with the treatment applicable to those alrcaqy mentioned. 
1. Council Regulation No 189/66/EEC(5) of 24 November 1966 on glucose 
and lactose is hereby repealed. 
2. Rofcroncos to tho Regulation rc?ealed by paragraph 1 shall be read 
as roferonces to this Regulation. 
A;r:,ticle j 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 
This Regulation ·shall be binding ;in its entirety and directly applica91e 
in all !llember States. 
Done at Brussels, For the Council 
Tho President 
(5) OJ No 218, 28.11.1966, p. 3713/66 
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Proposal for consolidation o~ Reeylation (EEC) No. I68 /69 
The Commission proposes to the Council that, as part of the consolidation of all 
acts of the Council relating to the cereals' sector, it should also proceed to 
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adopt the text of Council Regulation (EEC) No 76B/69 of 22 April 1969 fixing standard l 
qualities for common wheat, rye, barley, maize and durum wheat (1). 
This consolidation involves certain adaptations of a formal nature which are 
shown below in a simplified form, and which should be integrated into the text: 
References 
articles 2,3 and 5 
footnote 
Article 1 
(1) 
(2) 
li1ormer text 
The intervention prices 
OJ No 117, 19.6.1963, po 
2269/67 
OJ No L 41, 18.12.1969, P• 1 
New text 
~1e intervention price 
See page of the present 
Official Journal 
1. Council Regulation (EEC) 
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The text of article 7 shall be 
replaced by: 
' No 768/69 of 22 April 1969 
fixing standard qualities for [.: 
common wheat, rye, barley, 
maize and durum wheat (1), 
is he~eby repealed. 
2. All references to the 
Regulation repealed b.y virtue 
of paragraph shall be 
treated as references to this i' 
l' Regulation. : 
Article 8 
This Regulation shall enter 
into force on 1 August 1975• 
Besides references to Regulations which by reason of their consolidation stand 
repealed shall be replaced by a reference aetting out their new number in 
accordance with the following table: 
Relevant provisions 
2nd visa 
article 6 
(1) OJ No L 100, 28.4.1969, P• 10 
!eference to be replaced 
120/67/EEC 13 June 1967 
as last amended by Council 
Regulation (EEC) No .. 289/69 
of 17 February 1969 
120/67/EEC 
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: . Proposal :for consolidation of Regulation (EIDC) n° 666/75 
.The Commission proposes the Council that, as part of the consolidation of all 
, iacts Qf the Council relating to cereales'sector, it should also prooeed to adopt 
''·', 
:.t... the text of Council Regulation (EEC) n° 666/75 of 4 March 1975 fixing cereal prices 
for the 1975/76 marketing year (l). 
/ , This consolidation involves certain adaptations of a formal nature which are 
,:\'·-.shown below in a simplified form, and which should be integrated into the text 1 
~ '.. References 
:)":' 
I·'' 
I 
:~ · .• f 
,J I 
I. 
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I' 
Former text 
Sole article 
New text 
Article l 
,Article 2 
l. Council Regulation (EEC) n° 666/75 of 
4 March 1975 fixing.cereal prices for the 
1975/76 marketing year (l), is hereby 
repealed. 
2. All references to the Regulation repealed 
by virtue of paragraph l shall be treated 
as references to this Regulation • 
Article 3 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 
l August 1975• 
, 1 ' Besides references to Regulations which by reason of their consolidation stand 
. . repealed shall be replaced by a reference setting out their new number in accor-
·~· ·.' dance with the following table 1 
:·. lle.:j.eva.nt provisions 
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REGUIJ.TION (EEC) ·No 
of 
OF THE COUNCIL 
laying do,,m rules for d.eriving intervention 
~rices for common whoat and for determining certain 
marketing contros for ccr~als 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Raving regard to the Treaty ostaqlishing the European Economic Community; 
Having rGgard to Council Regulation (EEC) No (l) of 
on tho common orgr>.nisation of the oarkct in ccrcils 7 and in :particule.r 
Article 4(5} thereof; 
Having regard to the pro~osal from tho Commission; 
\Jhercas Article 4(1) of Regulation (EEC) No 
intervention prices for comi·non t.Yhe""t sho-:J.lJ. be fiJ:ec::. e.t a level which vrill 
allow tho free c.ovcnent cf ccrc:l.ls within tho Cor.u;:uni ty in accordance 'ltri th 
the needs of the: narkct 7 'Nhcreas to this end intervention prices should be 
fixe~ in such a w~ that tho differences between th0.m correspond to the 
disparities in prices to be expected in a normal harvest under natural conditions 
of ')rice formation on the market; 
trlhcrcas the l~vd of market prices is not dctcrmineC: solely by the cost 
of tral1S)Ort to Duisburg, the r:J.arkoting centre in the a.rcc, of greatest clofici t 
in t~·w north-l"mst of th:; Community; Nhcrcas account should also be taken of 
the geogra~hical situation of the surplus ~d deficit areas of tho Comm~y, 
the requirements of other consULlcr areas, imports from third countries and 
export possibiliti0s; 
Whorca8 derived intervention ~rices for common wheat in tho different 
marketing centres should be fi~~cd at such a lov<..l thr'3.t cereals coming from 
other areas cannot be offered c:.t a price belm·r that level» 
Whereas the calculation of these derivoi intervention prices should bo r~de 
with rcforcnco to th~ most favotTablc moans of tran~)ort ~nd existing tnriffs; 
whereas, moreover, whore watorw?~ freight charges arc not based on a tariff, 
the lm·,;ost freight charges recorded over a reference period should be taken 
into acoount; 
( 1) Sec ~)age of this Official Journal 
# .. .., .. f .. 'r .", ,~ ... ) ·~~ r.,. . .,--...$. 't ~··• .. : 
Whereas intervention prices for the marl~ting centres 'to be .determined by 
the Commission must not lead to disturbances in the normal pattern of 
trade; 
Whereas, to ensure tho pro~er working of the intervention s,ystcm, t~c selection 
- .. . ' "" ' , 
of me,rketirig centres other than the principal centres should b0 besed en a 
geog:ra~hical situa.t1.on and storage facilities whioh allow the assembly and 
' ~isnosal of largo quantities of cereals, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS Rl!XJULATION: 
Article l 
...... --· 
For the ::.:mr:,,osc of fixing derived intervention '!)rices for common vlheat, market 
prices snall be considered as being established under natural conditions of 
price formation as follm·:rs: 
in deficit areas whose supplies depend to a certain ~xtcnt on imports, on 
the basis of the price at which imported cereals arc .offered in those 
areas; 
in ~reduction areas whose SUT!lUscs contribute to a certain extent ·to the 
·supp~ of the cbov~entioncd areas, on the basis of the abovt-mentioncd 
price and the cost of transyort to those areas; 
in 116rts of shi'pm.;.nt, on the; basis of the price in th(; main production area 
for cxports·and the cost of transport to the main nort of shipment for 
that area.; 
in other production areas whose surpluses are likely to be e~orted to a 
certain extent, on -ftle basis of thE- ;rice ruling in the ports of shipDont 
and the cost of transport to those ports; 
in deficit areas other than those mentioned above, 011 the basis o:f prices· 
in tho surpltts area boat placed from the freight point of viaw, and the 
cost of transport to the deficit area • 
. Article 2 
- _.. .............. 
rlliore transport costs enter into tho c~lculation of derived intervention prices 
for common wheat, th~y shall be based on tho most favourable means of transport 
or combination of means of transport and on existing tariff~ •.. 
Hhcr'c inland waterwey or sea freight ch~.vrgcs arc not based on n tariff~ the 
lOi..rcst a.vcrag0 of these freight charges rccord.eJ over a period of two nonths 
selected from the twelve months :1roccGing th~ month nuring which th~ prices 
arc fixod shall be tak0n into r:~.ccou.nt o 
In all cases, derived intervention prices for coomon wheat shall in no case 
be fixed above the basic intervention ]rice. 
When the intervention price for m~izc provided for in Article 4(2) of 
Regulation (EEC) 1To is calculated, tho basic intervention ?rice 
which would have been fixed for the Community if Article 4(1) of that 
Regulation hn.d a"?:·)licd shall be equal to the target price for maize rcd.uccd 
b,y the difference between thv ta~got price and th~ basic inturvention price 
for burley for the :rae,rketing yoar in question. 
Article 6 
----
Derived int)rvention ?rices for comnon wheat for th~ marketing centres 
referred to in Article 4(5) (a) of Regulation (EEC) No shall be 
fixed in fnlch a 'l.vay that they cannot d.isturb tho normai pat terri 'or' trarlo. 
!r,.ticlo 1 
The marketing centres to be determine~ pursuant to 1\rticle 4(5)(a) of 
Regulation (EEC) No oust uod one of th0 following cond.i tions: 
(a) be locat0d in regions having an a··;:Jpi·eciablc prodt<.c"tion of cerE..als 
w~ich considerably cxcoe~s the local demand either rogul~ly or occasionally; 
(b) have substantial storage facilities; 
(c) be specially im;)ortant for marketing the goods both inside ~nd outside 
tb c CoLununi ty o 
Article 8 
. . . .... . .. 
l. Of the centres situated in regions of the kind mentioned in Article 7(a), 
only those centres shall be considered which.havc: 
' 
·' ,'l 
• 
'. 
(a) storage faciliti~s wi~h technical .equipment permitting tho taking over 
. ' . 
processing and deliv~~ of a suffici~~t~y large .quantit,y of cereals on 
a continuous basis; 
(b) trrmsport connections favourable, to the t~kir.ig over a.l.'l0., more i1n1)0l'tallt, 
tho disposD.l of cereals • 
. 2. Of tho centres meeting the conclitions sot out in Article 7(b) or (c), 
only those shall be considered whoso. stora€o fa.cilHios, technical equipment 
and· advantag':;ous gcogr3.phical situation pormi t the assembly· and, ·mora 
imryortant, the diaposal of largo homogeneous quantities of cereals. 
Each year tho Council, acting on a report from the Cocmission, shall eJ:amine 
tho results of th6 application of thu rules laid down in the preceding Articles• 
Article 10 
...................... 
1. Council Regulation No 131/67/EEC(l) of 13 Juno 1967 laying down rules 
for deriving intervention ,rices and for determining certain marketing 
centres for cereals, as last aQended b.Y the Act of Accession(2), is hcreb,y 
repealed. 
2. Refo1~enoes to 'tho 'RegUlation rebenled 'bf paragraph 1 shall 'be road 
' , ~ ' ' ' . 
as references to this Regulation. 
A table is provided in the Anne~ for the pur,oscs of correlating references 
to tho preamble and Articles of that Regulation with those of this 
Regulation. 
Article 11 
., .... .. . ---
This Regulation shall enter into force on l August 1975· 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entiret.y and directly applicable in 
all I.Iembor States. 
Done at B:-ussels, 
t ..... 
OJ No 120, 21 juno 1967, ·p. ·2367/67 
OJ No L 73; 27 I.Iarch 1972, P• 14 
For the Council, 
Tho President 
,, 
Article 8 
1\rticlc 9 
f.rticle 10 
ANNFJC 
---
CorruJ.ation table 
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Article 8 
Article 9 
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REGULATIOlT (EEc) No 
of 
I I T•_,. ..... """' ""',.....,. . ~ . . '1........ ,. '~ ,f 
OF THE COUNCIL 
fixing standard qualities for certain cereals 
and categories of flour, groats an:! meal and 
the rules for fixing the thre'shold prices for. 
these categories of products 
THE COUNCIL OF TEE EUROPEAN CO:Ml!IDNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community; 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No (l) of 
on the common or~~isation of the market in cereals, and in pa~ticular 
~irticle 5(5) (a) thereof; 
Having regarC'. to the !):t'oposal from 1h:;) Commission; 
Whereas th0 threshold prices for oats, grain sorghum, millet, buokwhc·c.t, 
canary seed and the kinie 
I , 
ofjRegulation (EEC) No 
qu~ities; 
of flour, gro~ts and meal specified in f~ticle l(c) 
should correspond to s,ecific standard 
Wh~roas the ste.nU.a.rC: qualities for whicil those -prices arc fixe,i should 
cozrres?)ond as far as possible to the average qualities of those cere.als 
i 
h~ested in the Community; 
I ,, 
Whireas, for the !)ur~oses of this Regul~tion, definitions should be established 
ofjmatter other than basic cereals of unim?aired quality, c standard method 
for determining that matter introduced and the method of testing for moisture . 
content a.de,ptcd to. the latest techniques; whereas, to that end, the 
provisions to be adopted should be those set out in Annexes I and II to 
Council Regulation (EEC) No ( 2) of 
f'i:x:d.ng tho stan(!.a.rd qualities for common wheat, rye, ba.rle.y, maize and 
dururn wheat; 
I l4hereas the threshold prices for flour, groats and meal should be so fi:l:ed 
as to enable the target '?rices for basic cereals to be attained and the 
(l) Sec P• 
(2) See P• 
of this Official Journ&l 
of thi~ Official Journal 
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1?rotection of the processing industry tom ensured; 
U1C'rcc~s the-so obj';ctivcs nay be attained by fi::ing e, thrcsholcl :?rice 'trlhich 
allo~'!s for the cost of manufacturint; these ;1I'oclucts and an adequate level 
of protection for thE- processing industry; 
vihereas manufacturing costs mey be determined by adding to tho value of the 
cereal an amount re?resenting the milling uargin and by subtracting froo 
the total thus obtained, where a-,propriate, a fi~:ed amount for the valne 
of I.J8al or flour of inferior quantity and other resiiues of milling; 
Wh(;rcas, hm·:ever, tihcn fixing the threshold price for groats and raeal 
of cowJon wheat, a fixed ratio representing the relationship between the 
price of wh~at flour and the prices of those yroducts on Community markets 
should be taken as a basis, 
HAS ADOPTFIO THIS R:!!GULATION: 
Article 1 
......... 
The standard quality for which the threshold 1)rice for oats is fixed is 
defined as follows: 
(a) oats of a sound and fair marketable qu.a.li ty, free from abnormal 
sr.1ell a..11cl live vests, of a quality corresponding to the average 
qtwlity of oats harvested unJer normal conditions in the 
Communityi 
(b) moisture content: 16%; 
(c) total percentage of matter other than basic cereals of unim?aired 
quality: 3%, of which: 
- grain in)uritics: 2% ('grain im~urities' means grains of other 
cereals and grains damago4 by posts); 
~orcentage of miscellaneous im,urities: 1% ('uiscellaneous 
impurities~ means wec1 seeds, dank~gcd grains, extraneous matter, 
husks, dead insects and fragments of insects); 
.'. 
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{d) specific weight: 49 ki~~grammes ,er hcctolitre-. 
' '· ' 
Article 2 
. --
The standard quality for which the threshold price for gz:a.in sorghum is 
fixed shall be that defined in the 'Official Grain Standards of the United 
States' for USA Yellow Grain Sorgh~ No 2, but with a 15% moisture contento 
Article 3 
The standard qua.li ty for which the thre_shold price for millet is fixed is 
defined as follm~s: 
(a) millet porresponding to the average quality of millet grown in 
Argentina; 
(b) -.moisturo content: 13%1 
(c) total percentage of matter other than ~sic cereals of un~~aircd 
quality: 17%, of which: 
- percent~ of broken grains or husked grains: 15%; 
- percentage of nisceallaneous impurities; 2% ('miscellaneous 
impurities.' means weed seeds, da.na.ged grains, e:dra.neous matter, 
husks, dead in'sects .and fragments of in~ects). 
Article 4 
,·· 
The standard qualit,y for which thc_threshold price for buckwheat is fixed 
shall correspond to bUckwheat of commercial grade of the Republic of 
South Africa.. 
Article 5 
The standard qua.li ty for which th,e threshold price for oa.nar,y seed is 
fixed is defined as. follows: 
(a) canary seeds of a sound and fair marketable quality; 
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{b) ~oisture content: 16% 
(c) total percentage; of 11attcr other th~n basic cereals of unimPairec~ 
quality: 3~1,, of l>Thich: 
- percont~,ge of grain impurities: 2% ('grain im"?uri ties' r.1eans 
gr~ins of other cereals and grains damaged by ~eats); 
percentage of r.1isaellaneous imp ri ties: 1% ~miscellaneous im9uri ties' 
means ~~ced seeds, damaged g:re>.ins, extraneous matter, husks, dead 
insects and fragments of insects); 
(d) specific weight: 70 kilograQQes ~er hcctolitre • 
.Article 6 
lo Tho stan~a.1~d quality for which tho threshold price for wheat flour is 
fixed is defined as follows: 
wheat flour having an ash content of :;50 milligraiiU.iles per 100 gra.mmes of 
flour and a moistur~ content of 15.50%, called 'type 550 whoat flour'. 
2. The: tl".rcshold price referred to in :;;>aragraph 1 shall be calculated 
by adding tozethcr the com')oncnts determinc!d in accordance with paragraph 3 
and subtracting from the amount thus obtained the factor det~rminod in 
accordance with )ar0graph 4· 
3. The components are the followtng: 
(a) the value of common wheat ~ocessad into flour, calculated f.ror.1: 
- the quantity of common wheat, ~ssoss0d at a fixed rate of 1400 
ki ograEmes for the Production of one metric ton of flour, 
the threshold price for common.whcat, taking into. account the 
monthly graduation of this 9ricei 
""' 5, .. 
~ -~ ~ ~ 
(b) an amount rc~rcsenting the milling margin, fixed at 25 units of 
account ,er metric ton of common when~ for processing; . 
(c) nn emount, intcnted to 0nsure 9rotcction of the )recessing indu~try, 
fixed at 18.75 units of acoourlt per metric ton of wheat flour. 
4• The fa.·otor to be S1lbtra.cted is the value of the residues, calculated 
from: 
- the quantity of residues, assessed a.t a. fixed rate of 372 kilogrammes 
per metric ton of flour obtained; 
- a. fixed price for residues, whether or not sorted, of 85 units of account 
per netric ton. 
5· The threshold I!rice for meslin flour shall lE the same a.s that for 
\<rhea.t flour. 
Art,?:_,cle 7 
1. Tho standard qua.li ty for which the threshold price for rye flour 
is fixed is defined a.s follows: 
rye flour h.·wing an a.sh content of 81~ milligrammes per 100 g:rammes of 
flour and a. moisture content of 15.50%. 
2. The threshold price referred to in pa.ra.gra.ph shall be calculated in 
accordance with Article 6(3) a.nd (4), tho word 'rye' being substituted 
for the words 'common \:~heat•. The 'fixed •!'rice for residues, whether or 
not sorted, shall be 80 units of account ver metric ton. 
Article 8 
_.._ ........... 
1.. The standard quality for which the threshold price for groats and meal 
of common wheat is fixed is that of a. product having a moistUre content of 
l5o50%• 
2. The threshold price roferred to in paragraph 1 shall be equal to the 
threshold price for wheat flour plus 8~. 
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L r.Lr,.c ste.n.:c,r:l quali "t3r fur which the threshold price; for croats ::md mee,l 
/ 
of durru.1 11-JhoCJ.t is fixed is that of a product having a r.10isturc ccntcnt of 
l4o50~1a. 
2. The threshold price referred to in paragraph 1 shall bo calculated by 
adding tcgotlwr the com:;Jonents determined in accordance l"li th paragraph 3 and 
subtracting from the fu~ount thus obtained tho factors determined in 
accordance with paragrarh 4· 
3. The components are tho following: 
(a) the value of durum \vheat processed into groats and r.1enl, calculated 
fron: 
tho quantity of durun t-1hoa.t 7 assessed at a fixed rate of 1550 
kilogrcumnes ;)er lilotric ton of gro<>..ts and meal obtaincr1.; 
the threshold price for durun1 wheat, taking into account any monthly 
gradua.tion of this ~rice. 
(b) tl1e com.,->oncnts specified in l.rticle 6(3)(b) and (c), the words 
'd.urum Hhec,t' and 'groats ancl neal of durum wheat' being substituted 
respectively for the words •common 1':11oat 1 and twheat flour'. 
4· The fc:wtors to bo subtractt.d are the following: 
(a) the value of intermediate products, calculated from: 
the qu..mti ty of intor~tediate ::,;,roducts, assessed at a fixed rate 
of 162 kilograL~cs yer metric ton of groats and meal of durum 
wheat obtained; 
tho price of these ,raducts, cal ulat~d by adding together the 
com·9cnents determined in accordance with l~.rticle 6(3) (a) ancl (b) 
and subtr~cting therefrom the factor determined in accordance 
with 4~ticlo 6(4), tho amount tnus obtained being reduced by 35%v 
-7- '., ... 
(b) tho value of residues, calc~~ted.f.roo: 
- thG quantity of residt:es, assessed at a fi~o...:l rate of 2:~7 k~ :i.ot:_rar~Jos 
par metric ton of groats and·meal of durum wheat obta.in<;;d; 
the price of common wheat residues determined in accordance with the ~ 
second indent of Article 6(4), less 15%• 
Article 10 __ ................ 
For the :I.JUI'~~oscs of this Rog .. tlation: 
(a) 4~ttcr other than basic cereals of unimpaired quality shall be as 
dennoc', in lumex I, Part A, saving a:rr:f other definition contained 
in this R~gulation, and shall be doterrainod in acco:.."daJ.1CC with 1he 
nethod laid down in Annex I, Part B; 
(b) the moisturo content shr:1ll be detcrmino6.. in accordance with 1he 
methoa indicated in Annex II. 
Article 11 
........................ 
l. Council Regulation (EEC) No 1397/69(l) of 17 July 1969 fL::ing 
standard quali tics for certain cereals ancl categories of flovr, groats 
~.,nu m<:.:al and thu rules for fixing tl1e thr0sllolC!. prices of these 
catGgorics of ,roducts,.a.s anended b.7 Regulation (~C) No 
is hereby ro9caled. 
{2) 
' 
2. References to tho Regulation repealed by paragraph 1 shall be read 
as references to tllis Regulction. 
Article 12 
*"• .............. 
This Regulation shall enter into·'force on 1 August 1975· 
This Regu.lc~ion. s~1a.ll be bi11cling in its entirety and directly applicable 
in all Member States. 
Done at Br·ussc1s, 
(2) OJ H'o L · 
For the Council 
Tho Pre sidont 
•' 
'•' 
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"". ll£:..T7.ER orPiill1 TH:.U~ BASIC CEREALS OF Ul[CJP.t.J:RED QUALITY 
.... . ............... ..--.-....~............... -. . . .............. .-..-... . 
1. Broken grains: 
All £,Tains in uhich tho ondos;1err.1 is partially uncovered shall 
be considered as brokGn grains. 
Grains dar.1aged by threshing and BT::dns from which tho germ has been 
romove(l also belong to this grou:1. 
This clofini tion does not a].)ply tc r.1n.ize, 
2. GTain im)uritics:. 
(c) Shrivelled grains: 
Grains which, after elimination from the sample of all other 
matter roferr0d to in this ~~~ex, pass throu@1 sieves with 
apertures of tho f~llowing dimensions: common wheat 
2 millimetrcs, rye 1.8 millimctres. ,.lurum wheat 1.9 millimetrcs, 
b~icy 2.2 r.J.illimetres, s!1n.ll be considered as shrivelled grains. 
In addHion, gTains damn.gccl by fr::>st and unripe grains (green) 
belong to this group. 
(b) Other. cereals: 
'Other cereals' means all grn.ins which do not belong to the 
species of grain sampleQ. 
In the case of a sample of durum wheat, all cor.1mon wheat grains 
e~:ceeciing .. 'J.% shall count as 'other cereals'. 
(c) Grains danaged by pests: 
Grc.ins de.r:J.agod by posts are. -those which have been nibbled. .. 
Bue-ridaen grains also belone to this group. 
(d) Grains in which the germ is discoloured and mottled grains: 
Grains in which the germ is discoloured arc those in which 1he 
tcgunent is coloured brO't.m to broL<mish black and of which tho 
germ is normal and not sr,>routingo For common \vhcat, crains 
in which the germ is discoloured shall be disregc~ded u, to 
8%. For durum wheat, grains which show a brown to brownish 
black discoloration elsewhere than on tho germ itself shall be 
considered. n.s nottlod grains. 
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3. S~r~utod erains: 
' s-,routcc~ grains ~e those in which th:..· radicle or the plmJule is 
clea.rly visible to the naked eye. 
How~ver, account must be t~en of the general a~pe~xance of the 
snm~le when its content of sprouted grains is assessed. In some 
kinds of cereals the gertn is protubc.ra.nt, e.g. du.r1.Ull wheat, and 
the germ tegument splits w~en the batch of cereals is shaken. 
These grains resemble s:;>routed grains but must not be included 
in that group. Sprou~ed grains e.re only those where the germ 
lk".s undergone clearly visible changes which make ; it easy to 
distinguish the sprout~d grain from the normal grain. 
4· Miscellaneous im:?uri ties (Schwa.rzbesatzh 
(a) vlced seeds 
(b) · Dama.&;ed grains: 
Dama,sed grains are those rendered unfit for human consumption 
' ' 
and, as regards feed-grain, for consucption b,y cattle owing 
to putrefaction, mildew, or bacterial or other causes. 
Grains which have deteriorated through spontaneous generation 
of heat also belong to this group; ~hese 'heated' vr- •smutty' 
grains are fully grown grains in 1-1hich the tcgunent is 
coloured grcwish brown to black, while. the cross-section of the 
loorncl is coloured yellowiSh grew to brownish black. 
· Grains a.tta.oked ey wheat-m:ld.ge shall be 'considered as damaged 
grains only when more than half the surface of the grain is 
coloured grew to black as a result of seco~ar,r cryptogamic 
attack. Where discoloration covers less than half the surface 
0~ the grain, the latter must be classed with grains damaged 
by :~ests. 
(c) ~traneo~s matter: 
All matter in a sample of cereals,retained by a sieve with 
.-: ape~_ture.s of 3.5 millimetres (with the exception of grains 
of -other cereals and_ particularly large grains of the basic 
~ereal) a.nd that ~ssing_through a sieve with apertures of 
1 millimetre.Shall be considered as extraneous matter. 
.. j 
' 
·' 
(d) 
(c) 
(f) 
(g) 
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Also :i.ncluclcd in this grcu~) !l.l'C stonor, so..ni1 frJ.graents of otrr"w 
rmi o·cl''er ii;1)Dri tio s in tho samples uhich !JO-Ss throu.{;h a siove with 
apertures of 3.5 millimetres ancl. are rctaineC: by a sieve with apertures 
of 1 millioetre. 
This definition does not ~~ply to maize. For that cereal, all matter in 
a sample 1>1hich pr.sses through a sieve l-ri th apertures of 1 millimetre, 
as well as ~11 the inpurities mcntioncl in the preceding subparagraph, 
must be consiclercd as eJctraneous oatter. 
Husks (for maize: cob fragments) 
Ergot 
Deca,y8cl grains 
Dead insec·t s and fragoents of insects 
5. Live pests 
B. STANDAF..D MT.iTIIOD FOR DF.TERMINING MATTER OTHER THAN Bt!.SIC CEREALS OF UNIMPAIRED 
..-----·-..,.,.... ............... •• ••" ...,. • ••• •• .,..,.,,._, • • a r r • ••-= • • •• r ......, 
Q~ALI.'I!. 
1. For donmon Hheat, dxrum wheat, rye c>..nd barley, an av0ragc sam:,>le of 
250 graTJL:les is ~.nssed through two sieves, one with a,ertures of 3.5 
milli.r:wtres ancl the other with apertures of 1 millimetre, for half a 
minute each. 
In order to ensure constant sifting, it is advisable to use a mechanical 
sieve, e.g. a vibrating table with fittGd sieves. 
The matter retained by the sieve l-ri th a:9ertures of 3.5 millimctres 
and that passing thr;:mgh the siove with a~>orturcs of 1 millimetre must 
be weighed together and considered a.s c:--:trancous matter. Where the matter 
retained by the sieve with apertures of 3.5 millioctrcs includes parts 
of the 'other cereals• group or particularly large grains of the basic 
cereal, those ,,arts or grains shall be returned to the sifted sample. 
During s:i.fting in the sieve with apertures of 1 millimetre a close 
check must bo ma~e for live ~csts. 
From the sift~d sample, a sample of from 50 to 100 grammes shall be 
taken using a. scparator4 This partial SaiJplc must be weighr:d. 
·- 4-
Then, this pertial sample should be S:?reo.d out on a. table with tweezers 
or a horn s)~tula, and broken grains, other cereals, S:?routcd grains, 
grains C'.a.liW..ged by pests, grains domu.ged ":Jy froF;t, grains in which thG 
germ is discoloured, mottled grains, wee~ seeds, erbotst damaged grains, 
dec~ed gr~ins, husks, live pests ane deo.d insects must be extracted. 
Where the partial Balilple includes grains still in the. husk, they shall 
be husked by hand, the husk so obtained being considered as pieces of 
husks. Stones, sand and fragments of straw shall be consiaered as 
extraneous matter. 
The ~?a.rtial saln-)lc shall be sifted for half a minute in a sieve with 
apertures of 2 millim~tres for common l'ihcct, 1.8 millimetrcs for rye, 
1.9 oillimetres for durum wheat and 2.2 millimetres for barley. Matter 
which passes through this sieve shall be considered as shrivelled grain. 
Grains dam~~d by frost a.nd unri,}e green erains belong to the 
'&1rivelled grains• grouv• : 
2. For maize, an average sample of 500 grammes is ·:shaken for half a minute 
in a sieve with a~crtures of 1 millimetre. Check for live pests and 
dead insects. 
Using tweezers or a horn S?atula, ~tract from the matter r~ta.ined by the 
sieve \'lith apertures of 1 millimetre stones, sanr1, fra.gt1ents of silraw 
and other extraneous matter. 
Add the extraneous matter thus .extracted to t.he tla.tter rrhich ha~ passed · 
through the sieve with apertures of 1 millilietre and. weigh thc·m together. 
Using a separator, prepare a sample of 100 to 200 g.rammcs from the sample 
passed through the sieve. Weigh this sam:>le. Spread it out in a thin 
layer on a table •. Using tweezers or a horn spatula, extract the ,bees 
of other cereals, grains ~d by posts, grains damaged by frost, 
sprouted grains, weed seeds, damaged gr~ins, husks, live pests anl dead 
insects. 
Next, pass this partial sem)le thr~1 a sieve with a 4o5 oillimetres round 
mesh:o Matter ·"rhich passes through this sieve ~S,.i.all be oon~iderod p.s 
broken grains. 
3· Groups of matter other than basic cereals of unimpaired qualit,y determined 
according· t.o the methods se.t out in 1 and 2, tho percentages of which 
a.:re le,id d<»m in Articles 1 to 5t must bo woighed very carefully to the 
nearest 0~01 gramme and distribute~ accor1ing to percentaee ovor tho 
.. 
,.. 
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average sar.qlo. The particulars ontcreC'. in tho ru:.al;~rsis rc~·,ort shall 
be to the nearest 0.11. Check for liv:::.: :')ostc, As a gc..ncral ruL, two 
analyses ID'1.St be m&.o for each sa;n9lc. They must not cliffo:r by more than 
10~ in respect of the total of· tho abovc-mcn·t;ionod ma.t·~cr. 
4· The a~paratus to be used for the operations S?ccified in 1, 2 and 3 
is as follo~rJs: 
(a) san,le separator, e.g. a conical or grooved apparatus, 
(b) precision or assay balanc~, 
(c) sieves with apertures of l millimetre, 1.8 millimotrcs, 1.9 
nillimetrcs, 2 millimctrcs, 2.2 millim0tres .end 3.5 mi:'.liDetr<Js 
and a. sieve of 4·5 millimetres :roun.O. mesh. Tho sieves ::ncy be 
fitted to a vibratjng table. 
STAJ!IDJJU) M"Srr'ECD OF TESTING FOR 110ISWRE CO:NTENI' 
.... 1 ..... .--..-..-~· ·~- ............. _.. • • - .. -
l. Principle: 
0 The product is driccl at a tcm~)erature of 130 to 133 Ct uno.~r norLlat 
atmos,ho~ic pressure, for a period of time fixe~ b,y rulesof thumb according 
to the size of t~c ·)articles. 
2. Field of application: 
This drying method a.11::>lics to cereals crushed into particles of which at least 
50% pass through a sieve with· a Oo5 m1llinotre nesh and leave not more than 
10% residue on a sieve with a 1 millimetre round nesh. 
It also &pplics to flour. 
3 • Apparatus: 
Precision balance 
Crush<'r r:'."lde of a natcrial which docs not absorb moisture, is easy to clean, 
enables crushing to be effected. quickly and evenly without ovcrhf"lating, limits 
contact ':: .1. th the outside air to the;; rainimum and ueets the requirements 
set-out in 2 (e.g. a detachable roller mill) 
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Recc~ta~l~·m~.e of non-oorroaablc glass or metal, fitted with a ground•in 
lid; working surface allowing ~istribution of the test sam~le at 0.3 
gramme per square centimetre 
Electrically heated isothormic heating-chamber, set at a ten,erature of 130 
- to 133 °C,(l) having adequate'ventilation(2) 
Dr,yer with a metal or, failing metal, porcelain ~late, thick, perforated, 
containing silica gel impregnated with 'oobal t chloride or ··any other sui ta.bl e 
c'!ehydrator. 
4. · Method: 
(a.) Drying: 
Weigh a.t least 5 gra.rnmes of tho oru.shed substance in the pre-weighed 
receptacle. Place the receptacle in a-heating-chamber heated to 130 °C. 
To prevent a. ~O? in temperature .the receptacle must be introduced in as 
short a time as possible. Leave to d~- for two hours after the heating-
chamber regains a temperature of 130 °C.. Remove the receptacle from the 
' -
h~ating-ohamber, quickly re~1ace the lid, leave to oool for thirty to 
forty-five minutes in a. dryer a.nd weigh (tTeighing must be !3-Ccurate to 
1 · milligra.mme) o 
(b) Pre-Jrying: 
Grains with a moisture content higher than l7%must be ~re-dried as 
follows: 
Weigh 50 grBiiliiles of unground grain in a suitablG container {eog. a 20 x 
12 centimetres aluminium ~late with 0.5 centimetre rim), leave to dry in 
a heating.chambcr for seven to ten minutes at a temperatue of 130 °C, 
remove from the heating-chamber, leave the grains uncovered to cool in a. 
laboratory for two hours and weigh (weighing must be accurate to 10 
milligra.mmes). Crush the partially dried grains and determine the 
r~ma.ining moisture oonte:nt as described in (a). 
5· Method of calculation and formulae: 
E = th~ initial mass, .in grammes, of tho test sample; 
M = the mass, in grammes, of the test sa.nb1e after preparation; 
M' == the mass, in gra.rnmes, of the test sample after crushing; 
m = the mass, in grammes, of the dry test sam~:>le. 
I .. 
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The moisture content as a. )crcentage of the T)roctuct is equal to: 
- 'lvi thout T)rovi.::>us :prqaration: (E - u) X 
with previous preparation: 
'H' - m' ~~ "'-·~w· .. :100 100 ~--·~·~l•J.X--lfl . ~· E -
Texts to be made in duplicate at least. 
100 
T 
6. Accuracy of test: 
The difference between two tests made on tho same saoplc must not exceed 
3: 0.1% of inoistureo 
----------·-·--.. ------
(1) 
(2) 
Air tem?erGture inside the h0ating-chanbor. 
o· Its h(•ating ca::;>aci ty should be such that, when i ~ M.s been pr(.-sc,t to 131 C, 
that tec~::>er:;.,turo can be rcg3.incd in less than forty-five oinutcs after tho 
mo..."'CiLlum n'..lmb~:r of_ tGst sat:plc.s have b€cn ple,ced in the chanber to dry 
simultaneously. Ventilation should bo such that when all tho test saraples 
of common whc.at it can hold are dried for t\'lO hours, the rosultn differ by 
no more than 0.15~ from tho results obta.ineQ ~ftcr drying for four hours. 
. ' 
' 
I 
Proposal for consolidation of Regu1ation (EEC) n° 1171/75 
'rhe Commission proposes the Council that, as part of the consolidation of 
all acts of the Council relating to cereales'sector, it should also proceed 
to adopt ~he text of Council Regulation (EEO) n° 1171/75 of 28 April 1975 
determining for the 1975/76 marketing year, the single intervention prioes 
for barley, rye, durum wheat and maize, and the principal marketing centres 
for common wheat and the derived intervention prices applicable at those 
centres ( 1). 
This consolidation involves certain adaptations of a formal nature which are 
shown below in a simplified form, and which should be integrated into the text : 
References Former text New text 
article 3 The text of article 3 
shall be replaced b,y 1 1. Council Regulation (EEO) n° 1171/75 of 
28 April 1975 determining, for the 1975/76 
marketing year, the single intervention 
prices for barley, rye, durum wheat and · ~:· -L ~ 
maize, and the principal marketing centres ! 
for common wheat and the derived interven- ~ 
tion prices applicable at those centres is 
hereby repealed.(l) 
2. All references to the Regulation repea-
led by virtue of paragraph 1 shal-l be 
treated as references to this Regulation. 
A.rliole 4 
This Regulation shall enter into force 
on 1 August 1975• 
Besides references to Regulations which by reason of their consolidation stand 
repealed shall be replaced by a reference sitting out their new number in accor-
dance with the following table : 
Relevant provisions 
3e visa 
lr recital 
2e recital 
(1) Q.J. n° L 117 t .• 7.5.1975, P• 1 
Reference take replaced 
120/67/EEC 13 June 1967 as last amended 
by Regulation n° 665/75 (2). 
120/67/EEO 
131/67/EEC 13 June 1967. 
as last amended b,y Regulation (EEO) n° 
1205/69. 
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Proposal for consolidation of Regulation (EEC) n• 982/75 
The Commission proposes the Counoil that, as part of the consolidation of all 
' acts of the Council relating to oereales' sector, it should also proceed to 
adopt the te:rt of Council Regulation (EEC) n• 982/75 of 14 April 1975 fixing, 
for the 1975/76 marketing year~· the monthly price increase for cereals, wheat 
and rye flour and wheat groats and meal (1). 
This consolidation involves oe~ain adaptations of a formal nature which are shown 
below in a simplified form, and which should be integrated into the text 1 
References 
ar.t±cle'i.-..: 5 
Former text New text 
The text of article 5 
shall be replaced by 1 1. Council Regulation (EEC) n° 982/75 of' 
14 April 1975 fixing, for the 1975/76 
marketing year, the monthly price in-
creases for cereals, wheat and r.ye 
flour and wheat groats and meal { 1), 
is hereby :ttepe&led. 
2. All references to the Regulation repe&l* 
led by virtue of paragraph shall be 
treated as references to t~is Regula-
tion. 
Article 6. 
This Regulation shall enter into force 
on lst August 1975. 
Besides references to Regulations which by reason of their consolidation stand 
repealed sha.ll be replaced by a reference sitting out their new member in accorw 
' ~·,, 
1
:. ~ \ .,;;, 
' .~ . ·,-
·.· 
"'' r. -. i . 
, ,~.1 
dance with the following table 1 
Relevant provisions 
2e visa 
! : ~~! 
Reference take repleaoed t , 'J:'~·:~~ 
120/67/EEC of 13 June 1967 as last amf!D4ed · ·.~:F~ 
by Regulation {EEC) n° 665/15• :. +f; 
,. ''f', ,1!1,~ .·l~ 
.: :..:?1.~ 
, "'I"'~ 
. : -''iJ :r~ 
Article l 120/67/EEC. 
, ~·:s~; 
r -.,.~ 'o'h l.'"i''~ 
' . .;·: '~i (1) O.J. n° L 95, 
',_ i'·'ft.\1\'l 
····,··he' I 
·, '. ·V'~l 
,., .• h'i"L 
. ·:···'}\~<;. 
•
11 ~'. •1Y;t; 
·~·/}ti:li:i 
.. 
.ET.uoosal for consolidation of Regu.lati<m (EEC) No 21Q4/73 
''he Commission proposes to the Council that, as part of the consolidation all 
c..c>~s of the Council relating to the cereals' sector, it should also proceed to 
adopt the text of Council Regulation (EEC) No 2104/73 of 1 August 1973 on the 
transfer to and sale by the Italian intervention agency of common wheat held b,y the 
German, French and Belgian intervention agencies (1) • 
This consolidation involves certain adaptations of a. formal nature which are Shown 
below in a simplified form, and which should be integrated into the text: 
References Former text New text 
l 
,f 
~ 
~ 
l 
1 
~ 
.1 
l 1 article 7 The text of article 7 
shall be replaced by: 
;! 
1. Council Regulation (EEC) ;i 
No. 2104/73 of 1 August 1973 ! 
~ on the transfer to and sale • 
by the Italian intervention 1 
agency of common wheat held l 
by the German, French a.nd .f 
Belgian intervention agencies t 
(1), is hereb,y repealed. : j 
2. All references to the : { 
Regulation repealed by virtue 1 ·: 
of paragraph shall be 
treated as references to 
this Regulation. 
Article 
This Regulation shall enter 
into force on 1 August 1975• 
. ,; 
Besides references to Regulations which by reason of their consolidation stand 
repealed shall be replaced by a. reference setting out their new number in 
accordance with the following table: 
,. 
: ~ 
' ~ I I 
Relevant provisio~ 
2nd visa 
4th visa 
1st recital 
~ ·: '11 recital 
le 6, paragraph 2 
Reference to be replaced 
120/67/EEC 13 June 1967 
as last amended b,y the Act 
of Accession (2). 
132/67/EEC 13 June 1967 
a.s amended by Regulation 
(EEC) No 1938/70 (2) 
1984/73 19 July 1973 
amended by Re~la.tion (EEO) 
No 2103/73 {8) 
1984/73 
132/67/EF£ 
·,' 
,. 
r, 
\' 
VI/15 33/75-E 
REGULATION (EEC) No OF ''ffiE COUNCIL 
of 
l~ring dcvm gcnGra.l rules for intr ... rvcntion 
on th~ rr.arkct in cereals 
-·-~·-··-----··--·------------·--------------------~-
THE COUNCIL OF THE IDROPF,AN CO~~W1IT1'IP.S, 
Having rogaJ.~d to tl1.c 'Iree:ty osto.blishing the FiUro~;>can :!I:conomic Comnnmit.;r; 
Having regard to 0ouncil Rcg~l~tion (DEC) No (l) of 
on ·;;he cor.llllon orgr.r.isation of the marke:·~ in C(..reals, ane;. in !)art5.cule.r 
Article 7(4) thereof; 
Ho,ving regard to t!J.<- ;::>ro~oscl from the Conlilission; 
'1-!hcrcns the creation of c. sil1.glc m..-:rkct in ccrealfl neccssi tl:\tcs th(.. 
applicr~tion of Community intervention measures; 
1\fheroas tho :introC.uction of Cor..munHy int·::Jrvontion measures rGquires 
intervention agencies to ta.ko over c0rcala under conditions 't'rhich tn.ke 
o.ccoun-~ of the rog:i.onalis::-.tion of ::>rices provided fb:r in 0o"t:n':dl Regt'.le.Hon 
(EEC) No ( 2) of l~rinG rio~m rules for 
J.ori ving intervention prices for cor.;aon whe;at and for dctcroining ccr+,a.tn 
oarkcting centres for cereals~ whorcas, to this on~, the prico to bo paid 
to ·!;J::>_c seller should b~ tho intcrv-:lntLm '1ric€. valid for a givon marketing 
centre less any transpcrt cos+,s; 
lifucrcas tho introC::.uction of thiS intervention syoter.1 should follow rules which 
arc· as sin::;>lc and as effoc-cive; a.E :oossible; wh,~rcas, therefore, the number of 
r.cu-kotinc; centres in rcSi)CCt of vthich an of'f~r 1:1a,y be ;.nadc from a given 
locality sho~ld oe lL~ited; 
li1Jhercas ccrcels !leld by interYention agencies should be offer d. 1r:t thout 
discriminating between bv.yers ostaoli::1-:>.eC::. in tho Community and 2.t price 
levels· which d.o llOt hinder the :normal deve:onruent of me.rket :?rices in tho 
Comlilunity~ vJhereas the t(..,ndering procedure onables those objc.:ctives to be 
attained, 
Sec pR.go 
Sec pae;e 
of this Official Journc;.l 
of this Official Journal 
'I 
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HAS .ADO?TED THIS REGULATION: 
Article l 
........... 
1. In pm~sua.ncc of Article 7 of Regulation· (EEC) No , all offers 
for il1torvention shall be made to a.n intervcmtion ngcncy in respect of a 
marketing centre chosen from ~one tho three centr~s nearest to the 
plc>.ce whore tht:i ceroa.ls a.re when the offer is ma.cte. 
2. The nearest marketing centres mean centres for which intervention 1;Jrices 
ha.vo been fi2:cd a.nd to which the ceJ."'eals can be sent at least cost. These 
transport costs shall be deterr.1incd by the intervention agency. 
Article 2 
---,. .. --
1. The intorvention agency shall decide on tho plE"".oe where the ceroa.ls a.re 
'to be taken over. 
2. If the intervention agency tFtkos over the cereals at ony place other than 
the maL"'k8ting centro indicated by th0 sell0r, the price to be paid shall 
bo equal to the intervention )rice valid at the marketing centre indicated 
b,y the seller, less the most ad.va.ntagco~s transport costs between tho place 
where the oerea.J.s a.ro lirhen the offer is made £l.lld tho ma.rkoting centro. These 
costs shall be determined b,y the intervention agency. 
3. If the intervention agency takes over the cereals at a. pla.co othGr than the 
marketing contre indicated by the seller and other than the place whore tho 
cereals are when th~ offer is made, the cost of trc~sport from the ,lace where 
the C<;l:rcaJ.s are to the place ~-¥here they arc taken over .shall be borne by the 
intervention ag"Cncy. In that case the price to be ~id to 1.he seller shall be 
determined in accordance w~th paragraph 2. 
Article 3 
-. .., ...... 
1. Cereals hold by tho intervention agency shall be disposed of by 
~nvitation to tender: 
(a.) with a view to their being yut back on the market on the basis of 
:;;1rice condi tiona which are dcterr.dnc.d before the beginning of tho 
marketing year, and are such as will not cause a dcteriora.t:i.on of the 
market; where the oornnon organisation of'f:hc t1arket is not functioning 
properly, these price conditions ma.._v how~vor be amended dt.:ring the 
marketing year; 
VI/1533/75-E 
u.L t.c". a uicvJ to ez:9ort o:n tho ba;:.>is of price conditions to be determined 
case by case according to market trer~ds and requiremE:nts. 
treatment to all pc:..'sons ccnoerned irro;:9e:ctLvc of tlo:: place of their 
o ste,bl i slL'nont wi thi:1 the Community. 
3. If thr. tondorn submitted do not reach tl1c actual market va.luc, the 
invitation to tcn.ier sLn.ll be cancelled. 
The Council, acting by a quaLified majority on a pro::;>osal f!'om 'he Commission, 
c.cy establish a :.::olling p:roced1Jre other than that laii down in Art1clo 3, if 
S}Y.1Cic:1 circur.nsta.nccs require o 
Article S 
-- ....... 
1. Co1'ncil R8gulation N'u 132/67/:i.!EC(l) of 13 June 1967 laying down general 
rules for :intervention on the market in cereals, as anond.ed by Regulation 
(EEC) No 1933/70 (2), is horeb:;r rc1~caled. 
2. References to th~ Re:gulat:i.on re:ocale,i b:v paragraph l shall be read as 
refcrc:nces to this Regulation. 
Art~cle 6 
_..,. 
This Regt:lation £hall e~te:r into force on 1 August 197J• 
This R0gulation shall bo "binding i.n its eni.i..rety and directly applicable 
in all Hombcr States. 
Done ~t Brussels, 
(1) OJ No 122, 22 June 1967, ry. 2393/67 
(2) OJ No L 215, 30 0eptembcr 1970, Po 1 
For the Cou...'1cil 
Tho President 
REGULATION {EEC) !To OF THE COUNCIL 
of 
qn general rules governing the denaturing 
of common wheat and rye of brcad-malcing 
quality 
--------------------------------------
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMUO'NITIES, 
Having rcga:rd to the Treaty establishing tho European Eoanomic Community; 
Having regard to Council Regulation {EEC) No (l) of 
I on the common organisation of the market in cere.ils, and in particular 
Articles 7(4) 16 (5) thereof; 
Ravine regard to tho proposal from the Commission; 
Whereas methods of denaturing should be effective enough to prevent 
the denatured cereal being placed again on tho ma~kct for human 
consumption in its original state or as a processed product; whereas it 
is !.lhorofore advisable to lSJf down technical methods. offering minimum 
safeguards in that respect and to provide that in no case could the methods 
I 
actual~ employed by Member States result in a lossur deerec of denatt~ing; 
tihcroas tn view of the ainr;xp.ursucd denaturing can only be justified for 
bread-making cereals of a certain minimum quality; whoreas;. moreover, the 
costs entailed by denaturing and tho control thereof can only be justified 
for a minimum quantity of cereals; 
Whereas the factors on which the premium is based m~ change considerably 
I 
duri~g the year and thus reduce or increase the incentive to denature 
I 
cereals, thereby disturbing tho bo.lance of the market, in particular l~hcn 
the.market situation obliges intervention agencies to b~ in large quantities 
of cereals; whereas, th€refore, a.i.though it is necessary to publish the 
amount ?f the preoium before the beginning of the crop year, adjustments 
,should be all~1ed wh€re th~ balance of the market is likely to be disturbed 
by the factors referred to above; 
• 
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Whereas denat1~ing by intervention agLncies could be an advantageous way 
of mtrkoting corec-.ls \-Jhich ha.J. boen tho subject of intervention; whereas, 
therefore, cereals r.enr:.turod by thcr.1 shoult'l. be of the srune minit1un 
qi..'!.ali t;v a.s thos0 v:rhic!1. are tho subject of a denaturing premium; 
vlht:reas when they have b~en denatured, common wheat and rye have 
characteristics such that they could. be substituted. for barley or maize 
for certain uses; wh<:reas, thorofare, C9J.'e must be taken to ensure that 
d0naturing does not cause disturbances on the market for the two latter 
urcd.ucts; 
'VJhE.reas owing to the interchangcabili ty of denatured common wheat and 
barl0y 7 the refunC:. for denatured. comm.:m lvheat should be fixed. on tho 
basis of that granted for barley; 
\iheroass vJhcn Italy makes use of th(, ,)ower conferred by Article 23 of 
Regulation (EEG) No , fved grain i~~orted into that 
country subject to a reduced levy or ~vith a subsidy is '()laced in a more 
competitive 21osi tion t:1an thc, denatured. common l'lheat which can b£. used 
in its ~>lace; wh<::reas the uure>ose of Colll!-:~uni ty rubs is to enable 
denatured common '!rrht:.nt to com:>cto 1.~ith barley on the. internal market; 
whcr-ens, therefore, a system of subsidies and charg::-s should be esta.blishccl 
to restore the balance between the merkets in denatured common wheat and 
in oth3r fee~ grains; 
Wh0rcas it follows fl'OLl this desire to achieve a balance between denatured 
Cv~mon wbeat and barley that the uenaturing promiUL1 granted in Italy 
for cornnon wheat should be increased when tha-t State usas the power 
conferred on it to im9art that cereal subject to a reduced levy; 
Vlh..::reas to that end provision should. be made, as in the case of feed grain\ 
for ox•Jorting },1embcr States to ney ccnsignors on request the subsidy which 
Italy h~s to grant in respect of delivcri~s of denatured oommon wheat, 
it b0ing for th0 exryorting M~mbcr State to inform the It~lian Rc,ublic 
of such p~'1ll<.;nt, 
H!;.S ... '\DOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
! I 
,, 
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·Artiyle 1 
This Regulation lays down tho general rules governing tho'denaturing 
of common wheat and rye of bread-m~kir.g quality, referred to in Article 
7(3) oi' Regulation (EEC) No 
Article 2 
........... ' 
1. The methods employed· for denaturing nust ensure that denatured 
conunon wheat a.nd rye cE:-n no long'~r be used for human' consumption. 
2. Thuse methods must be at least as effective as a standcrd method to 
be determined. 
l .. rticle 3 
Cereals for denaturing must ·be of a minimum quality and quantity to be 
detertlined. 
fll'ticle J 
1. 1n"le denaturing prenium fer qommon wheet, the amount of which may va:ry, 
shall b~ ftxed before the begir.G1ing of ani for the duration of each 
marketing year in accordance with conditions to be determined. 
It mey, hot-rever, bE:. adjusted d1.rring tho year if the balance o:: the 
Co~unity market in cereals is threatened with dist1~bance. 
2. The premium s~all be gTanted at tho request of the interested party, 
Qrovided the requirements of ll!'ticles 2, 3 and 7 are observed. 
3. Intervention agencies ~ also undertake the ~ena~tring of cereals 
held by thom, provided the requ.irE>J)lents of Article 2 a.tld the quality 
conditions provided for in Article 3 are observed. 
Article 5 
.... trM -
The price at which intervention agencies shall sell denautred coumon 
wheat and rye and the amount of the den~turing premium shall be fixed 
' ' \ 
at a level such as not to cause disturbances on the barley and maize 
markets. 
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Article 6 
In th~ case of exports of denatured common wheat, tho refund shall be 
calcul ~.toe. on th -. b=..sis of the· refund grantE:d on oxT)orts of barley. 
l. If Italy me,kes use of tho pov-1er conferred by .Article 23(1) of Regulation 
(l!:EC) 11o , that Stnt0 she,ll grant a subsidy for dunatured 
common vrhea.t delivered. by soa from other Membi;;.r States oqual to the 
reduction in the- levy applied to barley imported by the sane means, 
unless tho subsidy has, at tho request of the consignor, been paid to 
hirn 1:y the.. ex;orting Mcmbc:• S-tate which shall forthwi ~h inform thl) 
Itali<m Rouublic o Th.: l.:1.ttcr s!1all regularly inform c:.ll Member States of 
thE: ar.wunt of tho subsidy in force. 
2. If Italy m~es use of the'power conferred by Articl~ 23(2) of 
Regulation (EEC) No , that State shall: 
im)oso on deretured common v1h::at desgatchccl to other Menbcr States 
a charge equal to the re~uction in the levy on barley pursuant to 
that T)rovision, and 
grant a subsi~· of the: sC'.mo amount on den.aturod conmon wheat im!)orted 
fron other M:e::~ber States, unless the subsidy h::ts, at the request of the 
consignor, been ~aid to him by the exporting Menber State which shall 
fortbwi th ir.form tho Italiml Republic. Th.:. latter shall rcgulJ.r1y 
inform all l'lenber States of tho ~;~mount of the subsidy in force. 
3.. I.f Ito.ly makes use of the pm-ver conferred by Article 23(2) of Regulc.tion 
(EEC) No , a11.d c.mount cqut.l to tha. t of the reduction in 
the levy chargcQ on barley in accordance with the provision referred to 
abov~ shell be adQed to the denaturing ~rcmium applico.blc in Italy. 
Article 8 
To qunlif'y for the ~)remiun, dena.tur:i.ng must bo effected :in agreement 1rvi th 
t:1c intcrv\..ntion o.gency and uncl .. er its supervision .. 
- ·s - VI/1533/75-E 
!,;'ticlc 9 
1. Council Regulation No 172/67/~C(l) of 27 June 1967 on general rules 
governing tho dE.na.turing of 1-rheat and rye of bread-oaking quality, as 
lo.st amended b;r Regulation (EEC) !!To 2096/6a( 2) 1 is hereby repealed .. 
2. References to th~ Regulation re9eo.led b,y paragraph 1 shall be reac as 
references to this R(\gll.lation. 
A table is yrovidod in the Annex for tho purpose of correlating references 
to the Droa.i:ible and Articles of that Regulation 1rri th those of this 
Regulation. 
Article 10 
..........._...........,._,... 
This Regulation ~~11 enter into force on 1 August 1975· 
This Regulation shall be bindint in its entirety and directly applicable 
in all Member States. 
Done o.t ~ussels, 
(1) OJ No 130, 28 June 1957, p. 2602/67 
(~) OJ No L 308, 23 December 1968, p. 12 
For the Council 
I 
The President 
-' 
Article 6a 
Article 7 
ANNEX 
CORRELATION TrtnLE 
VI/1533/75-E 
lU'ticle 7 
ll..t'ticlu 8 
/,.I 
RWULATION (EEC) l~o 
of 
OF THE COUNCIL 
on special int0rvantion measures for 
Ct;:;rccls 
-------------·--------~-·-··-·~~-·~--~-
THE COUITCIL OF TH2 EUROPEA~I COMMT.HITTDS, 
VI/1533/75-E 
rlaving regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Communi~J; 
Ravine; regard to Council Regt:.lation (EI:C) No (, ' _, of 
on the comr.1on orgo.ni~ation cf tho marlcot in cereals, o.nd in particular 
thu first para.g:raph of lll'"'li:t.Cle 8 thoreof; 
Having !'Cgtl.rd to the proposal from the Co:rn.m~.ssion; 
vlheroas the establishment cf a conunon price eystem for ccreo.ls entails 
replacing national systE)ms o'!: dcriv.:ld :intervention !)rices, linli ted to tho 
territory of each Meober State, b,J- a uniforo Co~unit,y s,ystcm; whereas, in 
th0 majority of cases, ch::mg~.-d patterns of trade between surplus and 
deficit areas of the Community rosu}.t thcrcfroLl; t.Yhorcas the intcrvcnti.on · 
prices fi:c0d. to meet this now situation differ substantially in ma:n,y rf3gions 
from the prices applied hitherto; 
l4horeas it is not yet possible to foresee the. speed wi-th whio!-1 the market 
will adapt itself to this now regionalisa.tion of :;;;rices on a Community 
scale anC: to iho disappearanc0 of '_"lricc zones which had been created by 
tho ba:rrior of ~-ntrar-Community levies; 
Whcre~s, moreover, harvests 1ihich in corte-in regions of tho Commur:l.i ty 
ciffcrcd substantially ~rom tho average for previous years could in t~osc 
regions tompvrm•ily bring abvut a. c~allg?C in markut prices not fcund. 
elscwnore in the Conmuni ty; 
Whcreao in consequence in~ervontion agoncies might have to buy in l2rgc 
~antities in certain rcgicnsj without this mocsuro being required b,y tho 
long-term trend of markets in the Community; 
_______________ ..... __________________ __ 
(1) See :?• of this Official Journal 
~~· t 
.. 
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vlhercas provision should therefore bo made for ,rcventivo measures 
to c·mblc tracle to ease tho market in those regions for a given 
'l?eriod; 
Hhorc.<::.s; in vict"l of tho uniformity which should characterise the 
Communi·ty market in ccroals, such me[l.surcs should be assessed e>.nd 
clocidcc1 upon from a Community vieioipoint, 
HAS ,:\DOPT.ED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
-----
If, in a.rJ;7 r·egion of the Community, market prices shov-T 1:1. fall or a 
v.rcaknoss whjch, in vio1r1 of th0 size of the harvest or the regional 
stocks and thoir gcogranhical situation, could oblige tho intervention 
agDncy to bt,y in large quanti tics, tho Member State concerned may 
request tho Commission to authorise the intervention agcnqy, in 
accordc.."\llco \·Ii th the Pl"'ooodur0 provided for in Article 26 of Regulation 
(EEC) No to take S)ecial intervention measures, in accordance with 
Article D of that Rcgulationo The decision of the Commission shall be 
tekun Hi t!1in working days follot"l"ing ·that on which the reqU.cst was 
made. 
The l~oubcr Sto.te shall state the reasons for its request and f0r the 
moas~os it considers shoulQ be adopted and shall indicate the intended 
dur~tion of their application • 
.Article 2 
--
l. Council Rce;uletion No 174/67 /Fiii:C(l) of 27 Juno :· 1967 on spacial 
int<Jrvcntion rJoc:.surcs for cel'l:.als, as a.L1cnU.e<l by Rcgllla~liion (E~C) 
N0 145/6J(2), is horoby rc!)calcd • 
2. References to tl~o Regulation ro:;caled by rare.gra::;h 1 shall be 
rcarl as rcf,;rences to this Rcgulat:i.on. 
(1) OS No 130 7 28 Jt:i.ll..! 1957, l'• 2609/67 (2) OJ No L 91, 12 April 1963, ?• 3 
... )- . 
..... ... ' 
VI/1533/75 .... E 
Articlc·J .... 
·I 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 1 August 1975• 
.This Regulation ~h~ll be_binding in its cntirct,r and 4ircctly applicable 
in all ~ember States. 
' . 
Done at Brussels, For tho Council 
The President 
·' 
VI/1533/75-E 
REGULATION (m::) 1To OF THE COUNCIL 
of 
.. _,... t. ... 
TilE comrciL OF THE EUROPE1.ili COMIJJNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the Euro::man Economic Community; 
Raving regard to Council Rogulati~n (EEC) N~ of 
on tho common orgauizc.tion. of ·the market in cereals, and in particular 
l.:rtic le 10 the;reof; 
Having r"gard to the :proposal from the Conmission; 
Whureas it is for the Council to define the rules according to which 
the aid nrovided for in Article 10 of Regulation (EEC) No (l) 
is to be granted to ~reducers of du.r1~ wheat; whereas the administration 
of this A.id should be entrusted to t!1o producer ][ember States since they 
m-e best able to assUlne rcsl)onsibili ty for the pa._'VIIlent and supervision 
of the aid.s; 
HAS lillOPIJ:ED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
... . . 
1. Member States sha.ll grant the c,id for durum wheat yrovidod for in 
~\rticlo 10 of Regulation {EEC) No only in respe'ct of durum wheat 
harvested on their terri tory which has :;the minimum quc..li ty 
charactoristios required for intervention. 
2. For tho pur:!_:>Oses of this Regulation, dururn wheat means wheat of 
the ~~cum~1~~ species and the hybrids derived from the interspecific 
crossing of triticum U.urum with -the seme number of chromosomes as that 
---~ .. ,.,~ ..... _........ 
species. 
Du.rum wheat thus definod must be of a colour ranging from amber-yellow to 
brmm and show a translucent horn-li1<:o ·vitreous fractutoo 
(1) Sc~ p of this Official Journ~l 
·-· 
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Article 2 
,•. ·;., '·• ' 
' ~. j 
'. . ' 
T.hc aid Shall be paid to producers on a'plication. Applicetions must 
be accom~anicd by the nccessar.y su,porting docunent~. 
•.. ' ' ' I f 
Each Member State shall takQ tho necessary steps to vcrif,y the claims 
I ' ', t • ' 
on which applications are based. a.M. to prevent traud~ 
Ar,ticl~ -~ 
The producer Member States shall. inform tho Commission of the ~easures 
·:·taken purSua.nt to this ·Regulation and, at the end .of each half-year, 
of tho quantities of durum wheat in respect of which aid has been 
granted. 
Article 4 
I· 
Detailed rules for the application of this Regulation Shall be adopted 
if neoessar.y in accordance with tho procedure ·laid down in Article 26 
'Of Regulation (EEC) No 
1. Council Regulation No 135/67/EEO(l)_of 13 June 1967 on ~id for 
durum wheat is hereby repealed. 
2. · References to the Regulation repealed by paragraph 1 shall be read 
. a.s re'fcrences to .. this Regulation. 
-.. ' ' 
A table is provided in the Annex for the purpose-of correlating-citations 
of and references to the Articles of that Regulation with those of this 
Regulation. 
. : '·: 
Article 6 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 1 August 1975. 
This Regulation Shall be binding in.i~s entire~ and.direct~.applicablc 
. ~ ' ' . ') 
in all Member States. 
Dono at Brussels, 
" " ' ' .... ~· I ,. '• _., 
{1·) OJ No 120, 21.6.1967, P• 2361-/67 
. f,or. the :.._ColJ.l.l()P . 
Tho Prcsid.;;~t· 
;-,· 
I 
'', 
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REGULATION {EEC) No OF THE COUNCIL 
of 
on tho system to ·i.~ applied. t.o cereal-based 
compound feeding-stuffs 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROFEAN COliiMUNITIES, 
Having regarcl to the Treaty establishing tho Europc.a.n· Economic Community; 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No (l) of 
on the common organization of tho m!lrkct in cereals, and in "9articula.r 
Articles 14(3) and. 16(5) thereof; 
Having regard to tho proposal from tho Commission; 
Whereas the forage pre;arations covered b.y heading No 23.07 of tho Camoon 
Customs Tariff fall within the scope either of Regulation (EEC) No or 
of Council Regulation (EEC) No 804/68(2) of 27 June 1968 on the common 
organization of tho market in milk and milk products, depending on their 
composition; whereas for products governed by the first of these 
Regulations tho lev,y to be chargGd consists of a fixed component and a 
variable component which ~ be calculated by taking account also of 
ingredients of forage preparations containing products not governed by 
Regulation (EEC) No , by Council Regulation No 359/67 ,/EE:c( 3) 
of 25 July 1967 on the common organization of the market in rice or by 
Regulation (EEC) No 804/68; 
Whereas the variable com?onent of the levy must be fixed on the basis 
of tho most generally used ingredients of feeding-stuffs, naruely cereals 
and milk products; whereas it follows that this variable component should 
consist of two stand~d amounts, one renresenting each of these categories 
of products; whereas the calculation of tho standard amount representing 
milk.products should take aocount of the levies fixed in accordance with 
the provisions laid down in Regulation (EEC) No 804/68 and in the 
Regulations adopted in application thereof; 
tfuereas maize and skimmed milk ?OWd.er (sprey process) arc among the raH 
See page of this Official Journal 
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materie.ls most co111monly used in the manufacture of compound feeding-
stuffs; vlhcrcas, consoqucntlyt the levies D.::,>plicabl& to them sh-)uld be 
used in calculating the.. stanc.::.ard amounts com')rising the variable 
COr.1':'JOl1Cllt~ 
Wh0r~~s thG fixed component of the le~r should bo so c~lculatod as to 
ensure :.)rotGction of tl1c. processing ind""Jstry; 'Hhcreas that comT)onent 
should be calculated on the b~sis of the most rc~::>rosontativo :procc.ssing 
Whcrco.s Lrticle 16 of Regulation (EEC) No provides for tho 
gra.ntin?; of an cx')ort rcfuni on prodt'tcts listed in lmncx A to that 
RcguJ.o.tion; 1-vhercas this refund is intended in particulo.r to offset tho 
c~ifforcnco between tl1c prices for bc,sic products within tho Community 
o..nc~ on the worll market; Hhercc.s general rules for the granting of this 
roftu~d should be l~id down; 
Whorous the.. refund chould as a goncrc.l rule be that which is applicable 
on tlH. .. dey -v;hcn thE.. transaction is effected; 1..rhercas, hmv-evcr, in view 
of the requirements of tho international L'larkot in com;.)ound feeding-stuffs 
l1rovision should be LW.dc for fixing tho refund. in advance; 
Hhorcas lJ.Tticle 23(2) of Reeulation (me) 1-Jo provic~es, 
in trade in compound feeding-stuffs for \oJhich the levy is calculated 
on th: basis of maize, for th<.. introduction of a system ained at 
lotvcring :?rices for the products im,_:>crtc.d into Italy, on condition that 
such r>ro<lucts mcy not enter oth<.;r };Ie:mbor States wi t:10u"t payment of a 
charge which offsets tht') price reduction; '"rhercas in order to avoid 
distarbanccs on the market in com:;ound feeding-stuffs this system must 
be effectively a,plied to them if Italy has recourse to it in respect 
of tho basic proC:.uct, 
H.ii.S i;.DOPTED THIS REGULArriON: 
.l'.rticle 1 
1. The ia)ort levies and exp<Jrt refunds for products falling within 
subheading 23.07 B of the Common Custobs Tariff and mentioned in Annex A 
to Regulation (EEC) No (hereinafter called 1ceroal-basod 
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compound feedillg'-stut'fs t) shall be fixed in accordance '\vi th the 
provisions of this Regulation. 
2. The cereal-based compound feeding-stuffs shall be shown in the 
sub-heacl..ings of the Common Customs Tariff listed in Annex I. 
TITLE I 
Levies 
........ 
Article 2 
T11c levy applicable to cereal-based com?ound feeding-stuffs listed i~ 
Annex I shall be com:!_:'osed of a variable component and a fixed com}onent. 
APticle 3 
For tho calculation of th~ variable component, the cereal-based com~ound 
feeding-stuffs shall be classified in Annex II as follmvs: 
in Table A according to th~ir starch content; 
in Table B according to their milk products contento 
1. ~C variable COID;;)Onent shall be equal to the sum of th€:. two 
follo"~ing amoun-ts: 
(a) a first at1ount equal to the average of the levies per metric ton of 
maize, adjusted by~c coefficient corresponding.to the cereal-based 
com,ound feeding-stuff in question, as set out in column 3 of 
Table A of Annex II; 
{b) a second amount equal to the a.veragte ofthe levies applicable per 
metric ton of the pilot ?roduct from Grou? 2, defined in Annex I 
to Council Regulation (EEC) No 823/68(l) of 28 J1xnc 1968 determining 
the Groups of ?roducts and the special provisions for calculating 
(1) OJ No L 151, 30.6.1968, P• 3 
, ., 
.. 
" ) 
·• 
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levies on Bilk Bnd milk proclacts (hero:i naftor called 'nilk ":)owcler'), 
adjusted by, the. coefficient corresponding to the- cercal-be..socl cor,l::>ound 
fcoding--st11ff in qu€:stion, as set ,;ut in colum.'1 3 ; of Tablo B 
of Annex II. 
2 o Tl1C nveragcs for naize o..ncl oilk ~.)owoor mentioned i,~ )a:rag:ra::.>h 1 shall 
be calculated for the first twenty-five d~s of tho month preceding the 
month of im?ortation. E~ch average sh~ll be adjuzt.od where necessar,y on 
the basis of t:1e threshold price ruling in the month of importation. 
Article .2, 
If a cercal~~ased compound fcedin~·stuff contains substantial quantities 
of r:roti"J.cts which n.ro not covered by Regulation (EEC) lfo 
RGgulation Ro 359/67/EEC or Regulation (EEC) No 804/68, thG conditions under 
\vhich tb.c variable collr;,>onent mo.y be increased by the amount specified in 
Article 14(1) A (b) of Regv.laticm (EF..C) No shall be ado!)ted 
in accorc1e..nco ~t<i t.h the procedure lc,icl down in Art.:i.olo 26 of that Regulation. 
Article 6 
................. . ..
Tho fix~.xl component shall be 9 units of acoo.unt per Lletric ton. 
Refunds 
......... 
Article 7 
-
1. The o::9ort refund shall b12 fb:od tald ng into account only cArtain 
prc.ducts used in the I:lanfuactur':l of com::_:)ound feeding-stuffs for which an 
ox9ort refund m~y be fi;:ed. 
2. Where the world market situation or the special requirements of certain 
narkcts r.lc-.ke it nece.ssa:ry, the refund rno.y be varied a.ccording to 
destination. 
3. The refund shall be paid vihGn :}roo.f has been furnished that the 
products in question have been C~)ortccl outside the CoiDLlunity. 
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Whore paragraph 2 applies, the refund shall be paid in accordance with 
the preceding· ,subparagraph and on condition that proof is furnished t~1-t 
the r,>roduct has roached th€. destination for which the rc~ was fixed. 
Derogations from this rule m~ nevertheless be made, in accord~nce with 
tho procedure rcferrod to in paragraph 5, provided conditions arc laid 
down i'rhich offer equivalent guarantees. 
4· Refunds shall be fixed once monthly. 
5· Additional provisions may bo ac1.o;;>ted in accordance with the 
procedure laid down in J~ticlc 26 of Regulation {EEC) No 
Article 8 
....... -- . 
1. The refund shall be fixed in advance, at the request of the party 
concerned at the time when the application for an expor~ licence is 
suboittcd, for a transaction to bc·completed during tho period of validity 
of tho licenceo 
2. The amount of the rcflll!d sh..1.ll be that which is applicable on the 
d~ on which the application for a licence is submitted, adjusted where 
necessary on the basis of tho thrcsnold prices for maize and for milk 
powder ruling in the month of eXportation. A corrective amount shall be 
fixed for the latter :9roduct in order to take account of the amount of 
aid granted in the month of exportation for oilk PO't'lder intended for 
feeditlg\-stuffs. 
3. The adjustment mentioned in paragraph 2 shall be effected in 
accordance with the detailed rules adopted under Article 16(6) of 
Regulation (EEC) No • 
TITLE II 
Articl.? •• .2 
1. If Italy has recourse to l~ticlc 23(2) of Regulation (EEC) No 
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it shall levy ::1 charge on c:x:::>or-ts to othor Nc·mhcr Stat<;s of 
Gcrce.l-bc:.se.-1 comT)ound foedi:r.~o"'-stufft:; 
n."ld. gre...11t a subsBy on dcliv..::rics cf such prcclucts fron ot:1cr 
IJler.1bcr States o 
2 o Tl1c :1bovo-D0ntioncd char go .:md subsidy s.nalJ. be determined in 
accordanc<; l"fi th the :n-oceduro laid o.own in Article 26 of Regulation 
(EEC) No 
Article 10 
-· 
The milk -~)roC:.uct a or:.•ntcnt ::>f ccrc:al-bas:)d feeding-stuffs shc>ll be 
d~;:..tormin-:;d for the calculation of the };JJy by ap:;:>lying the coefficient 2 
to the l~.::;tose oontont per metric ton of the product in question. It 
mey be d.otcrm:i ned by the s-:u-Je method fer the: calculation of the refund. 
A-rticJ.c 11 
W!Krc the starch or lactose contont h~s to be determined in application 
of this !tcgu.lation, enalytical mdhods she.ll be c.stG'."blisho<2. 7 for starch 
in aoc0rdc.~co 'vi th the procoduro laid dovm in Article 26 of 
Regulation (:l:!.:EC) 11·o t e;:1d for lactose in accordance v-d th the 
prucoduro laid down in Article 30 of Rogul~ti0n (E2C) No 804/68. 
:1l'·ticlc 12 
....... nr I • 
.. ( \ 68/68(l) 968 1. CotU1cil Rcgulat~0n EECi No 9 of 15 July 1 on 
thG ~·stcn t0 be applied to cercal-bas3d compound feoding-stuffs, amended 
by Rvgula.tion (E:C0) no 2196/69(2), is hereby rcpcalocl. 
2. Rcfcrc:ncGs to the R0gulation ro,_)c~led by '9e.ragraph 1 sho.,ll be 
rcacl as roi'orcnccs t0 this Regulation. 
(1{ OJ No L 166, 17,7.1968, p. 2 
(2J OJ No L 279 1 6.11.1969, p. l 
. ,
\' 
'. 
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This Regulation shall enter into force on 1 ~hgust 1975· 
This Re~~lation shall be binding in its entire~ and directly applicable 
in all Member States. 
Done at Brussels, For 1ho Council 
The Pre eident 
• 
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Description of goods ,:cT hoadin+5 No 
.... ~.. ... --------- ------------------,~--------------·~·,-------------- -------------------
• 23.07 S\':od~'nec: for.:1g:::;; other prcpa.:rat5.ons of a kind used in animal feeding: 
B. Othorr containing separately or iioJcthor and. whether or not r::tixod wit:t 
other proch:ccts, starch, glucos(. or glucose syru~1 fa:ling t>li thin 
sub-headings 17.02 B and 17.05 B a:n.J. r.1ilk products falling within 
headings o1~ sub-hoariings 04.01, 0Lj .• 02, 04.03, 04.04t 17.02 A, 17.05 A~ 
I. Containing starch or glucose or glucose ~;ru~ with a content by 
wdc;ht of st1-rch of: 
IL 
(D,) 10% or less: 
2. 
Containing nn t1ilk :")roducts or containinc less than 10~ 
by )'might af such r.ra,::u0ts 
Containinr; 10% or more but less than 50% by ,.,,:;ig~Jt of miJ.k 
products 
OQOctoooo4ooooooooo•o.aD.:: 
ooooooooooootJoooooo•ooo 
(b) l.lorc. than 10% bu·t net r10ro than 30j~: 
Containing no milk ~roducts or containing less than 10% 
by weight of Silch products 
Containing lO]t or more but less than 50% by weight of miU: 
products 
ooo•o•ooooo•?ooooo.oooooo 
(c) Mere than 30%: 
L Cont::l.ining no milk prod.ucts or containing loss than 10% b~" 
weight of such produc·~s 
Containing 10% or more but less than 50% by weight of milk 
products 
ooooo.,.,ooooooool)•ooo 
OOOOIIIOOOOG0000000000'0!I-00000f 
ANNEX II 
-- - .. 
T'-'i.BLE A 
. ... -
_., 
Heading No 
., 
us.,d in Sta;rch content Coefficient 
.Annex I 
-
I 2 3 
..... 
23.07 B I (a) 1 10% or loss 0.16 
23.07 B I (a) 2 
I 
-... 
23.07 B I (b) 1 More than 10% but not more than 30% 0.50 
23 .. 07 B I (b) 2 
I 
.. .., .. ,.... .... 
23o07 B I (c) 1 More tr.an 30% 1.00 
23.07 B I (c) 2 
,, 
... 2"- VI/1533/?J-E 
TABLE B 
....... -
., ,. .............. --- .............. ~-· -·-·-·--·--------"1---------
i }{ilk products content Cooff'iciont 
t--
1 2 3 
T T 
--~----------~---------------·-----------··----~~----·---------------
LGSS than 10% 
w........-... ~............_.-............f.,._~.......,....._....__........_~..._.. ......... -................_.-.:-=• t 
.. -~----+----------
23.07 B I (a) 2 I 107·~ or more but lc ss than 50% 
23.07 B I (b) 2 t 
_2_3_"_07 __ B_I-~(c~__J__--·--·-··------------------------------~------·---------~ 
------:-.:---
BEGULATION (EEC) No· OF THE: COUNCIL 
of 
on the !nrport and ox:Jort ~zystcr1 for :9roducts 
processed from cereals and from rice 
THE COUNCIL OF THE JIDROPEAN COI'TI·IDID:TIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty 'c staoli shing the Europe.:..n Ecohomic Community; . 
Having rcgarcl to Council Regulation (EEC) No (l) 
of on tho common organisation of the narket in cereals, and in 
particular ~trticl~s 14(3), 16(5), 17 and 23(2) thereof; 
Having regard to Council Regulation No 359/67/EEC(2) of 25 July 1967 ontho 
corr.mon organization of 1he market in rice, and in particul~ . ''l:rticles 12(3), 
'17(5) and 18 thereof; 
Having regard to the proposal from tho Commission; 
Whereas uDder l~ticlcs 14(3) and 16(5) of Regulation (EEC) No 
and Articles 12(3) and 17(6) of Regulation No 359/67/EEC rules should be 
adopted for the application of the ~stem of levies and refUnds applicable 
in trade with third countries in productstrocessod from cereals and from rice, 
exceeding compound feedir1g-stuffs for which special rules have been laid down 
in Regulation (EEC) No (3); 
Whereas tho variable component of the levy must correspond to the incidence 
on the prime costs of processed products of the levies on basic products; uhc:rcas 
that inciclencc may be calculated on the bn.sis of the average of the levies 
applicable during a roprosontativc period to the quantity of the basic product 
dee:med necessary for 1hc manufacture of one unit of tho p:rocossed product; 
See p. o£ this Official Journal 
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Whereas in· respect" c:r.r-lJ!"'duciis subject to the common organisation of the 
muket in cereals, but containing no ceron1s, the variable com)oncnt should 
be calculated \·Ji th reference to market oondi tions for :rroducJ~s which arc in 
comT,~eti ti·Jn. with them; 
Hh<.:rcas the fixed component of the levy t1ust be designed to protect the 
l)roccssing industry; uh~roas that conponc!nt should be ddornincJ. on the. 
baois of the most representative ?rocessing costs; 
_ Whereas, for some residues of processing, )rotoction for the in~ustry is alre841 
assured through tho protection enjoyed by tho nain processed ,reduct; whorc0~ 
in that case the fixed com-ponent can bo equal to zero; 
Whereas tho object of the refund should be to cov0r the diff~rcnce between 
the prices of products within tbo Community and on tho world mnrJ·:ot; whcr~ as, 
for that T)urposc, cri tcr).a. should be established for determining th<~ refund 
essentially on the basis of prices of tho basic products within and outsicle 
the Community and the outlets and conditions for the sale of processed products 
on the world market; 
Hhercas ';)revision should be ma.de for granting·, at the beginning of the 
marketing yGar 7 a refund which takes ·into account tho actual cost of the 
sunply of basic products in so far as they wore purchased at the end of the 
previous markuting year at a higher price than that ruling for the product 
at the beginning of tho new marketing year; 
Whoreas 1 in addition to the s,ystom describod above, the usc of inward 
processing arrangements should be regulated in order to ensure a balance 
between the usc of Cor.nnuni ty basic 9roclucts in tho manufe.cturc of processed 
goods for cx::>ort to third countries anc: the usc of third country products 
brought in under inlrard processing arra,ngeocnts; 
Whereas Article 23(2) ofReBUlation (EE9) No provides, in trade 
in processed products th0 lcvJ on which is calculated on tho ~asis of barley, 
maize, oats, sorghum and millet, for a s.ystcm which would result in lowering 
the price of 1roducts imported into Italy, on condition that such products 
m~ not then enter Member States without first_bcing subject to a charge 
-~ VI/1533/75-E 
to offset the reduction in their pricer "t>rhereas, in order to avoi1. disturbanCE'l":. 
on the uarket in the above-mentioned processed products, that s,ystcm must in 
f?.ct be applied to then if Italy has recourse to it in respect of basic 
products; 
llhereas !)revision should be raade in tho co.so of feed grain, for the exporting 
Uember State to :?a;j' to consignors on request tho subsidy lvhich Italy has to 
grant in respect of deliveries of products 1)rocessed froo cereals, it being 
for the cx~Jorting ~~kmber State to inform the Italian Republic of such 
pa;yncnt ; 
\ihereas, for certain :!?roducts such as roasted ma~t or roasted glutten, the 
levy has to be determined without it being possible to ascertain the raw 
material from w:1ich they were obtainedi whereas, in order to avoid aey 
possible deflections of trade because of the different s,ys-'GeLls at present 
e:dsting for glucose fc.lling uithin hcaC!.i:ng No l7o02 and glucose falling with:~!'l 
heac1.ing No 17 .05, the: latter products shot.'..ld be subject to the srune rules as -~.ht~ 
former, 
!L.'l.S i.:OOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
----
1. For the pur~oses of this Regulation, 'processed products' means tpe 
products or groups of products listed: 
(a) in 1-umex A to Regulation (EEC) No , excluding tho products 
falling 1-1ithin subheading ex 23.07 B of the Common Customs Tariff; 
(b) in Article l(l)(c) of Regulation No 359/G7/EEC. 
2. For the pur~oses of this Regulation, 'basic products' means tho cereals 
listed in Article l(a) and (b) of R~gulation (EEC) No and 
b:roke:p riceo 
Levies 
....... 
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Article 2 
........... ~~ ... 
1. The vari~blo component of tho l0vy shall, during the course of a given 
month, be cqL~al to tho average of the lovios applicable for the first 
tucnty-fi vc cla;}rs of tho month :~)receding t11c"!t of. importation :~1cr metric ton 
of the basic product or products listed in collurrn 3 of the fUlllcx, multi~liod 
by the coefficient 'I'Jhich appears against the 'J)roduct in crucstion in column 
4 of tho l'..:rmcx. HowevGr, for produc·l;s falling l·>li thin tariff hcac:ing 
1:To 2302, the variable com:,?oncnt of the levy shall be obtaincc: by aC:clins 
togeth'lr the averages of tr.o levies G.Pl)licable to one metric toh of conmon 
1·rhcat 7 one metric ton cf bC~rloy a.nd one motric ton of L13.izo ancl multi~lyin£; 
thr:1.t total by tho coefficient \vhich ap~cars acsa,inst each of those basic 
uroducts in colman 4· 
In ordE-r to c,cljust tl'K abovc-c.cntionecl o.v:,ragcs to the t:ll'osholcl pr:Lcc valid 
for ti1e basic ~rod1.wt in question d'Jl'ing tho month of im"?)ortation, they shaH 
b0 increased or reduced by the difference boti"'cen that threshold. price anr1 
tho threshold price valid durine the ~roco~ing month. 
Hm-wver, that atljustm-:mt shall not be 1:1ale if the average of the lovies 
v.p:~licablc for th.:.. first t\vcntj·-five CJ4liys of the nonth )rccco.ing that of 
im)o~~tation of tho basic product is ocrc1.al to zero, 
2. Revision of tho variable component cluring the oourse of tho month, to 
take account of a variation in tho levy applicable to basic )roducts, shall 
be effected by the r:ornnission at a flat rate. The marg::.n of variation beyonl 
l'Jhich that rc~sion is effected shall be ,1<;torr.1inecl for each of the basic 
l1rodu0ts in question in accorcl.ance Hi th the proccdt1I'G laic'. c.ovm in .Article 2~ 
of Regulation (EEC) Ho · 
359/67/EEC. 
and f~ticl8 26 of Regulation No 
3. Tho vc:riablc co;:aponont applicable to a yroccsse.:l product manufactured 
fr0r.'1 duruo uhcat shall be equal to thl'1t a~pliccbl.e to a .' similo.r !)reduct 
oanufacturocl. from common whent. 
Article 3 
.............., ... -· «--
The fixed component of tho levy shall be eqn.al to the amount which 
appears against the product in question in column 5 of the lmnex. 
' 5'. 
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1-.rtiolo 4 
_,. ..... . 
1$ In order to·~revent disturbnnces on the ~arkDt in products listed in the 
Annex, in ~recessed products obtained from those products and in products 
in competition with either the former or tho latter, amendments may ·be made 
in accordance with the procedure laid detm in Article 26 of Regulation 
(EEC) No to: 
(a) the coefficients ru1~1n in column 4 of the Annex; 
(b) the rates shmm in column 2 of the )'...nne::, expressing the starch content 
of tho 'l)roducts falling l1i thin subheading 23.02 A; 
(c) tho ~ercentages sho~m in footnote 1 of tho Annex, relating to the 
starch content and the ash content of products falling within headings 
Nos 11.01 and 11.02. 
2. Tho levy.a)p1iceble to tho pro~ucts falling within ~bhcading 07~06 A 
listed in the Annex shall bo linited to tho emount resultinf; from the 
application of the rate of duty bound under GATT. 
' '; 
1. When calculating the variable component of the levy applicable to the 
products lis··tcd in the .t..nnex tinder tariff headings end subhoa.<.:ings Nos 
ll.06 .. B, 11.08 1 11.09, 17.02 B II, 17.05 B o.nd. 23.03 A I r>.nt:. intended at the 
time of importation for tho same uses as those laid dmvn for the granting of 
production refunds on: 
potato s·to.rch; 
- common wheat, nk~ize and broken rice used in the Community for the 
manufacture of s.tm-chi 
4he production refunds granted shall be taken into account. 
2. For the ~pose of apply;ng paragraph 1, no account slk~ll be taken of 
the increase in the ::,Jroduction refund granted in Italy unclcr Article 1 of 
Council Regulntion {EEC) No of. fixing 
' . . . 
production rcfttn~s on oerenls nnd rice. 
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3, DctailcQ rules for the a~plicntion of this ~ticlc shall bo ado,ted in 
accordance '!irith the procedure laid dorm in Article 26 of negt).lat.ion (1'EC) 
No a:..1d in Article 26 of Regulc.ticn No 3~)9/67 /EEC. 
TITLE II 
........ ·- .. 
REFUNDS 
.... ·-··. 
Article 6 
................... 
1. The ref1.md which mey be granted on ~)rocesscd products shall be determinccJ. 
wit~ 9articu:ar rcforcnec to: 
(a) the pricc..s of the· basic )roducts us ell in calculating the v;::.riabl o 
com:,onent of the lCV'Ji 
(b) tho quantities of basic products usee~ in calculating the variahle 
COLl~)Oncnt of the levy; 
(c) the ~1ossiblo ctu::_•lication of refunds <'-P::'lic::;ble to V:JXious products 
obtained from one and the same process and one and the ·scme product; 
(J.) outlets ancl conditions of saie for prooussed products on the world 
m&.rket. 
2. If 7 in tho case of Nl export to bo offootcrl bet\veon t~1.c start of the 
markc:tj_ng yr:_,n;r n.nd dates to be determined, the processed product 1ms 
manufactured from a basic 9roduct harvostot~ in th~~ Community: in stock at tho 
end of the })receding marketing ye3X' and not qualifying for a carry-over payr_ · .. 
tbo threshold price vali<l c:uring tl1e last r.10n-!;h of the ::procec:ing marketing 
year for the basic ~)roc:ucts used in calculating th.:: vari2.blo com•onent of tr.c 
levy mey be taken into account 1'\]'hcn a::_)plying ':Jct.ragraph l(c.). 
3e Whore the world market situation or the specific requirements of 
c0rtain markets so require, tho refund~·- oe varied according to 
destin..1tiono 
,:;_. 1\Thcrc paragraph 3 a:9pEcs, tho rofunt~ sho.ll be paid .nrovidcc.l_ it is 
::proved thnt the ,roduct has been exported £rom the Communi~J, as laid down 
'. 
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in the f:tx'wt ind.ent of Article· 8(1) of' Regulation (EEC) No 
and has reached tho destination for 'which th~ refund ~as fixed. 
However, exceptions may be made to this rule in accordance with the 
procedure referred to in paragraph 5, prq_vidod condi tiona are b.icl doTm ~. 
which offer equivalent guarantees. 
5· Additional provisions m~ be adopted in accordance with tho procedure 
I 
laid down in ~brticle 26 of Regulation (EEC) No and Article 26 
of Regulation. No 359/67/EEC. 
6. The refunds shall be fixed once a month~ 
.~.\rtic_l,c I 
The refund in force on the day on which tho ap~~ication for a licence is 
lodged shall be applied to a transaction to be carried out durine the 
period of validity of the licence, at the request to be lodged at the 
same time as the application for a licence. In the case referred to in the 
forogoi1~ ,aragraph the refun4 shall be. adjustca b,y reference to the 
threshold price in force during tho month of c~)ortation for the basic 
product or )roducts •. Tho ~Ajustmcnt sh~ll be effected ~J incrcasine or 
reducing the refltnd Qy the ·difference between the threshold prices valid 
for 100 kilogrammes of the basic product d.uring, respocti voly, the month 
in which th~. licence was applied for and the month of exportation, mult~plied 
by the coefficients which appear.against the processed product in question 
in column 4 of tho !~ex. 
However, for cxpor.ts taking place under the. conditions prQvidod for ·in 
Article 6(2) the adjustment ~ be effected on the basis of the threshold 
price valid during the last month of tho pr~ceding marketing,year. 
C.OtitinueC!. on.~ .62c; 
Article 8 
........ , 
1. rihen calculating the amount of the export refund applicable to the 
'roducts listed in tho Annex under tariff headings or subheadings Nos 
11.06 B, lla08, 11.09, 17.02 B II, 17.05 Band 23.03 A I, account shall be 
taken of the production refunds granted in respect of: 
- potato starch; 
,\ 
' I 
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A corrective amount m<:>,y be fixed for nc.clt fallin:; :'Yr:i.thin hcaf..ing No 11.07 
of the Gomnon Customs Tariff. It shall be applied to th8 refund where this 
is fi~:et·~ in advance. 'I'hc correcti vc amount shc-.11 be fiLed at thE:: sar.1o time 
as the refund ax1d accorl~ing to the same ;;>roceC.ure ~ a-t the rocp.:ost of c• M0mbt.r 
State or on its mm initiative, the Cor.1r~issio:n na~r, hoNevor, when necessary, 
no(lify the corrective c-.mounts in the intervo.l, 
-'2.- VJ./153 3/7}-E 
1 ' ··; I 
common wh~v.-~, maize and broken rico used in tho Community for the 
manufacture of starch. 
2. In a:?r>1ying pa.ra.gra:>h 1 no ·account sh~:~:ll be taken of the increi?.se in 
thc_production refund granted in Italy under Article 1 of Regulation 
(EEC) No 
TITT...,E III 
Ar.t.:h. cl e ,2 
1. The quantity of basic prcx1ucts, of assimilated products within tho 
meaning of Regulation No 81/67/EEC or of pro~ucts processed from them 
on which Member States do not impose lev~es in vi~i of or in consequence 
of the expor~atio:n of the products listerl in the !l.!lll<:ix under tariff h0ad:i.nes 
or sub-heac~ings Nos 07.06 A (a), 11.01 C to L, 11.02 A II to E, 11.06 A, 
11.07, ll.oB, 17.02 B II ancl 17.05 B, manufactured from these basic products, 
from these assimilated proc.i.ucts or from products )recessed frotl .. t.ihom, mSjy" 
not exceed tho quantity taken into acoo<.mt for t'l.etermining the w.riablo 
component of tho lcv,y. 
2. Tho a.bovo-mcntionod quantity mey be rec1.ucec1., in a.ccorclanco l'ri th the 
procedure laid do'in in f~ticlc 26 of Rc~~lation (EEC) No 
and in Article 26 ;of Regulation No 359/67/EEC, in order to take account of 
the need to establish a balance between the conditions for ex1)orting 
processed products qualifYing for an ex~ort rofund and inward pr0oessing 
arrangements. 
3. Use of irn"lard 11rocessing e.rrangements shall be prohibiteCI. in respect 
' . 
I 
of products listed in tho Annex under headings or sub-headings Nos 11.02 G, 11.' 
B, 11.091 23.02 A a.nd 23.03 A I if they a.ro to be used in the. manufacture of 
~recessed products. 
TITLE IV 
.... .. . 
GE~lRAL PROv~SIONS 
·---·.. ................ . ............ 
Article 10 
............... ~
1. If Italy hc.s recourse to llrticle 23(2) of Regulation (EEC) No 
it shall: 
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im;}ose a charge on consignments to other I.lombcr States of ~)rooessocl 
:products t:1c levy on 1<Uhich is calculc,tccl on tho basis of bu.rlcy 1 maize, 
oatsy sorghun ;e.nd millet, and 'tihich nrc listed in the lumox under 
tariff headings and subheadings Nos 07.06 A, 11.01 C to 1 7 llo02 A II 
to G with the exception of products listed under subheadings 11.02 A V C'' 
if a proc'!.uction refund is grJ.ntE;d on r.:taizo used in the manufacture of 
these proclucts - 11.06 A anc1 ll.07i 
[:,Tr.mt a subsic~ on cLeliverios of these products from other HoDber States, 
unless t:1at subsic'.y hc..s, at the req:uost of the consignor, been paid ta 
hin by tho c::porting Her.tbor State U>rhich ohall forthwith inform tho ItaJ. it':' 
Re~ublic thereof. 
2o Th~ above-montinncd charge and subsidy shall be equal, ~or metric tn 
of the processed products specified in po.rc.g:raph 1, to th(; ar:10i.lll"G of tho 
che.rgo a~"l>lice,ble, 1.:nc1.er ... 'l.:rticlc 23(3) of Regulation (EEC) Ho 
to tho quantity of basic nroduct used for calcul~ting the ''nria~le component 
of the bvy. 
i.rticlo .11 
.. --· ........ 
Tho methods usc<l for assessing the ash content, tho fat content and tho 
starch content, the ~en~turing process and any other method of analysis 
necessary for t:1c a)plication of this Rcgulction shall be e.etcrmi:aod in 
accordance ui th t:1c procedure laid dov-m in /:..rtiole 26 of Rcgul[',tion 
(FEC) No and Art~.clo 26 of Rcrrulation No 359/67/EEC. 
ll.I'ticle 12 ____ ...;..... 
L C0uncil Rcgulaticm (EEC) No 1052/68(l) of 23 July 1968 on tho im")ort and 
export system for products ~orocessed from cereals and from rice, as last 
ar.1on~ed by Regulation (IGEC) No 98bl7i5,( 2), is hereby repealed. 
2. References to thr:- Regulation repealed by paragraph l shall be read 
~ -- .... - -- _.._ ............ _ .. .._. ____ _ 
OJ No L 179, 2].7.1963, p. G 
OJ No L 95 11 l7-o4 ... 19.7.-'5-t. :?• '1: 
' ., 
r"·--
-11 -
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This Regulation Shall enter into force on 1 August 1975o 
This Regulation s~all be binding in its entirct,y an~ directly applicable 
in all Member States .. 
Done at Brussels, For the Council 
The President 
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J..JiJ'NE.X: 
-
----- ... --~----------------------------r-----T""""-----,.-----· 
fcoofficient 
~:CT hval:.ing 
J·To fus:i.c l :9roduct • 
Fixed 
component 
u.a./ton l j 
-1~-.~._2 ______ -4~-·-3··-~--~--:·:-+--:r--_~~-__ :-~5--~ 
07.06 
11.01 
- 11.02 
~[a.'Ylioc 9 c,rrm·rroot, salep, Jerusg,lem , 
articho.l:es, SHeet potatoes, QJld. other 
sir.1:Llar !'oqt s c..nd tc;.bcr s 1:ith high 
sto..rot1 or inulin content, fresh or 
driod, i'lhole or sliced; sago pith: 
.'l.. Mc.nioc, crrov-rrcot, salOl) ""ncl other 
siu,ilar roots a.ncl (c) tubors ""ith 
hish starch content~ excluding 
f 
l 
S\<Tcct potatoes Barley 0.18 
Ccroa~ flours(l): 
c . Bar~-e~" fl ot,.r 
D. Oo..t flour 
J~. Naizo flour: 
F. 
G. 
H. 
IJ. 
K. 
L. 
I. Of~ fRt content n~t 
.::lxoeocling l. 5:~ 'uy 
weight 
IL Ot~er 
Rico flour 
Buck1Jh,:;c:. t flO'L'.!' 
UElBt flcur (x) 
r. a..'l'lat';y' eecd. floll.r 
Sorghum flour (<1) 
OthGr 
Cereal groats a,n0. cere::~.l raoal; 
ot::or ;ro~:·kcct cered gi"ains ( fC'r 
oxarnple, roll~U., fln.keJ., 
polished, pearlod or kibbled, 
but no-t; further )rcpared) 1 cxce':'t 
hus:-md., glc-zcd, '_'o2ichcd or broken 
ricE.; gcrn of ecrcals, wholG{ 
rolled, flaked, or ground (lJ; 
A. Cere::~.l groats and cereal meal: 
II. Rue 
IIL BarlGy 
IV. O::~.ts 
Oats 
Hnh.>e 
}1aizo 
1 Jrokon rice j 'mckuhc~ t i 
t r~illot 
~ l Canary I soo:J. 
Sorghum 
Ca.'l'lary 
seeC:, 
1.80 
1.80 
1.00 
Loa 
1.06 
1.80 
1.02 
1.02 
1.02 
1.02 
I flue 1.80 ~rloy 1.80 
2.5 
2,5 
2.5 
·5 
2.5 
2.5 
2.5 
2 .. 5 
f Oc:ts 1.80 
·---·-·-·,....__..~--·---... ------·-·-'~- __._..........,..._._ ....... - _______ .......J. ______ _ 
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. (1) For the purpose of distinguishir~ between .P~oduots falling within headings Nos 
11.01 and 11.02 ana those f~lling wi~hin subhe~ding 23.02 A7 products falling i1ithin 
" . 
headings Nos 11.01 and 11.02 arc those h~vin& both"of the 'following: 
- a eta.rch content (dot~rmincd by the moctified Elt·rcro polarimetric method) exceeding 4590 by 
\veight roferrc-Cl. to d.ry matter .. 
- ap ash contc~t ty weight, rcferr~d to dr; matter (after deduction ~f any ad~led mineral 
matter) not ezcocding 1.690 for rica, 2.5% for whe~t and rye, 3% for barley, 4% for 
buckwheat, 5% for oats and ~ for other cereals. 
Germ of cereals~ whole rolled, flaked or grounu, falls in all cases within,h0ali11g No 
11.02 (b). ; 
..... ., .... 
(a) Regulation (EEC) Iio 154/71, 26.1.1971 (CJ No L 22, 28.1.1971, p. 3) 
(b) Rcgul~tion (EEC) No 1529/71, 12.7.1971 (c~ No L 162, 20.7.1971, ~· 11) 
ffiegu1ation (EEC) No 30~/69i 18.2.19~9 (OJ No L 43, 20.2.1969, ">• liJ 
(c) Regulaiion (EEC) No 2728/Tl, 20.12.1971 (OJ No L 282, 23.12.1971··, :J• 15) 
(x) The German text is amended by: · 
Regulation (EEC) No 1~4/1971, 26.1.1971 (OJ No L 22, 28.1.1971, p. 3) 
T _.. .. 
! 
. ' .. ~ 
4 I 
..... 
. . ' 
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"" 
............. ~ ....... ~ ..... ~ ...... - ···~··-- ... ~ .... ~~ ............... 
f 
,"!' '1 li .. ~~~.: Basic Co, ffici.c.at 
-:.ng Description of goo~s ;;>reluct C·::>H )Onont Uo<'l.o/100 f'"~ 
-
.......... -. . .......... ,..,..........,....._...,... . 
·----
.,_ __ 
2 j f.. 5 
.......... ......__.._..:. ........ ~..___ .. 
-- --
....... 
·-
.. 
'' 
:. ,02 
cont.) V~ Maize: 
(a) Of a fat con-ton·~ not CXCOC(~Jng f r 1.5% l>y \·Wight: 
1. For thv bl'<n·.ring industry (a) M.o"'..izc I 1.80 5 2 .. Othor lla.izo 1.80 5 (lJ) Other Ivia.izo 1.02 2.5 
VL Rico Broken 
rice: l.d$ 2.5 
VII. Buckwheat 
-
BuckwhoCJ. t 1.80 5 
., 'ITIIl:··~: Millet · · " l1i;J)et 1.02 2.5 
' '. :. ~ ~ ' .... ' 
IX. Grain sorghura 
" 
Sorghum 1.02 2.5 
I 
'I x. Other \ Ctmary 
' soe<l 1.02 2.5 
B. Hulled gr:1ins (shelled or husl:ed) 
' 
whether or not sliced or kibbled: 
I. Bn.rley, oats, buckt-;hoa t 3.110. 
millet: 
c~) Hulled (shelled or husked): 
1. Br:::Llrc-.r Barley 1.60 
f 
2.5 
2, Oats: 
(aa) Cli~~Jpcd oats Oe.ts 1.02 I 2.5 (bb) Other Oats 1.80(b) 2.5 J 
3. Buckwh0at Buckwheat l.GO l 2.5 
f 4· Millet 'Millet 1.60 2.5 
(b) Hulled and sliced or kibbled I ( 'Griitzc 1 or 1grutten'): 
1. Barley B..1.rlO;/ 1.60 2.5 
2. Oats Oats lo80{b) 2.5 
- 3. BuC'kwhoa.t Bl.:ckwhoo:~ 1.60 2o5 
• :Millet Hill at 
' 
lo60 2.5 lto 
- I II. Other cereals: (a) Wheat ColllLlon whoat 1.33 2.5 
{b) Rye Byo 1.33 2.5 
(c) Maize Maize 1.60 2-5 
(u.) Grain sorghum Sorghum 1.60 2.5 
(o) Otllor Ca,."1£1.ry sc..od 1.60 2.5 
. .. t·. 
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! .......... ........ ................ .-................. $ .......... -----------------------------
CC'l' 
he~i~ 
No · 
.Basic pro~uct .Coefficient Fixed 
cooponont ·. 
u.a./100 kg 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------~~~: 1 2 3 5 -
~ 
----------------------------------------------------~--------------~------~-11.02' 
(cont.) 
c. Pcarlc<l grains: 
L llhcat 
IIo Ric 
III. Barley 
IV. Oats 
v. :Maize 
VL :Bucla-Thec t 
VII. Millet 
V:!:II. Grain sorghum 
r~ A<> 'Other 
Common wheat 1.60 2 .. 5 
Hyo 1.60 2.5-
Barley '2.50 5 
Oe.ts 1.60 
·2·5 
l!aizc L60 2.5 
Buckwheat 1.60 2.5 
Millet 1.60 '2·5 
Sorghum 1.60 2.5 
Canary seed 1.60 ~·5 
~--------------------------------------------------~---------------------------
a.) Entr.r under this subheading is subject to conditions to be d.Gtermincd by the coiJ::_)etont 
authorities. 
b) Regulation (EEC) No 16~6/71, 26.7.1971, (OJ No L 168, 27.7.71, p. 15) 
·,, 
1 
11.02 
(c')nt.) 
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}!;. llollod. f!J.'c.i~1Sj flaked e:;r:::,ins: 
I. Bo.rloy, oats, l:makwhcnt and 
nillot: 
' \ Fi.o 11 or'.: \8.) 
1. Bar:!.cy 
2. Cr,ts 
J Bv.ckwhcn. t ~' 
4o I~1illot 
(b) Flclcoc.l: 
L Be.rlcy 
2. Oats 
3· Buckwheat 
' H::.L:.e-t 
'r' 
II. Other cc,rcals: 
.,, ( ' 
'-"I Hhcat 
(b) Mo.izc 
(c) Rye 
( (l) Grain sorghum 
(e) Other: 
1. En.kcd rico 
2. Other· 
I 
I 
3 
Fcyto 
Br.rlcy 
Oats 
~!laizc 
Buck.lJhcat 
Milh·t 
Sorghun 
C.:mnry 
soed 
&rlcy 
Oats 
Buckwheat 
Millet 
B.-:1.!' l cy 
02.ts 
t 
' Buckwheat I 
Uillet I 
Conn:10n 
\ihCc.t 
Maize 
Rye 
Sorghun 
Broken rico 
Canary sce1 
I 
4 
1.02 I') t-L. • ~ . 
1.02 2 ~ i~ 
1.02 2 ·~ 
1.02 2.; 
L02 2o5 
1.02 2?=) 
1.02 I 2 <:: fi<,) 1.02 2 r; ' ,: 
1.02 I 2o5 
t 
1.02 2 rc ~ .. ) 
1.02 2.::· 
L02 2-~ 
1.80 2 ,:;-0 •. ) 
2.00 
2.00 
1.80 5 
1.30 5 
1.80 5 
1.80 5 
1.80 5 
1.80 5 
l.80 
1.80 
i~·-·1 
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CCT I hc.acling Descri;')tion of goods 
No 
-t~~~.;r·· ;I:- Pellets; 
. frhcat 
11.06 
11.07 
II. Rye 
III. BarJey 
IV. Oats 
V. Maize 
VI. Rice 
VII. Buckrrheat 
VIII. Billet 
IX. Grain sorghum 
X,. Other 
a.· Gorm of cereal, whole, 
rolled, flaked or'ground: 
I. Wheat 
II. Other 
]'lour ancl moill of sago and of 
manioc, a.rrouroot, salop and 
other roots and tubers falling 
within heading Nu 07 06: 
A. Dcn:"l.turcd 
:B.· other 
Malt, roasted or not: 
A. Unroasto.i: 
I. Obta~ned from wheat: 
(e) in ·the form of 
flour 
(b) Other 
II. Other: 
(a) in the form of 
flour 
(b) Other 
'\''!"- 1,,.. .... . ',.. '''\ 
v .... ,. •' -~, ;_ -· 
Basic 
products boe:f'ficient 
CornL.lon 
wheat 1.80 
Hyo 1.80 
Be.rley 1.80 
Oats 
Maize 
Broken 
1.80 
1.80 
Hicc 1.06 
Bucb.rheat 1.80 
l>iillet 1.02 
Sorghut1 1.02 
Canary 
Seed 1.02 
'COLlillon 
uheat 
Maize 
I . 1 Barley 
'Maize 
l Cor;unon 
t wheat 
Cor:unon 
wheat 
Ba.:rloy 
o.i8 
'1.61 
L33 
1.33 
Fixed 
comDonent 
u.,;./100 g 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5(<1.) 
9 
9 
9 
9 
• 
11.08 
17.02 
f 
I 
f 
I 
t 
f 
t 
t 
A. 
-7 
Starches: 
I. 
IL 
III. 
v. 
'ltlb.ec.t s-tarc!1 
Pota"'.;o staz-c21 
Ot:ber 
Wheat glutten, llfhcther or 
not dried: 
Drix1 
.Other sv.gc:;,rs; sugcx s;:Tups; 
artificial l1oncy (:;bcthcr 
or not r.d:~ocl with r.~.~.1.tural 
, honey) ; . carnmel : 
. B. Glucose n.nd gJuoose 
II. 
(a) 
(0) 
Glv.cosc :..n the 
fern. cf whi -Gr. 
cr;ystallino pcvJCi.er, 
vdle;thcr or not 
agglof.1crated 
Othc..r 
I 
I ~ffc:-,izo B.;;ol:cn t r·ice 
I Connon j '!rThcc.t i III~~i ze 
I -J "!i11 er,t 
t 
I 
II C~rlLlon wheat Ccmno:1 
, ' ' t vw0a-c 
f 
f 
f 
I 
J Maize I llaizc 
Flavourc,l o::.~ coloured s11.r.ars J 
""'0 J ; 
syru::>s and r.1olasscs 7 but not I 
incluclinc; fruit juices 
containing added suga,r in any · 
propcrtion ~ . f 
B. Glucose and glucose syrup:! 
VI/l533/75-E 
! 
I 
t 
I 
' I 
I 
t 
t 
I 
1.61 
L6l 
2.10 
1.61 
~ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
' I 
t 
I 
f 
I 
p 
17 
17 
J7 
17 
150 
80 
5:: 
. , ' 
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--------~~--------------------------~~-----+----------~~~·--~-~ CCT . f · · - Basic I Fixed hcr~dine . I Descrip-tion of ~ooc~s . . :r.roduct Coefficient component 
No · __j ·' , u .. ~ .• /lOOg 
1( .. 7c·o~n~-t5.) . ~--~: -G~~:o::::ho -f:::f"*"'"----+-----+------
.whi te c:cysto.llinc 
. poHdor, whether or not l 
_ .. 
·t 
I 
agglomerated Maize 
IIo ·Other ~-ia,i,ZO 
Bran, sharps and other residues 
derived from the sifting, f 
milling or workL~g of cereals 
or of lebUQinous vegetables: 
A. Of cereals: 
I. Of maize or ric0: 
(a) Ki-Lh a S 3tiarcll 
oo."l.tent not 
exceeding 35% 
by weight 
(b} other: 
Cor:uaon 
wheat 
Barley 
l. 14aize 
I 
i 
I 
l· 
1.. With a 
starch 
content 
exceed-
Comraon ., : .. , 
~rhea.t 
ing 35% 
b'\lt not 
e:x:ceed-
ing·~~-5% 
by i'Teight 
and l1aving 
'Unrler gone 
a denatur-
inG" !)recess 
2. Other. 
Barley 
Maize 
CorJOon 
wheat . 
Barley 
• 
2.1.0 
1.61 
0.16~ 
0.16~ 
0.16) 
0.32 
0.32 
- 0.32 
I 
l 
I 
80 
55 
0 
0 
,.. 
CCT 
heading 
No 
Descri~tion of goods 
Basic 
proclucts 
.. 
:F'i:rec~ 
Coefficient com~c:um· .. -~ 
u.ao/liX)f; : 
------------~~·~·-·-·-·----~~-·~-----···-----------------------+-----------1-------------~------~--
23.03 J3eet-~_1Ul::>, bagesse and other >·Jastc of 
sugar manufacture; bre1Jing anc:. 
clistillinc; c:Xcgo o.nC.. 1-1aste; resic'1.ucs 
of starch manufe.cturc w.nJ. similar 
residues: 
l!..o Resic.ues fron the uanufacture 
of stcrch fron 1:1aizc 
(excluding concentrated 
steeping liquors) v of c .• 
~rotoin content, rcfcrrcQ to 
dry c.attcr: 
I" Excecdin.:3' 40% by 
"t·Jeight 
i 1 150 (a) Mo.izo I 2.00 L .• 
-·. 
I • ---- . - ···~~--------------------·--·--·-··--------------~----------; __________ ._~~--------
(a) RegulBtion (EEC) No 2728/71, 20.12.1971, (OJ No L 282, 23.12.1971, p. 15) 
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REGU!.,ATION (EEC) No 
of 
OF THE COUNCIL 
on ~les· for the· advance fixing of levies 
on cereals 
,THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPE4N COMMUN1T:tES, 
·Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community ; 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No ·of (l) on 
'the common organization of the market in cereals, and in particular Article 
15 (4) thereof ; 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission ; 
'Whereas the common threshold price is the Community me,rket' s sole protection 
·and whereas, if imports were to enter this market at prices below the threshold 
price, the normal disposal of home-grown cereals would be seriously threatened ; 
. . . I 
whereas it is therefore necessary, where the levy has been fixed in advance, to 
fix the premium provided for in Article 15 (2 of Regulation (EEC) No 
so that the product imported under this procedure may enter the Community 
market under conditions which cannot disturb its balance 
Whereas to this end it is necessary that this premium should cover' the diffe-
rence between the c.i,f. price and a c.i.f. forward delivery price, where the 
latter is lower than the former, determined on the basis of offers reflecting 
the real trend of the future market ; 
Whereas there are exceptional oases where special circumstances cause substan-
tial price fluctuations on the cereals market; whereas, in order to prevent such 
fluctuations from adversely affecting the Community market in cereals, provision 
should be made in such a case for fixing the premium at a higher level than 
that resulting from application of the usual rules so as to cover the difference 
between the c. i. f. price and the c. i. f. ·forward deli very price, or for suspending 
temporarily the advance fixing of the levy, or for reducing the period for which 
it is possible to obtain advance fixing of the levy ; 
(l)See p ...... of this Official Journal. 
.. 
...... 
- '- -
' 
trfuereas it is desirable, by means of the premium system, to induce the importer 
to respect the period indicated by him when applying for the advance fixing 
.of a levy in accordance with Article 15 (2) of Regulation (EEC) No • 
. although allowance should be made for the fact that the conditions of purchase 
.. customary in the international cereal trade and uncertainty about delivery 
time will often prevent the import from being effected during the month indica-
ted on the import licence, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION : 
Article 1 
The amount of the premiums provided for in Article 15 (2) of Regulation (EEC) 
No expressed in units of account per metric ton shall be the same 
for the entire Community. 
The scale of premiums shall include a premium for the current month and a 
premium for each of tho following months until the licence expires. 
Article 2 
\fuen, for one of the products specified in Article 1 {a) and (b) of Regula-
tion (EEC) No. , the c.i.f. price is higher thnn the c.i.f. forward 
delivery price for the same product, the rate of the premium shall, subject 
to the provisions set out below, be. equal to the d~ffe~ence between the two 
prices. 
Article 3 
1. The c.i.f. price shall be the c.i.f. price as determined, in accordance 
with !rtiole 13 of Regulat~on (EEC) 'No , on the day the scale of 
premiums is fixed. 
2. The c.i.f. forward delivery price shall be the c.i.f. price, determizled 
in accordance with Article '13 of Regulation {EEC) No , but calcu-
lated on the basis of offers at North Sea ports valid as follows : 
-_)-
a) in the case of imp?rts to be effected during the month in which the licence 
I 
was issued, for shipment during that month 
b) in the· case of imports to be effected during the month following that in 
which the licence ~s issued, for' shipment during the month following that in ~ 
which the :import licence was issued ; 
c) in the case of imports to be effected during the last months for which the 
licence is valid, for shipment during the month preceding'the' intended month 
of importation. 
Article 4 
If the c.i.f. price -is equal to the c.i.f. forward delivery price or exceeds 
the latter by not more than O.l25'~units of account per metric ton, the premium 
shall be equal to 0 units of account. 
Atlticle 5 
1. The amount of the premium shown in the sc.ale in force for e. pe,rticular 
product and period shall be adjusted where a.,plication of the rulee laid down, 
in the preceQing Articles entails a change in that amount of more than 0.125 
units of a.coount. 
2 .. ·.- The scale shall· remain in force until ·a new scale is brought ·into force by 
the Commission. 
1. If, in view of prospective imports, serious difficulties threaten to affect 
the Community market'in the releve~t product, the amount of the premium m~ 
temporarily be fixed at a higher level than that resulting from the preceding 
Articles. 
' .. 
2. However, for the month'in which the import licence was issued, the amount 
of the premium may. not· exceed the amount resulting from th& preceding-Articles. 
3. The amount of the premium m~ not exceed the amount resulting from the pre ... 
ceding Articles by more than : 
j' 
(a) 0.50 units of account for the month following that in which the licence 
was issueJ 
(b) 0.75 tm~ts of ~ccount for the other months for which the licence is v~lid, 
with the exception of the last month, for which the increase in the premium 
may go up to 1.25 units of account. 
Article 7 
1. In exceptional casos where special circumstances cau.se conoiderable price 
fluctuations on the cereals market, which could not be foreseen in the light 
of supply and dema:.1d on the world market, the premium may be fixed at a level 
higher than the resulting from the provisions of the preceding Articles. 
2. Tho premium shall not be increased by more than the difference between the 
c.i.f. price fixed for ea.ch ~roduct and the last c.i.f. price fixed for ec::.ch 
~roduct before prices began to be affected by the special circtwstances men-
tioned in paragraph 1. 
Article 8 
In the cMes mentioned in Article 7, the advr-.nce fixing of the levy, in accor-
dance v.ri th Article 15 (2) of B.egul~.tion (EEC) No , may be suspended, 
or the period for which it is possible to obtain advance fixing of the levy 
may be reduced, in accordance with the procedure provided for in Article 26 
of Regulatiun (EEC) No • 
Article 9 
Rules regarding the premium from the scale laid dcwn to be applied in exceptional 
cases ehall be adopted as necessary, in accordance with the procedure laid down 
in Article 26 of Regulation (EEC) No. 
Article 10 
1. Council Regulation No 140/67/EEC (l) of 21 June 1967 on rules for the advance 
fixing of levies on cereals, as amended by Regula·cion (EEC) No 2435/70 (2), is 
hereby repealed. 
(l) dJ No 125, 26 June 1967, P• 2456/67 
(2) OJ No L 262, 3 December 1970, ~-3 
-·s .. 
2. References to the Regulation r·epea.led. by -pa.ra.graph 1 shall be read as 
references to this Regulation. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applioeble in 
all Member States. 
Done at Brussels, }l,or the Council 
The President 
/ . ' 
.' 
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REGULATION" (EEC) No OF TEE COUNCIL 
of 
leying do:m t;;oncra.l rules for granting export 
refunds on cer3a.ls and cri turic. for fb:ing 
the nmount of such refunds 
.. 
THE COUNCIL OF T'rlE EUROPEAIIT COMMIDJ:I:TIES 1 
H9.ving rega.rcl to the: Troat3r establishing tho Furo)ean Economic Co~unity; 
hwvin& regal'~ to Council Regulation (~c) No (l) of 
on the common organization of the market in cereals, an;:~ in 'l')artLmlar .C..rticle 
16 (.J} t~1c:r..;of; 
Havi~g regard to tho ?ro~osal from tho Commission; . 
\rfl·orcas export refunds 011. prodv.cts subject to t~1c common orgn.nization of 
the oa.rket in cereals must be> fi~~ed in accordtmce with certain c:r'i teria which 
vtoul<i make it l10ssibl0 to cover th;:, difference bett"!"een quotations a..."ld prices 
for those-products within the Cot~1lllity anu on the wurld market, while 
ros:ectinrr the general aims of the cohunon orgnuizatioh; whoroas to. this end 
t~G su~ply situation and ?rices for cereals within the Commu_~i~r and the 
prico situation on the world nro·J:ct for cereals end cereal products must 
be taken into account; 
Whereas, in vi....w of the considerable fluctuations in quotations for cereals 
on tho vJorld market over time an6. tho disparity between the.. !)rices at tvhich 
cereals arc offered by various countries on that market, a refund shoul<l be 
fixed. "Hhichi for the :)ur:;Josc. of covering tb.c idfforcnco between world -:>rices 
and prices ruling within the Comnunity, ~artioulexly in view of costs 
incurred in pl<.:.cing t:1es0 products on the market, .•:ould toke the difference 
between representative _prices y,ri thin th,; Community and the most favourable 
quotations on tho world market into account; 
vlhercas to enable flour 9 groats and moal to be oxportcd 7 the :9rices and 
quan-tities of cereals u.sed in th;; !ll['.,nuf:1oture of these ~1roducts within tho 
Co~~ur<ity, the value of by-)rocucts aid the possibilities and conditions 
for thl; sale of those product.;; on the vJOrld mc.rkct s:1ould be taken into 
account Hhon the amount of the refund is being fixed; 
......._.. ----
(1) Sec p of this Official Journc.l 
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Ul1erea.s th~ second sub~aragra.:ph of .Article 16(4) of Regulation (EEC) 
No provic.es for ~he advance fixing of c.xport refunds on 
flour, groats an<~ meal; whereas, in view of the existenco of a. futuro 
market in intorne,tional trade in these ~roducts, provision should be rJade 
for the adveLoe fixing of tho refund in respect of exports to be effected 
o;~ n later da.te; 
Whereas provision nust be m~.<.le for varying the amou..."'lt of the refund according 
to the destination of tlle procluct.s, since Llarkoi;s in the co.untries of 
destina.t!.on are> at vm~ing distances frotl CoLli!luni ty markets fllld 
speci~l conditions apply to imports in cert~.n·countrios of destinations; 
Hl:ereas it is im,orta.nt in cer-tain situations, a.ncl pe..rticularly in, -periods 
of uncertainty or of large price fluctuation3 on th~ world merkets, to ensure 
Llore ;?recise r.1a.naget1ent of ex:;:>o;rts; lihereas th0 fixing of t:1e re:t'und by 
m~ans of the tendering procedure suems to be a suitable method for 
attaining this objective; 
11hereas to avoid distortions of com"?etition bE:·tweon individual Community 
traders, the ad:linistrative condi t~.ons unier t'fhich thC"J o)erate ffi'll.st be 
identical throughout tho Community; 
Whereas to ensure Col::lLluni t~r traJ.ers sufficient stability in the amount of th(. 
refund, the period for which the amounts m~ remain unchanged Should be 
fixed subject to any alteratior-s which nay be nado in the intcrveninc period 
pursuant to th~ second sentence of the fourth subuaragraph of J~ticlo 16(2) 
of Regulation (EEC-) No • 
Whereas there does not appear t9 bo a:ny justification for granting a refund 
on cereals 'imyorted f'rom third countries a.n.d re-exported to third countries; 
whereas the reimbursement, under certain conditions, of the lev,y qollected 
on im9ortation is sufficient to allow these cereals ~o be plcced on the 
world market again, 
HAS .ADOPTED TillS REGULATION: 
.Article 1 
••o• ·--~ ~ 
This R-.;gu1.ati.on lays down rules for fixing and granting export refunds on 
the products specified in Article 1 of Regulation (EEC) ~o 
, I 
r 
,. 
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Article 2 
--
Tho f·;)llovling shall b8 to.ken into c:.ccount whGn refunds arc being fb~ed: 
(a) the existing situation and thr-, future tr(.,nd with regard to: 
prices and availabilities of cereals on tnc Co~unity mBrket; 
- :;rices for cereaJ.s r..nd cer0al products on the -:vorld rJarket; 
(b) tho eims of the common organisation of the m::-.,rkot in cereals, which 
arc to ensure equilibrium and th.:.. Ilt'1turo.l development of :t?rices and. 
trade on this t:arkct; 
{c) tho nood to avoiJ. disturbances on tho Community market; and 
(d) the economic as?ect of the propoP-eQ exports. 
Article '-~ ... ~ .... =--·.a;;!. 
R~funds on the ~roducts s~0cifie~ in Article l(a) enQ (b) of Regulation 
(EEC) No shall be fixed in accoruance with the following 
s~ecific criteria: 
(a) coret,l prices ruling on the various representative export markets 
of tho Corr.muni ty; 
(b) tho most favourable quotations recorded on the various markets of 
it'!:•) orting third. countries; and. 
(c) narlwting costs r:md. the most favourable tre.nsl)ort cht1rgcs from th~ 
Community m~kcts referred to in (a) to ports or other points of ox)ort 
in tho Corr .. "D.uni ty serving thc,sc mc..rkcts, as well r..s costs incurred in 
;,1b.cing the goods on the world r.:tarket. 
Article 4 
... .. ... ..,.... 
l. ·For the products specified in Artic}.·e l (c) of Rogulc. tj,on (EEG) No 
t>e refund t.pplica"Jlo on the day on which the. application for an e:x:)ort 
licence is lodged, cdjustcd on the bo.sis of tho t~u·cshold prico in force 
during t~1e month of cxportation1 shall be applied to exports to bo effected 
during tho period of validi~ of the export licence if the applicant so 
i I 
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requests when upplyinf! for the licence ( the··request to be made not later 
tha~ 13.00 hours). 
A correcti vc amou..."lt mo.y be fixed. It shall be a.pl)lied to the rc.fund wl1erc 
this is fixed in advance. The corrective'amount shall be fixed at th0 same 
time as tho refund according to the same procedure; however, when nocess~ry, 
the Commission1 following a request from a ~~ember State or on its mm 
initiative, may ~odif.y tho corrective anounts in the interval. 
2. Refunds shall be fixed in accordance with tho following syecific 
(a) · cereal prices ruling on the various Community markets; 
(b) the qu.n.ntities of cereals roquir0d for the manufacture of the ;?rot:ucts 
in Cfl.testion a.nd. the valua of by·--products; 
(c) possibili Ues and condi tiona for thE. sale of these products on tho 
worlcl market. 
1. Tho refund on th~ products specified in ~trticlo l(a) and (b) of 
Regulation (EEC) No o~ be fixed, where appropriate, by means 
of tho tvndoring p~ooodure. Tenders shall relate to the amount of the 
r0fund. 
2. Detailed rules for tho ap~lication of paragraph 1 shall be adopted i!l 
accorda"lce 't·ri th tho procedure· laid doun in Article 26 .of Regulation (EEC) 
No • 
Article 6 
.................... 
1. Tho refund m~ be increased by a compensatory amount in respect of 
, stocks of common wheat, durum wheat, rye, barley and maize harvested within 
the Cor:1mur..i ty in ha.nd at the end of tho marketing year and forming part 
of that year's oro' whic~ arc cxportea in the natural state or in tho foro 
of ;:>roducts S)e~ifidd in Article l(o) of Regulation (EEC) No 
bc:t;wGen the beginn.iug of tho follov1:.ng marketing y'oar and dates still to be 
determined. 
/ 
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Before 15 ~larch of each year tho C:::>uncil, acting by a qualified majority 
on a Dro~osal from tho Comuission, s~ll, if necessary, determine the 
cereal~ to which the }revisions of the :9reccding sub•)arco.g:raph shall ap::;>ly. 
2e The com')ensatory ~ount for each cereal shall bo equal to the difference 
bctueen tl-:o target :!:}rice v::W.io. for the lJ.st month of the marketine; year 
and that valid for th\.1 first month of the new ma.rk0ting yoar. 
This arJount sik"'..ll however be red-u.ceG. by the anount of tho carry-over :?aymont 
alread,,r grantou pursuant to Article 9(2) and., where appropri.'lte, 
Article 9(1) of Regulation (EEC) No 
3 o 'lhc cc·mpensato~r amount shall be granted. only if stocks reach a 
T:liniuum levolo 
l'u-ticlc 7 
...... ... 
Whore. the world market situation or tl1c specific rcquirot1ents of certain 
mark:;ts make this necessary 1 tho refund for the Comruuni ty on tho ::;>rod.ucts 
specified in Article l(a), (b) and (c) of Regulation (EEC) No 
mo.y be '\rariod ::~.ccording to destinntiono 
.Article 8 
.... ~~.. 
1. The refund shall be p?.iu upon proof: 
that the products havo been exported from the Co~unity, and 
that the products specified in Article l(a) and (b) of Regul~tior1 (EEC} 
No are of Comcunity origin, except whero Article 10 of 
tl1is Regulation a)plies. 
2. l~here A;rticlo 7 applivs, the refund shall be paid under the conditions 
laid Qown in paragraph 1 of this 1~ticle, provided it is proved that tho 
prod~ct has reached the destination for which tho refund was fii6d. 
Exceptions m~ be wade to this rule in accord~cc with the procedure 
referred to in naragJ:·aph 3 of this Art.:cle, provided conc.1i tiori.s aro 
laid 0.own \~hich offer oquiv9.lent guara.;.1tec.s. 
I I , 
"~.TJ./1533/75-T::.i 
3. Additional ~revisions way be ado~tcd in accordance with tho 
procedvre laid down in Article 26 of RegUlation (EEC) No 
,!:rtiolc 2 
The refunds on the products specified in Article l(a), (b) and (c) of 
• 
Regulation (EEC) No shall be fixed at least once a nonth. 
Article 10 
_..._
No export refund shall bo g.r.a.ntod on :>r.oC!.ucts s;::>ecified in kr'ticle l(a) ; 
and (b) of Regul~tion (EEC) ~o , which are imported fro~ 
third countrias and re-exported to third countries, t~less the exporter 
proves: 
that the product to be exportod and the product previously iuportcd 
arc one and the. sa.'lle, and 
- that the levy was collootci on io?ortation. 
In such cases tho refund on each product sl1all bt. equal to the. l?vy 
collected on imn.ortation whore this luvy is lower than the refund 
applicable on the ~ of ex,ortation; the refund shall be equal to the 
refund ap:Jlica.Lle on the cl.t\Y of cxportE>.tion where the levy collected 
on iopo~tation is highor th~n this ref~d. 
A:rticle 11 . , ......... _,.._
1. Council Regulation No 139/67/EEC(l) of 21 June 1967 l~ing down general 
rules for g:I'anting export refunds on cereals and. criteria for fixing the 
amount of ouch refunds, as last aconded b,y Regulation (EEC) No 87/75(2), is 
hereby repealed. 
2. References to the Regulation repealed by paragraph 1 shall be reacl 
as references to this ~egulation. 
A table is provided in the Annex for the purposes of correlating references 
to tho ,recmble and Articles of that Reg~lation with those of this 
Regulr:.tion. 
OJ No 125, 26 June 1967, 9o 2453/67 
OJ No L 11 7 16 January 1975, Po 3 
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i..rticlc 12 
............................. 
This R0gula·~j on shaJ.l ontC'r into fvrco on 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and ~irectly applicable 
in all Ncmbcr Sta-tes. 
Done at :B'russcls, For tho Council 
The Pre sidont 
• I 
Article 4a. 
P...rticlc 5 
Article 6 
l...rticle 7 
Ar·~ic~e 8 
Article 9 
ANNEX 
... .'"" 
CORRET~TION TABLE 
VI/1533/T5-E 
Article 5 
Articl'e 6 
Article 7 
.Article 8 
Arti.cle 9 
Article 10 
REGULATION (EEC) Uo 
of 
VI/1533/75-E 
OF THE COUNCIL 
laying do~m general rules to be applied in the 
event of tho corc~ls market being disturbed 
._,..,.,-- ,.,. . ,., ,. 
THE COUNCIL OF m EUROPEAN COMUUIUTIES, 
Having rega.r0. to the Treaty oste,blishing the Euro-~)Gan Econ::>r..i.c CoLJLluni ty; 
Having rctsa.I':l to Council Regulation (EEC) No ( ; ' J. _. f I) 
on thr:, comuon organization of the market in cereals, and in ""articular the 
seconc. ·)ara.gra·)h of Article ].9 thereof; 
Having rcgarcl to th<: )ro ;>osal froLl the Commission; 
WhE-reas Article 19 of Regulation (EIDC) No ·)rovides that, whr·n 
th€' quote,tions of ·"lrices on the world market of one or Eoro of. the ~oducts 
a~ntioneC::. :i.n ltrticle 2 of that Rogule.tion reach the level of Community ·:>rices, 
an~ if that situation is like~y to continue and dctoriorato, thereby 
disturbing or thr2atcning to disturb tle Comrc:1unity market, the necessary 
rilCilSU!'0S oay bE- taken; 
Wh<'roas th ..... gc.nora.l rules for a~-r~)lying these "rovision.s, and in ua.rticular 
the.. cri toria for cstabUshing ~vhcthcr quotations of prices on th<. world market 
have reached the level of Cor::JI!luni·ty rices and for rleciding whether ·the 
situation is likely to continuo, a~ould be laid down; 
\'lht:>reas, to avoid 'hsturbances on the ComrJunity ma.rl~et 1 it is necessary 
to e,nsm~t=' an ad0.quatc SUl)·,ly of cereals; v!hcrea.e~ to this end, levies could 
be charged on ex::?orts a.nd tho issue of ex.~1ort licences could be totally 
or ")2.l"tinlly sus:;end.ed; 
' ~Ihe:roas it is also nccessat"'J to establish cri tcria for calculating the ex:~ort' 
levits, havinc r0gard to the econooic situation and the need to com,ly with 
the criteria r;overni:ng ex·)ort arra.:ngcLlents; 
V\Thcreas Comn\Jlli ty obligations to suy:)ly food aid are such that cxryorts of 
't)roducts for that ~ur~ose should be exclruled fron the sco~e of this 
Regulat:i.on; 
HAS .ADOPTED T"J:IIS REGULATION: 
... -.. 
(1) See P• of this Official Journal 
;•,'.· 
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. ' .... ~. . Artic,le 1 
1. For the ··;mrposes of Arti_cle. 19 of R~gulation. (EEC) No 
quotations or prices -on the world Lla.!'ket shall be regarded a.s having 
. . 
reached tho level ot COmmunity· ·}rices l1hen they· aryproach or exceed the 
threshold :;>rice. 
· · 2. The situation referred to in :oa.ra.graph 1 shall be regarded as being 
like~ to continue and deteriorate when an imbalarce between supply and 
demand is established and where this imbalance is likely to ·per.sist, having 
regard to foreseeable production and market price trends. 
3. Tho Cor:ununi ty_ market shall be rcgaro.ed as being disturbed or threatened 
with disturbance, as a result of the situation referred to in paragraph 1 
and 2, where international trade prices are so high as to impede the 
importation of products centioned in Article 2 of Regulation {EEC) No 
into 1hc Community, or.-.:,rovokc the e~ortation of such product-s from tho 
Communi~; so as to ,ut· at risk the stability of the market or the securi~ 
of supplies. 
Article 2 
1. 1ihere the ooriditions specified i~ Article 1~ o~ Regulation (EEC) No 
are- met, in accordance -vii th the criteria laid.· down in Article 1 1 the 
. . . 
foll?Wing measures mey be taken: 
application of an export lev.y; in add~tion, a special export lev,y mqy. be 
the subject of a tend,ering ~ocedure in resp,ect of a fixed quantity, 
fixing of a time limit for the issue of export licences, 
- total or partial suspension of the issue of exp-ort licences, 
- total or r>artial rejection of outstanding applications for the issue of 
export licences~ 
2. The measu:z-:os -~')rovided for in :9ara.graph 1 ma¥ be taken in respect of one 
o~ more of the .products spedified in Article 1 ot Regulation (EEC) No 
wher~ this is made necessar,y by the market situation.or tho rclationshiv 
between those ryroducts. 
• ' • • !>. • •• ~ 
... 
>· •. 
. . 
·,. 
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3v The mea.suros ~)rovided for in paragraph 1 shall be reJ?ealed as soon 
as it is found that, for a ~eriod of thre~ consecutive weeks, the condition 
refcrrou to in Article 1{1) is no longer fulfilled • 
.Article 3 
.................. 
1. The following shall be taken into accoUllt when the export levy is being 
fixed for tho ;)roducts specified in .trticle l{a.) and (b) of Regulation (EEC) 
No 
(a) situation and trends: 
- as regards cereal prices and available quantities on the Conmunit,y 
market; 
as regards cerefl.l prices and nricos of IJroduc'ts falling within tho 
cereals sector on the world market; 
(b) thv objectives of the common organization of the market in cereals, 
namely to balance that marlcet both as regards suuplies and as regards 
trade; 
(c) tho need to avoid disturbances on tho CommUllity lll<1rk..:..t; 
(d) the economic aspect of tho ex)orts. 
·2. The factors listed in ?arngr~~h ~shall apply whon the export is boing 
fixed for the products specified in Article l(c) and (d) of Regulation (EEC) 
No , excluding products falling within headings Nos. 1108 A I, 
III, IV and Van~ 1 .09 and subh~adings 17.02 B II, 17.05 Band 23.03 A I of 
tho Common Customs Tariff. In addition, tho following specific factors shall 
be taken into account: 
(a) prices charg~d for cereals on the various Comrnunity markets; 
(b) quantity of cereals required to raroru.facturo the products concerned and, 
where aiJJ)rO!)ri(!.te~ tho value of by-products; 
(c) outlets and conditions of sale on the wor~d market for thos~ products. 
3o 'lrThcre thv situation on the wo:rlcl market or the s:)ecifio requirements of 
certain markets so require, the ex~ort levy o~ be differentiated. 
.. -, .. 
··- 4.·- VI/1533/75~~ 
4o' The export levy to be charged shall be· that in forQe on the dczy- of 
exportation. ' . ' 
However, the export levy in force on the d.a\Y on l'Jhich the licence is a.::>plicd 
for~' on app~ica.tion fro~ the interested 'art,y lodged at1he same tine 
as the application for a licence and before 1300 hours, be applied to cx)orte 
to be effected du:dng thl;;l :t;>criod of validity of that liq~nce. 
5. No levy shall be applied to· ex:1orts effected by wey of food aid under 
Article 22a. of Regulation (EEC) No 
A;rt~cle 4 
lo Detailed rules for th~ application of this Regulation shall be adopted in 
accordance with the procedure laid down in Article 26 of Regulation (EEC) 
' 
No ' .~ • I 
2. !J.'i;... Following the same procedure and for each product 
- the decision to institute the measures :?rovided for in Article 2 
and to discontinue tho measur~s provided. for in~e second ~d third 
indents of Article 2(1) shall be taken, 
th0 export levy shall be fixed a.t regular intervalsG 
3· If necessary, the Commission mey institute or modifY the export levy. 
' ,., 
'· . 
Articl,c .,1 
rn an emGrgonqy· the Commission mey take the measures provided for in the 
third and !ourth indents of Article 2(1). It shall notif.y its decision 
to the !lembcr States and shall publish it on the notice boards at its 
Headquarters. 
The measures ·shall, by ~rtue of such Decision, be ap~lied to the relevant 
.. • 
products from the date specified to this ena; this ~ shall be subsequent 
to that nf notifica-tion. 
, I 
I 
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The decision on tho measures provided for in tho third indent of Article 2(l:i 
sha:!.l be applicable for a )cr~.od not exceeding 7 days. 
l..rticlc 6 
---
1. Cottncil Regulation (EEC) No 19u8/73(l) of 14 July 1973 l~ing down 
general rules to be a,plied in tho event of the cereals market being 
iisturbc..df as last amended by Regule.tion (EEC) no 86/75 ( 2), is hcrE.by 
repealed. 
2. References to the Regu.lE~.tion repealed by paragraph 1 shall be roa.d 
as ruforoncus to ·this Rcgula.tion. 
This Re~ulation shall enter int~ f~rcc 
This Regulation shall be binding in i-ts entirety and directly applicable in 
all l'lGmbor States. 
Done at Brussels, 
.......... ··-
(l) OJ No L 201, 21 July 1973, ?• 10 
(2) OJ No L 11, 16 January 1975, p. 2 
For the Council 
Tho President 
... 
Proposal for consolidation of Regulation (EEC) n° 1173/75 
The Commission proposes the Counci~ that, as part of the consolidation of all 
·! 
acts of the Council relating to cereales'sector, it should also proceed to adopt 
the text of Council Regulation (EEC) n° 1173/75 of 28 April 1975 fixing the 
threshold prices for cereales for ~he 1975/76 marketing year (1). 
This consolidation involves certain adaptations of a formal nature which are 
shown below in a simplified form and which should 'be integrated into the text a 
References Former text 
Sole article 
New text 
article 1 
article 2 
1. Council Regulation (EEO) n° 1173/75 
of 28 April 1975 fixing the treshold prices 
for cereals for the 1975/76 marketing year 
(1), is hereb,y repealed. 
2. Alm references to the Regulation repealed 
b,y virtue of paragraph shall 'be treated as 
references to this Regulation. 
article 3 I ·~ ) 
f ·~. 
This Re ....,,, at ion shall enter ililto force on ·1 r I 
August i975. I '' 
Besides references to Regulations which b,y reason of their consolidation stand . 
repealed shall be replaced 'b7 a reference sitting out their new uam'ber in accordance 
with the following table a 
Relevant provisions 
2e visa a 
1° recital 
2o recital 
(1) O.J. n° L 117, 
Reference take replaced 
120/67/EEC ot'l3 June .1967 as last amended 
b,y Regulation (DO) n• 665/75• 
120/_67/SEO 
666/75 
120/67/EEO 
I ll 
I.! 
I 1: 
' ~ 
I j 
t' 
I· .1 
! ~ 
1 n 
I '!• I ·~ ~ I ~ . I ~ .. 
t .0 
1 3 
I, ~ 
I ·~. ~.' I {. 
t ~ I'~ I ~. ~: 
r 
!" 
l I. 
·~' ) ·• / l 
.Z:::?}<'>sa.l. for consolidation of Regu.la.tion (EEC) No 3375/73 
·"~c Gommkssion proposes to the Council that, as part of the consolidation of all 
. -~s of the Council relating to the cereals' sector, it should also proceed to 
~dopt the text of Council Regulation (EEC) No 3375/73 of 10 December 1973 on the 
importation into the Communit,y of certain agricultural products originating in 
Turkey (1). 
The consolidation involves certain adaptations of a formal nature which are Shown 
below in a simplified form, and which should be integrated into the texts 
References 
article 5 
Former text 
The text of article 5 shall be 
replaced by: 
New text 
1. Council Regulation (EEC) 
No. 3375/73 of 10 December 
1973 on the importation into 
the Community of certain 
agricul tura1 products 
originating in Turkey (1), is 
hereby repealed. 
r 2. All references to the 
Regulation repealed b,y virtue 
of paragraph shall be 
treated as references to this 
Regulation. 
Article 6 
This Regulation shall enter 
into force on 1 August 1975• 
Besides references to Regulations which b,y reason of their consolidation stand 
repealed shall·be replaced b,y a reference setting out their new number in accordance 
with the following tablea 
Relevant provisions 
'(1) OJ No L 345, 15.12.1973, P• l 
Reference to be replaced 
'r \, 
·'· 
'.,', 
·' 
,I. 
·,_' 
' ' 
€ ( I 
:j 
Proposal for consolidation of Regulation (EEC) No 1464/69 :( 
l 
The Commission proposes to the Council that, as part of the consolidation of all ,. 
acts of the Council relating to the cereals' sector, it should also proceed to 
adopt the text of Council Regulation (EEC) No 1464/69 of 23 Ju~ 1969 on imports 
of durum wheat from Morocco (1). 
This consolidation involves certain adaptations of a formal nature which are 
shown below in a simplified form, and which should be integrated into the text: 
References 
article 2 
Former text 
This Regulation Shall enter into 
force on the third d~ following 
its publication in the Official 
Journal of the European 
Communities. 
New text 
Article 3 
1. Council Regulation (EEO) No' 
1464/69 of 23 Ju~ 1969 on im-
ports of durwn wheat from 
Morocco (1), is hereb,y 
repealed. 
2. All references to the 
Regulation repealed by virtue 
of paragraph shall be 
treated as references to this 
Regulation. 
Article 4 
This Regulation shall enter intp 
force on 1 August 1975• 
Besides references to Regulations which b,y reason of their consolidation stand 
repealed shall be replaced by a reference setting out their new number in 
accordance with the following table: 
Relevant provisions Reference to be replaced 
article 1 120/67/F:EO 
(1) OJ No L 197, 8.8.1969, P• 91 
~~:',: · Pro;eoaal for consolid.ajjion of Remelation (po) :tfo 1234/11 
,, 
·{ 
f, I 
'. I 
•,J ~ ' ' 
( 
•",· 
_, 
' 
"' 
' [ 
The Commission proposes to the Council that, as par,t of the consolidation of all 
.• cts ofthe Council relating to the cereals' sector, it should also proceed to 
· . adopt the text of C:.ouncil Regulation (EEC) <N'o 1234/71 of 7 June 1971 on imports 
of certain cereals f'rom Turkey (1). 
This consolidation involves certain adaptations of a formal nature which are shown 
.below in a simp~ified form, and which should be integrated into the text: 
References 
article 6 
Former text 
The text of article 6 shall be 
replaced bya 
New text 
1. Council Regulation (EEC) 
No. 1234/71 of 1 June 1971 · 
on imports of certain cereals 
f'rom Turkey (1), is hereby 
repealed. 
2. All references to the 
Regulation repealed by virtue o 
paragraph shall be treated 
as references _to this 
Regulation • 
• J 
I .. 
~.v, 
Article 7 
This Regulation shall enter 
into force on 1 August 1975• · 
Besides references to Regulations which by reason of their consolidation stand 
repealed shall be replaced by a reference setting out their new number in 
: accordance with the following table: 
fielevant provisions 
1st recital 
2nd recital 
:Article 1 
Article 2 
Article 3 
Article 4 · 
(l). OJ No L 130, 16.6.1971, P• 53 
Reference to be replaced 
120/67/EEC l)·June 1967 
as last amended by Regulation . 
(EEC) No 2434/70 (3) . . 
120/67/EEC 
120/67/EEC 
120/67/EEC 
120/67/EEC 
120/67/EEO 
' ~ ,; 
·' .,. ~ 
.:•, 
.' 1 'I 
)>,I 
' '' 
•,' •j 
:. ··:,~.-. 'f~:~U~ 
Proposal for consolidation of Regslation 'EEC) No ~281/7~ 
The Commission proposes to the Council that, as part of the consolidation of 
all acts of the Council relating to the cereals'. sector, it should also proceed 
to adopt the text of Council Regulation (EEC) No 3501/73 of 28 December 1973 
derogating from Regulation (EEC) No 1693/72 in respect of the procedures laid 
down for the mobilization of food aid to the countries of the Sahel (1). 
This consolidation involves certain adaptations of a formal nature which are shown 
below in a simpli~d form, and which should be inegrated into the text: 
References 
2nd visa 
Former text 
article 220 
The text of article 2 shall 
be replaced by: 
New text 
article 28 
1. Council Regulation 
(EEC) No 3581/73 of 28 
December derogating from 
Regulation (EEC) No. 1693/73 
in respect of the procedures 
laid down for the 
mobilization of food aid to the 
countries of the Sahel (1), 
is hereby repealed. 
2. All references to the 
Regulation repealed b,y v~ue 
of paragraph shall be treated 
as references to this Regulation. 
article 3 
: 
i 
! 
This Regulation shall enter 
force on 1 August 1975• 
I : 
into! ~ 
Besides references to Regulations which b,y reason of their consolidation stand 
repealed shall be replaced by a reference setting out their new number in accordance 
with the following table: 
Relevant provisions 
title 
2nd visa 
3rd recital 
article 1 
(1) OJ No L 3591 28.12.1973, P• 49 
Reference to be replaced 
1693/72 
120/67/EEC 13 June 1967 
as last amended b,y Regulation 
(EEC) No 1346/73 (2) 
1693/72 
1693/72 
3 August 1972 
I ~ 
! \I 
~ 
. 
.. 
~ 
. u. 
:• >\/ V 
., . 
:.-··' : 
._'t' 
. j 
. ·' 
.._'. ' 
'·· 
Proposal for consolidation of ReSBlation {EEC) No 3233/74 
The Commission proposes to the Council that, as part of the consolidation of all 
acts of the Council relating to the cereals' sector, it Should also proceed to 
adopt the text of Council Regulation (EEC) No 3233/74 of 17 December 1974 
derogating from Regulation (EEC) No. 1693/72 in' respect of the procedures laid . 
down fer the mobilization of food aid to the countries of the Sahel and Ethiopia (l)• 
This consolidation involves certain adaptations of a formal nature which are shown 
below in a simplified form, and which should be integrated into the textr 
References 
2nd visa 
article 2 
Relevant. provisions 
2nd visa 
2nd recital 
article 1 
Former text 
Article 22a . 
The text of .Article 2 
shall be replaced b,ya 
(1) OJ NO L 346, 24.12.1974, P• l 
New text 
Article 28 
2. All references to the 
Regulation repealed b.1 virtue 
of paragraph shall be treated 
as references to this 
Regulation. 
Article 3 
Reference to be replaced 
120/67/EEC 13 June 1967 
as last amended b.1 Regulation 
(EEC) No. 1996/74 (2) 
1693/72 
1693/72 
3 August 1972 
t .. 
1-! 
froEosal for consolidation of Regulation {EECl No. l~~2LI~ 
The Cm.imission proposes to the Council that, as part of the consolidation of all 
<.: :ts of the Council relating to the cereals' sector, it should also proceed 
to adopt the text of Council Regulation (EEC) No 1359/73 of 15 ~ 1973 '0~ the 
reduction in the levy applicable to certain imports of feed grain into the Italian 
Republic as from the 1973/74 marketing year (1). 
This consolidation involves certain adaptations of a formal nature which are shown 
below in a. simplified form, and which should be integrated into the text: 
References 
article 2 
Former text 
The text of article 2 
shall be replaced by: 
New text 
1. Council Regulation (EEC) 
No. 1359/73 of 15 M~ 1973 
on the reduction in the levy 
applicable to certain imports 
of feed grain into the Italian 
Republic as from the 1973/74 
ma.rketingyear (1), is hereby 
repealed. 
t 
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'i• 
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,; 
' ·~ 
' .~ 
. 
,, 
~ 
• 
' ., 
<· 
' '• 2. All refe~encea to the 1 
Regulation repealed by virtue 
of paragraph shall be treated 
as references to this 
Regulation. 
Article J 
This Regulation shall enter into 
force on 1 August 1975• 
Besides references to Regulations which by reason of their consolidation stand 
repealed shall be replaced b.r a. reference setting out their new number in 
accordance with the following table: 
Relevant provisions 
2nd visa 
(1) OJ No L 141, 28.5.1973, P• 32 
Reference to be replaced 
120/67/EEC 13 June 1967 
as last amended by Regulation 
(EEC) No 1346/73 (2). 
( 
t . 
' J 
,. 
;j 
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" .; 
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. . , ~: · l'rOl(Qial for oonsolida.tion of Reggla.tion (EEC) No 1693fl.2 
>' 
.The Commission proposes to the Council that, as part of the consolidation of all 
· 
1
': ·acts of the Council relating to the cereals' sector, it should al~o proceed to adopt 
, ·the text of Council Regulation (EEC) No 1693/72 of 3 August 1972 f'ixing criteria. 
.:tor the mobilization of cereals intended as food aid (1). 
This consolidation involves certain adaptations of a formal nature which are shown 
below in a. simplified form, and which should be integrated into the textt 
. ,' References 
. lst visa.,, 1st recital 
' .. 
,'' 
·' 
1':' 
'. 
'' 
" / 
Former text 
Article 22a. 
The text of article 8 
shall be replaced b,y: 
New text 
Article 28 
1. Council Regulation (EEC) 
No 1693/72 of 3 August 1972 
fixing criteria for the 
mobilization of cereals intended 
as food aid ·(1), is hereby re-
pealed. 
2. All references to the 
Regulation repealed b,y virtue of 
paragraph shall be treated as · 
references to this Regulation. 
Article 
This Regulation shall enter into 
force on 1 August 1975• 
~;-_::. Besides references to Regulations which 'by reason of their consolidation stand 
repealed shall be replaced b,y a reference set~ing out their new number in . 
. acoordanoe with the following table: 
Relevant provisions 
2nd visa 
··:. 1st recital 
article 1 · 
.. article 5, paragraph 2 
,, ' article 6 
:·. 1, : artiGle 71 paragraph 6 
.~ ... (1) ,OJ No L 178, 5.8.1972, P• 3 
·'' :it:-.' ,., 
~tt"· ,·; ~~. 
Reference to be replaced 
120/67/EEC 13 June 1967 
as last amended w Regulation (EEC) No 796/72 (2). 
120/67/EEC 
120/67/F;Ec 
120/67/EEO 
120/67/EEC 
120/67 /EFJJ 
'·,~ . 
2o 
The Commission proposes to the Council that, as part of the consolidation of 
all acts of the Council relating ·to ·the cereals' sector, it should also proceed 
to adopt the text of Council Regulation (:E.'EC) No 2591/69 of 18 December 1969 
laying down conditions for applying protective measures in the market in 
cereals (l)o 
This consolidation involves certain a.daptaUons of a formal nature which are shown 
below in a simplified form, and which should be integrated into the text: 
References 
article 5 
Former text 
The text of article 5 shall 
be replaced by: 
New text 
1. Council Regulation (EEC) 
No. 2591/69 of 18 December 1969 
laying down conditions for 
applying protective measures 
in the market in cereals (1), is 
hereby repealede 
2. All references to the 
Regulation repealed by virtue of 
paragraph shall be treated as 
references to this Regulation. 
Article 6 
This Regulation shall enter into 
force on 1 August 1975• 
Besides references to Regulations which by reason of their consolidation stand 
repealed shall be replaced by a reference setting out their new number in 
accordance with the following table: 
Jl .. elevant ;pro,vi sio~ 
.. _ 2nd visa, 
1st rec:i. tal 
5th reci·tal 
7th recital 
8th recital 
(1) OJ No L 324, 27.12.1969, P• 2 
Reference to be ~eplaoed 
120/67/EEC 13 June 1967 
as last amended by Regulation 
(EEC) No. 2463/69 (2). 
120/67/FEC 
120/67/EEC 
120/67/FJEC 
120/67/EEC 
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Relevant provisions 
article 1 
article 2, paragraph 1 
article 3, subparagraph 1 
article, 3 subparagraph 3 
article 4, paragraph 1 
article 4, paragraph 2 
Reference to be replaoe4 
120/67/EEC 
120/67/EEO 
120/67/EEC 
120/67/EEC 
120/67/EEC 
120/67/EEC 
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REGULATION (EEC) No OF TBE COUNCIL 
of 
laying lo~n general rules for the systcrJ of 
conponsatory amounts for cereals and. fixing 
those for certain ~roducts 
~fill COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having- rc :.~:1.:rcl to tho Treaty establishing tho Etu'0!"0an Econonic Conmuni ty; 
Having r<'gn.rd to th(.:o Treaty concerning the Accession of novJ 1\Ieabor States to tho 
Euro·1;ca'.:! r.~}onomic Comr,lUnity and the. European .Atomic Energy Comr.ru.uity(l), sigr.:t:.d 
at Brussc1 s on 22 January 1972, and in ~-.articular .Article 55(6) and Article 62(::.; 
of tb r:, i~.r;t annoxod thereto; 
HavinG regard to the proposal fron the Conunission; 
~lhcreas Articles 51 and. 52 of thE:. Act }?roviclc that the prices to be a;:nlicd in kc 
new Men~cr States shall be fixed at a level ~ifforent from that of tho crnruJon 
prices7 vrhereas under f~ticlo 55 of tho Act th~ differences in price l~v0ls arc 
to be C'JrD.:_J(msated by a system of com,ensatory D.!'1l01.Ults; 
Hhereas, P'.l.I'suant to Article 73 of' the Act, .. Articles 51 and 52 of the Act atnl~r 
to tho derived intervention prices for cereals; 
Hhereas tho oom·)cnsatory amounts fixed for the products in question and applica1)le 
in trade between the Ccnw.uni ty as originally constituted anu the no1rT l4C'mber 
States, and between tho ne\'1 Memb0r States ant:. third countries, arc equal -to tho 
difference between the prices fixed for the new Member State in question and th, 
comnon )rices; 
Whorens thE:i rules for determining tho level of cor.1"_)Gnsatory araounts for other-
cereals must, in the light of Article 74(1) of the Act, be so U.rawn ~J as to 
achieve a progressive alignment on the :Jrice ratio in the Comr.Juni ty1 
(1) OJ li-J L 73, 27 .3.1972, Jl• 5 
I, 
- 2 ~ VI/1533/75-E 
I 
Whereas it should be Illc'lde clear that the application of .Article 5~(1) (b) of the 
Act involves deduction of the com,onsator.y amount from the levy o~ refund; 
', 
! 
l.fucrcas it is necossary to -;>rovide for .thq ':>ossib.h introduction, j should tho 
I 
necc ssi ty ari s~ 1 of a sy~atem 'of rules for advance fixilg of the oo~pensatory amot~'2t)' . · 
' 
' 
I 
Whereas Article 55(3) of the Act provides that iihc com-:;>ensa~ory an{ounts applicet"t·le~ 
in trade between the now Metiber States shall be O.etermi'ned by dirdct reference to 
the comr>ensatory amounts fixed for each of those States; whereas ~hose provisio~~~ 
I , 
should be clarified by specifying that each ,case the amount should] be equal to 
the price difference between the Member States in question used fcir determining 
the coopensatory amounts a~1plica.blo in trade with the Community aa originally 
constituted; 
Whereas, in accordance with Article 7L+(2) of the Act, the compensattory amounts · 
\ 
'for :products covered by Council Regulation (EEC) N'o : of 
on tho common organization of tho market .in ccrcals(2), are derived from 
tho comyensatory amount for the cereals to which they relate with ~he aid fo 
th<.- coefficients or rule.s used in determining the levy, or the var~ablc component 
of the lc,vy, on these, products; whereas the coefficients in, question were determinoct 
in Council Regulation {EEC) No on-the s,y~tem to be 
a~rplied to cereal-based oonpound :f'eedingstuffs(3l, in Council Regu~ation (EEC) 
No on the import and export s.ystcm for products 
processed from cereals and from rice(4), and in Council Regulation! (EEC) No 
fixing the standard qualities for certain ~creals and 
categories offtour, groats and meal and the rules for fixing the t~eshold prices 
o.f these categories of :,>roducts(5), whereas it is, however, necessf'y to spe~i:f:_r 
that they a.re applicable in certain cases; 
Whereas, sinco the purl)osc of com?ensator,y amounts in intr....Cornmunl ty trade is to 
proo1ote tho satisfactory circulation of products between Member States with 
different prive levels, a compensatory amount should be levied on imports to a 
Member State with a. higher 1;rice level, and conversely, such an amount should b~~ 
granted on exports·to a Member State with a lower pric~ level; 
Whereas, therefore, it .follows from /~ticle 55(1) (a} of the Act, according to 
which compensatory amounts are levied b,y tpe ~por+.ingMember State. or.granted 
by the exporting !~ember State, tl!lati.i t is for the Member State with the highest 
price level to grant or levy those amounts; 
P• of t is Official ournal (4) 
'!• of tl:is Officin.l Journal (5) 
See p. 
See n. 
Qf this Official Journal 
ot this Official Journal 
~ 
' ' 
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Nhero~s ~lrticle 56 of the Act provides t.h.at ap:propriate measures Ilk'W be taken with 
a vieH to cnE>uring the proper functioninc of tho comt1on organization of !lk"..'kets 
if the world market '?rice is higher than the price used in calculc:.ting the it1port 
chn,rg::; introduced under the COIDEl011 agricul turo.l policy, less the cotrrH:msatory 
a11.1ount; whore:as the r.wasu,~o s !1-foresaid nr.,y in po.rticular provide for the 
limited char.go introduced under tho common a.g:ricul tural policy, less thc 
COI:lponsatory a.r·10unt i ~Jhcr-eas tho IJeasuros aforesaid 1iley in ;?P..rticulo.r )rovicle 
for the: limited charge or grant of com:?onso.tory runounts" d0pcnding on the 
fluctuations in priocs on tho ~vorld mnrket; whereas the terms on 1rhich these 
arc: to be Ur.HoJ. must be fixed; whereas the limitation should be reflected eq1ml13r 
in tho cor:;nonsatory ar.wunts anplicablc to products )recessed from cereals~ 
vJhcro:~.s .'}.:r:)to'::>ri8.tc mcc.surcs oust be taken to avoic: deflection.· of tra~le whore, 
in tra.l8 :-.::;-:viccn a nc'!rJ 111ombor State ancl third com1trics, the compensatory amount 
is to tc ,;_:>:Ll1.:)tocl from the refund or 1r1here tho refund., if fL.ed n.t all, is lower 
than the C'.Jr:lpensatory anount; 
vJheroas det.::dlcd rules fo::':' le"Vying and granting conpensatory amounts should be 
such as to avoiddefloctions in tradc.causel, in ~articular, by differences in 
thoil" levc:!.s7 
Wherccc,'3 fc:>.' thr:. sake of 'clarity tho Commission should be authorized. to publir:.:h 
the coupcnro-.";.o:;~y amounts fixed by the Council in the Annex listing those fLced 
by the ConL~ission; 
Article 1 
The cc~~C}csatory ~aoun7.s applicable until 31 July 1976 in trade between the 
Cor:nuni t;v 8 s originally constituted and the ncH Member· States, a.nd betT.veen 
th'::: neu H·;rni)(;r Statc.:s and third countries, shn.:U, for the following ~)roclucts, 
be c:.s follovJs: 
-
. ....... 
-
Trade vJith 
Don111n.r k Ireland. United Kingdom 
u,o.../metric ton u.n../netric ton u.a./metric ton 
........ ~ ..... -....... ~---
Cor,lffion 'tv;l,:;oo, r. 
Bc."trloy 
*Tables to be com;Jloted follovdng ad.di tion of Co£.11:1iBsion :r,r.r·oryos-'ll cm.--rcn~· x .m::rr 
conaidcration. 
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Article 2 
1. The cocpenaa.t·ory aoounts applicable until 31 July 1976 in trade between the 
C0mmuni ty as originally constituted and the new I<lcmber States• tU1d between tho 
ne\': Member States end third countries, shall be calculated by a1)plying tho 
follo'tving coefficients to the corapensa.tory amounts for tho reference cereals: 
Coefficients applicable in 
trade \tith 
-
'Conpensatory amounts 
-
..... • ' ..... .-.......:. 
.. 
for Reference cereal Demark Ireland United Kingdom * 
Duruu wheat Common wheat 
Ry_e Barley 
Oats Barley 
Maize Barley 
Millet Barley 
Grain sorghum Barley . 
..... ........... .......... .. :t;~ 
2. For subsequent ca.loulations, the c~ifference in the price ratio bott·tecn the 
reference cereal ~leach of the cereals in,qtcestion in th~ new Member States o~. 
the one hand and the Comouni ty as originally constituted on tho other shall be 
gradually eliminated at the rate specified in Article 52(2) of the Act. 
I' 
The price rates on wh_ich the calculation is based. shall, for each new 11Ier:lber St~-tr;? . 
be that resulting from the application of the com,ensatory aoount for the 
:preceding marketing year and, for the Community t that used for fL-::ing the 
threshold prices for tho new marketing year. 
3. The compensatory amount for conmon wheat rendered unfit for htmk~ 
consumr>tion by de~turing as specified in ll.I'ticie 7 of Regulation {EEC) No 
shall be that applicable to barley. 
No. compe~satory amount shall be fixed for products: 
(a) Falling.with1.~ subheadings Nos 10.07 .A .a.nd...D of tho. Connon Customs T~iff'; 
(b) Falling l-tith~n heading No 10.02 and subheadings Nos 10.05 B and 10.07 B 
and C of tho ·Common Customs Tqrif'f' in trade botl'reen the Communtty as 
,original~ constitutad and Denmarko 
i-- ' ' 
p> 
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Article 3 
Tho cou::>cnsatory amounts ap?licablc in traclo between two noN J,leabor States shall 
b'-l O'{U<11 to; 
the cor::pensatory amounts a:_,plicable in trade t1i th the Cor.:ttlUni ty as originallJ~· 
COL3i;ituted v1hcre there is no compensatory amount fixed in trade between th0 
Co:c.n:mni ty and ono of the Member States in qu0stion? 
the d.iffcronco bot1voen tho amounts apJ)licablo in trade between c3.ch of tlKso 
noH Ecnber States and the Comnunity as origina1ly constitutcr: in other caser .• 
Thz cof.l~JCl1so..tory wnor:.nts applicable to the products specified in :ll'ticle l(c) 
au~ (d) of Regulation (EEC) No shall be d.eterruincc.l trli th the aiel of tl"~:. 
coefficients g-iven in Rogulo.tions (EEC) }Tos. 
In trade botvreen nc~-.r ~[oL:bor States and betwc..on those States and the Cor.muni ty 
a.s oric:;1nally consti ti tad,·., the com,Jonsatory amounts she-ll be levied or gre.ntccl 
by that on0 of the two Member States in question whoso price level us"3d in 
d.ctormining -tho com:1_xmsatory amounts is tho higher. 
In tr?,do bctv1ecn ncv1 ].~ember States and thircl countries, the coml)Onsatory amounts 
shall be deducted from the levy or refund. 
:!1rt_i_cle § 
l. The C01':1~"'ensatory araount applicable shall be that ruling on the clay of 
im:':)orto.tion, or exportation. 
2. Hov,;cvcr, shoulci. the necessity arise, the G.eoision mn;jr be ma.de, in accordance 
1-<i th the procedure referred to in lu-ticle 9(1), to institute a system of advn.nc·;) 
fixing of tho COD?ens~tory amount. 
'I· 
V!./1533/75-E 
l;rt:ido 1 
1. If for any ,roduct·rcferred to in Article 1 or Lrticlo 2(1} the lev,y is 
lower than the coopensa.tory amount fixed for trm.t product or calculatod in 
respect thereof by a~p~ing Article 2, the Commission shall apply tho scale se~ 
out in tho Annex to determine the amount applicable by w~ of compensatory 
amount in trade between the Community as origimlly consti tutod a.ncl the new 
Member Stn.tes a.nd between those States and third countries, 
Where,. however, the amount of levy lies within the range of :. :\:.tcs which 
includes. the compensatory amount fixed in Article 1 or reSt..~ •.:~::lg from tho 
application of .Article 2, that compens~toey amount shall continue to apply. 
2o For the proaucts referred to in Article l(c} of Regulation (EEC) No 
the amount applicable by way of compensatory amount shall be detcroined by 
tho Commission in accordance wit~ the terms and on the conditions sot out in tho 
foregoing paragraph, the runount to be take:.n for ;;>urposes of lovy being in this 
case the levy chargeable in respect of the product in qucsti.on :coducod bythe 
amount re;::>resenting tho com:r.>oncnt .for :Jrotection of the procc·Gdng industry 
referred to in Regulation (EEC) No ·, 
3, For the products referred to in Article l(d) of Rogula·Lton (EEO) No 
'the amount applicable by w~ of compensatory amount shall be determined by the 
Commission by reference to tho variatio.ns in the amount or amoutits determined 
under paragraph l for the basic cereals concerned. 
4· The provisions of Article 3 shall app~ to deternination of these amounts 
in respect of trade between two new Member States. 
Article 8 
---· . 
Where, for a given product, a compensatory amount is fixed tnd tho refund, if 
fixed at all, is lower than the compensatory amount, then, when the yroduct in 
question is exported to a third country,· an amount not exceeding the difference 
between the compenso.t·ory amount and the refund or, as the case may bet not 
exceeding the compensatory amount mey be levied in the new Member State in 
question. 
o I 
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De:tailccl rules for t;ro.:nting, lcvJring and recovering conpensatory nmounts shall 
be such c\S to a.voicl yossib1c deflections of t:ra.c~e u.nd. distortions of oompoti tion, ' 
ancl acl_o:otcd in roc·Jrchncc \'ll'i th tho procedure laid down in Article 26 of 
Regulation (_;I!EC) Ho 
Dck,Hc(l r".llcs for the application of this Regulation, and in :?2--rticubr thG 
corap-~,:1sat·)J'}T ru;~uunts other than thosu determine<~ in .t\rticle 1, sh~ll be ado)tod 
by the- sar:lc Droccdurc" 
The CoaTJ.ission shdl be Ruthorizod to publish tho compensatory amounts together 
~;ith those fixed in Articles 1 and 2(3) .. 
m~ticlo 10 
. ..-..,.. ............. -
1. Regulation (EEC) No 229/73 of tho Council of 31 January 1973 laying down 
general rules for the system of coD-:~ensatory a.Llounts for cereals nncl fixing the._. 
for cor bin products(l), as a.ocnclecl b~· Regulation (EEC) lJo 1060/74(2), is 
rc:-po::.lcd" 
2" Rr,fc_ r;:;-l:;,,s to tllc =~ogtJl"_tion :rcpen.lcd in ;:ursuancc of pa.rag.•<.qh 1 shu.ll be 
dr;caod tc :::Jply to -;;_:lis R>;b-J.l.?..tion. 
Article ll 
-~··--"""""" 
This Regulation shall enter into forco on 1 August 1975· 
This Regulation sh.1-ll be binding in its entirety and directly a.pplic2.ble in all 
Member Statcf?. 
Done 2-t Brussels, 
...... ...._.. . . .. ___ .....__.....-.....--
(1) Q,; 1Jo L 27, 1.2.1973, P• 25 
(2) O.f Ho L 197, 19.7.1974, P• 1 
For the Council, 
The Pre siC'_ent 
w ' 
I ' 
)\.motmt of Comuunity levy u.a./ton 
from ·100.00 to 96.01 
from 96.00 to 92.01 
from 92.00 to 88.01 
from 88.oo to 84.01 
from 84.00 to 80.01 
from 80.00 to 76.01 
from 76.00 to 72.01 
from 72.00 to 68.01 
from 68.00 to 64.01 
from 64.00 to 60.01 
from 60.00 to 56.01 
from 56.00 to 52.01 
from 52.00 to 48.01 
'from 48.00 to 44.01 
from ~4.00 to 40.01 
from 40.00 to 36.01 
from 36.00 to 32.01 
from 32.00 to 28.01 
from 28.00 to 24.01 
from 24.00 to 20.01 
from 20.00 to 16.01 
from 16.00 to 12.01 
from 12.00 to 8.01 
from 8.00 to 4.01 
from 4.00 to 0.01 
0 
VI/1533/75-E / 
ll.Illounts applicable by wey of 
conpcnsntory amount u.a./ton 
98.00 
94.00 
90.00 
86.0Q 
82.00 
78.00 
74.00 
70.00 
66.00 
62.0d 
58.00 
54.00 
50.00 
46.00 
42.00 
38.00 
34.00 
3().00 
26.00 
22.00 
18.00 
14.00 
10.00 
6.00 
2.00 
0 
. ' 
.. 
REGULATI9}T (EEC) No 
of 
OF THE COUNCIL 
leying dmm general rules concernine the 
COI:ilpononts C:.esi&,-ned to ensure, within tho 
cereals anJ. rice sectors, the protection of 
the '"'rocc;ssint:; iocuct1•y, and fixihe:; those 
components in respect of the new Mcrabcr 
States 
'l"ffili COUNCIL OF 'llflli: J1'URO?EAN CmaMt.JNITIES, 
Having regBXcl to the Treaty establishing the Euro;1oan Economic Community? 
Having regard to tho Trcat"IJ(l) concerning tho Accession of nev-r Member States 
to thG J1'uropean EconoBic Community and to the :illuro~ean Atomic Energy 
Cor:mr,.mi ty, signed on 22 January 1972, a...'lcl in particular Article 61 ( 2) 
'2) 
of iho Act I. a...'lne:::ec"\. thereto; 
Having regard to tho uroposal from the Commission; 
Hhorec..s Article 61(2) of the said Act provilles that the amount of tl1e 
component for the protection of tho processing industry in the new Member 
States is to be ~etermin0d in respect of )roducts covere~ by Council 
(3) Rcgul~tion (EEC) No of on the common 
organization of tho market in cereals and Council Regulation No 
359/67/EEc(4) of 25 July 1967 on the common org?nization of tho market in 
rico, as last amc~ded by Regulation (EEC) No 660/75(5) by separating out, 
tllc total ch .. 1.rgc.. 0::1 iL1ports from third countries applied by the new Member 
from 
Stc>.tes on l January 1972, the coml)Onont or coo:;onents Josigned to ensure the 
~rotoction of th0ir ~recessing industry; 
Hhcr::as, in or:lor to obtain a comnleto table of tho com:lOnents rlesigned to 
ensure th0 protection of the processing industry within the enlarged 
Coranunity, "the conpon~nts for the )rot oct ion of industry in the Col.ill1luni ty 
as originelly consti tutcc. nhould. bo re:::>rintcd alongside the' com:ponon·!is 
n.~)plicablc by the new Member States; ~ 
OJ No L 73, 27.3.1972, P• 5 
OJ No L 73, 27 .3.1972, P• lL~ 
OJ No · 
OJ No 174, 31.7.1967, P• 1 
OJ :iJo L 72, 20o3.1975 7 P• 18 
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Whereas e.ccount must be· taken of tho more favourable cono.itions enjoyed by 
certain third countries in their trade with the lJ.ew Member States within the 
framework of the syst<'Xil of preferences; 
h~ercas it is necessary to dete1~ine those ~roducts for whi9h no fixed -
com~oncnt s~.all be payable, pursuant to tho ~eement referred to in 
I~icle 64 of the Act, in trade between Ireland and thu UniteQ Kingdom; 
Whereas the com~onent for the protection of tho ~recessing industry of a 
new Member State m~ tak6 a. different forn from tho couponent a.p)licd in the · 
Community a.s originally • consti tutcd; whereas the change necessary in the form 
of protection during tho period of alignmont should be effected in the best 
possible conditions, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGUk\fiON: 
J:\rticle 1 
... $ ·--
1. The components mentioned in Article 61 of tho Act which arc dcsiGQed to 
ensure the protection of the processing in0.uatry and are hereinafter 
referred to as 'fixed components• levied in respect of products covered 
by Regulation (EIDC) No and Regula.ti~n No 359/67/EEC on imports 
from· the new ~ember States into tho Community a.s originally constituted and 
on imports from the other Mooi'uer States into each no\-J Member States, or which-
replace for the new Me~bor States the Communit,y protective component of the 
charge on imports from third_countries are fi~ed or reprinted, as the case 
may -be, in thu Anne:~. 
2. Without prejudice to the applicetion of Article 59(4) of the Act, the 
fixed com~onents provi4ea for in paragraph l above sh~ll be applicable until 
31 Ju~ 1973 in ros~oct of ~roducts covered by Regulation (EEC) No 
and until 3l'August 1973 in respect of products covered by Regulation 
No 359/67 /EEC. 
3. For subsequent L1a.rk€.ting years: 
as regards imr.orts into the nel'l Member States frcL1 third countries, 
tho former shall ~eternlinc the fixed com:c>oncnts provided for in 
~agraph 1 above~ adj~sted in accordance with Article 59(2) of the 
! • • • ~ • ' 
Act, account bcin~ taken, where appropria~o, of ~\rticle 4 of this 
Regulation; 
'· 
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If the Comr:lUni ty fi::cc: COLli)Onont is al tcrcd or suspcnc!ecl, the nc~1 Member 
States shall sim.tl tancously al tor or SUS!'end tho basic fi;:ed component 
ayplicablo to im'1orts from third countries to the extent envisaged under 
Article 59(2) of the ll.cti 
as regards trade within tho Community, the Commission shall Qetermine tho 
fixed com·9ononts l1rovido<l for in paragraph 1 above, adjust<=:d in accordance 
1vi th t.rticlo 39(1) of tho Act, account being tak:c,n, whore necessary, of any 
auttorizations granted under Article 59(4) of that Act. 
Article 2 
........... 
Notv;Hhstanding .t.rticlo 1(1), those new Member States which, under preferential 
agrcooents, applied before their accession more fo.vourable arrangenents 
to ir.lj_)Orts froo the thirc~ countries with l;hich those agreenents Here 
concluded shall, in accordance with Article 59(2) of the Act, accotunt being 
taken of Article 4 of this Regulation, adjust the reduced fixed components 
·applicable to those third countries, the cooponcnts in force on 1 January 1972 
being considorod as basic duties • 
... 'trticlo 3 
---
No fixed coiJ~onent sl~ll be levied: 
(a) on tho im'1ortation into tho United Kin~~on on the rroducts referred to 
in ~1rticle 1(2), coming from and originating in Irolandi 
(b) on the imporJmtion into Ire1ancl of· malt ant~ products falling 1rli thin 
subhcad.ing 23.07 ex B of the Coomon Customs Tariff, desicnatod as 
nbalancer meals, Llincral nixturos and concentrates",· cooing from and 
orig:i.ru>,tin.go in Uni tt'-d ··.Kinedom; 
(c) in tr~de between tho United Kingc1om anJ Dent1ark in malt, whether roasted 
or not, falling within h<';ading No 11.07 of tho Common Customs Tariff ancl 
originating in those :Member Statcso 
.il.rtic:!.e 4 · · 
. .... ' , . 
1-ihere in a nol.Y Not1bcr State the fixed com';)oncnt is ad val oren, it shall be 
aligned on the specific fixed component applied in the Coliliilunity as originally 
constituted, in accordance with the r:_~~~o,~ing :;>rovi~ions: 
- .4 .. VI/1533/7~E 
! ' 
in tto first stage, the now Kember Statv shall app~ as the f~~ed 
component: 
(a) a specific amount equal to one-fifth of the Community fixed couponent; 
(b) an ad valorem amount equal to the original ad valorem amount which 
was applied in that Member State on 1 February 1973 rc1uccd by 
one-fifth; 
- at each subsequent stage the S')eci:fic amount shall be increased by one-fifth 
of tho Community fixed component and the ad valorem amount shall be reduced 
by one-fifth of the origimal ad valorem component; 
if the Comuunity component is altered, the increase or reduction of the 
specific amount ~rovided for in (a) Shall be so calculatec as to reoain 
constant at each subsequent stage. 
Det~iled rules for tho application of this Regulation shall be adopted, as and 
when necessary, in accordance with the procedure laid down in Article 26 of 
Rcgule.tion (EEC) No and Regulction No 359/67 /EF.IJ. 
Article 6 
1 ........ 
1. Council Regulation (EEC} No 224/73 (l) of 31 January 1973 laying down 
general rules concerning tho com~onents designed to ensure, ~nthin tho cereals 
and rice s~ctors, the protoqtion of the vroccssing industr,y, and fixing 
those comnoncnts in respect :of the new Member States, as am~nded by R~gulation (EEC).No 1070/74(2), is hereby repealed. 
24 Referen~es to tho Regulqtion repealed by paragraph 1 shall be read as 
references to this Regulation. 
A table. i·s provided in .Annex II . for the purpose of corrcla:ting citations of 
.. 
and references to Arttclcs of that Regulation with those of this Regulationo 
This Regulation shall entcr'irito force on 1 August 1975· 
~is Regulation shall be binding in its entirct1 ;~ direct~ applicable in all 
:Member,. States. 
' I 
Dono at BruS§els,, .. ''• 1 • 5 I • • ' For 1he counciil, {1} OJ No L 27, 1.2.1973, P• ~ (2Y.OJ io L 120,"·l.Sol9i4,::--p.,.811l.,:1;: The Presd.dent 
- i 
/, 
0 
lQ oO() 
II. Wholly milled rice: 
' a; Il.v1lnr: grc:,incd 
h) Lone crc.~incd 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
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0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
manioc o 
other 5% 
--------~r-~-------~----------~--------~--~-------------~--------~~-------~------------~-. 
OCT 
heSding · 
No· 
Description 
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CommUnity 
as Denmark 
·originally· 
constituted 
VI/1533/75-E 
Fixed component (u.a./ton) 
~----~~------------------------·----+-------------~--------.p-.----~~~--------~-~~~ 
11.01 Cereal flours: 
A. Wheat· or meslin flour •• · 
B. Rye flour ••••••••••••• 
C. Barley flO'UI' ••••••••·•~ 
D. Oat flour ••••••••••• '., 
E. Maize flour: 
I. Of a fat content not 
exceeding 1.5% by 
weight ... o •••• o • ~ • o •• 
II. Other •••••••••••.••• 
F. Rice flour ••••••••••••• 
G. Buckwheat flour ........ . 
\ 
H. Millet flot~ ••••••••••• 
IJ ~ Canary seed flour •••••• 
K. Grain sorghUI:l flour • .., u 
L. Other ooo•ooooooooooooo• 
18.75 
18.75 
5 
5 
5 
2.5 
2.5 
5 
2.5 
2.5 
2.5 
2.5 
2.55 
1 
5 
5 
5 
2.5 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
40 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
107~ 
w:t 
1.065 
10% 
lC% 
lC% 
10/;f~ J 
' ------~t----------------------------------~-----------+--------~-·---·-·----&1----·----------~ 
11.02 Cereal groats and cereal meal; 
other worked cereal grains 
(for exl3.r.r)le, rollccl, flaked, 
polished, pea.:-led or kibbled, 
but not further prepared), 
except husked, glazed, ,olished 
or broken rice; germ of cereals, 
whole, rolled, flaked or 
ground: 
A. Cereal groats a.nd cereal 
meal: 
I. Wheat: 
Durum wheat ••.••• 0. a) 
b) Comn1on wheat ••••••• 
II ., R;ye • ... • o •••• o o ~~ o ••• o •••• 
III. Barley ••o••••••••b••••• 
IV. Oats ••••••o•o•o•••••ooo 
18.75 
18.75 
5 
5 
5 
18.75 
18.75 
5 
5 
5 
18.75 
40 
0 
0 
5 
10% 
10% 
lO% 
10~ I 
10.65 
I 
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~..-.. .... ~"'-·........,41..~............. ..,.,...CI.,.........,,. 1 - ................ cp 
----·-·------·----•-P-1' (., .. ,., t t .., { 1\JJ.. . 1 ~ .... orJouni ty ~ 
hNr-.,
0
1.tlb.1.g if Doscri1)tion ~ as 
i Denmark Irelancl Unite~ Kin~lom 
, original~ y I 
J ~ ccns·Li tutecLf 
, ...... .--.-.-.-~ .....a( • I f .f1':u::ccL COEl''"lonont (u.a./ton) 
...... , ..,~,..·~~..tf'~~ ..... ..,..,->.$,._~-~.:o-~.'tf..........._~~ ........... -----... ~~~~ ... -..,..._...-·---:-= ........ ....,_ ~ ......... -... ":",---·-.. -·-----..-
\ v ·\':~.; , , . I ll. C?. • "-"' -7.~.;, . 
; t I l a) Of :, fat content not t 
1 cxcfeding L 5/~ lJ;r t 
1, "oigbt: I 
l • .For tl: -, 1J· 0 ~Ji:tt; 1 I in<lus,~y " ,. .· .•• • I 
2. 0t~er ••••••••••• l 
., 
.l.o 
I 
h) Otl1cr oooo::.couoooo:-ooo 
Ri..c9 ~ I'J I) .) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 c '-' 0 !'J 0 0 0 0 0 
n-,,_c:;:;rhe:,e,t Oe>OOOQ 
'' 
.100.0000 
n:.n.:;t OD0000000QQi)QC001)(0 
t.t:·a:;..n sorghun 0 0 0 o) :1 C ~ 0 (') 0 ¢' 
Ot}o C:' ooooooo~boo">o'-'o:: I " C 0 
a) Eallr,tl ( s11·:lled or 
l 'us'-e ·' ) • ... .r_ lt  
R~rlRy OOO ... OOO')O 
Oats~ 
bb) oooooc 
Millet 
b) Hulled ro:d sliced o~ 
kib1::1Gd (~Griitze' or 
~ g']:'U·f.'t:t'llt): 
~ 
I 
I 
l 
I 
t 
I 
f 
' I 
t 
5 0 
5 0 
5 0 
2.5 0 
5 0 
2o5 0 
2o5 0 
2oJ 0 
2.5 I 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
10% 
10% 
10% 
10% 
10% 
10% 
10% 
10% 
10% 
lOi 
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.............. ~._--.. ~--------~-------..--.--------~~ .. ~----~-----r----~----~~-----~~~~~~~1 
OCT 
heading 
No 
11 .. 02 
Descri-?tion 
Community 
as 
originally Dlenmark 
constituted 
Irel Dlld ! United nne -'·"' , 
\ r----------s-----..J.----..J.--·-----.. ...... N._-= .. ~~~·~ 
II • 
a.) 
b) 
c) 
d) 
e) 
Bc:.r 1 ey o ••• o • " • o o o ••• o o •• 
OatS oooooooooo~ooooooooo 
Buckwheat ••••••••••o•••• 
OthE:r cereals: 
ltv'e u •••• o ...... o •• o ••••• o 
Maize oooooooo•oooooooooo 
Grain sorghum ••••••••••• 
Other 
C. Pearlcd grains: 
D. 
I o lil1e at o o • o • q • o • o •• , o •• o •• 
!Iro ltv'C o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o • o I) o o o o 
III. Barley ••••••••••••••••••• 
IVo OatS oooonoooooooooooooooo 
VI. Buokwhea t •••••••••••••••.• f 
VII. Millet •••••••••••••••••••• 
VIII. Grain 
IX. Other 
sorghum ocoooooooo••• 
oooooooooooo.ooooooooo 
Grains not otherwise worked th~ 
ldbbled: 
l;o Wheat 
II~ eye •• o ••• o ••••••••••••• o o. o 
IVa Oats ooooeooo•o•o•••••oooo 1 
V. -Ma.ize •• o •• o • o ••••••••• o o .0 J 
VI.' Buckwheat , •••••••••••••••• 
VII 0 Millet 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 a •. o • 0 ..... 0 0 G 
VIII~ Grain sorghum ••••••o•••••• 
IX; Other ~: ................... I 
Fixctl comrJonent (u~[' .• /ton) 
2.5 
2.5 
5 
2.5 
2.5 
2.5 
2.5 
2.5 
2·5 
: 2-\)5 
2.5 
2.5 
2.5 
2.5 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2.5 
2.5 
5 
2o5 
2.5 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2.5 
2.5 
2.5 
2.5 
2-5 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0-
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
I 
t 
t 
f 
1016 
- . 
10% 
10% I 
10~ 
10% 
lor!f ;o 
10~ I 
10% 
10% 
2.J1o 
H% 
lC% 
10% 
10% 
10% 
lo% 
lO;fo 
10% 
10% 
10% 
10% 
10% 
10% 
10% 
10;~ 
I';' 
- 5.- VI/1533/75-E 
CCT 
I 
Conmunity 
heading Description e. a :ark . [~~ l:.~.ted .~o No ori;3inally cons t;i tutcd m 
. Fi:x0J.. oom:;onent (u.a./ton) 
..... -· 
....... ... . .. 
11.02 
(cont.) E. "Roll od. t;;ra.ins; flakcC: 
grains: 
I. Barley, oats, 
bucblhE:a t anu 
I aillct: I :--.) Holled: L :Darley Qoooooo 2.5 ; 2.5 J 0 10% i 2. Oats "'oooooo.oo 2.5 2.5 2.5 10.65 
), DuobJhoat G 0 0 0 2.5 C:L .:: 0 10% 
4· Mille·t 0 0 0 '() 0 -o I) 2.5 0 0 10% 
b) Flaked: 
1. Barley 5 5 " 0 201'; 000.:1000 
2. Oats 0~0'060000 5 5 5 10.65 
3. Bucki-vhee..t 0 0 0 o- 5 0 0 10% 
4· Millet •oooooo 5 0 0 10% 
II. Other cereals : 
a) \·lhe:J.t O.OOqOOtJ.OOO •• O 5 
I 
5 0 10% 
b) Rye oeoooo•<>•oooooo 5 5 0 10% 
c) l•laize 00.00009000000 5 5 0 10% 
rl.) Crain so~ehUii1 ~ 0 ~ 0 0 5 I .0 0 10% o) Other: 
L F1e..kocl :rico ... 5 0 0 io% 
2. Other O'OO:>oooeo 5 0 
I 
0 io% 
11.02 F. P~llet:J: 
L Hheat ooooeooooooo"looo 5 r:; 0 10% 
"" 
II. Rye oooOo•ooooooo9oooo 5 5 J 0 10% J III. Barley aaoec.•ececoooo., 5 5 0 10% 
' IV. OatS' ooaoo.aooa•oooo.ooo 5 5 0 10% 
v. Maize ooo•ooooq.ooooooo 5 5 0 10% 
_,' 
' 
. -6 ..... VI/1533/75-'J.., 
' 
I. CCT C or.ununi ty I 
heading Do sciript'ion as 
No originally Denmark · Ireland United Kingdom. 
constituted 
Fixecl co!lponent (u. .. a./ton), 
.. .. 
'. ·-
' 
11.02 i 
(cont.) VI. Rice ~ooo••••••••••ooQO 2.5 0 0 10% 
I 
VII .. Bucl~heat 5 5 0 10% ~ oo•ooeoo•o~o• 
VIII .. Millet ooooo•o•o·••ooooo 2.5 0 0 10% 
IX .. Grain sorghum .•••• ,. •••• · 2.5 j 0 0 10% 
x. Other o•e-oooooo•o•oaoeo 2.5 0 0 10% 
G. Ger~ of cereals, whole, 
rolled, flaked or ground: 
~ I. Wheat •••••<~oooo411ooo 5 5 0 lO% 
I~. f I 10% Other o•ooo•oo-oooo•6o 5 5 0 
' 
11.06 Flours ant! meal of sa.go and of 
manioc, arrowroot, saJ.ep ani other 
roots and tubers falling within I I 'heading No 07.061 Manioc l A. 2.a:; 2.5 0 Sago Denatured •oooo-•oooooooo•ooo 
' .- I Othcx- 10% I :a. ·Other o o o o o o o o o 0 • o- • o a • o 1 1> o o e· I. For the manufacture Manioc ) 
of sta.rcho's oooe.•ooo~tooo 17 17 7 Sago ~~ 
Other l<>%l 
01 
II .. Other ' 17 17 7 I Manioc ~ oooeooooeoooOooo• Sago /( ' Other lO%; 
I 
.. 
llo07 :Malt, roasted or not: 
A. Unroaste:i: 
I. Obtained froo wheat: 
a) In the form of flour 9 9 9 "10% -
b) Other OOOOOOOIItOOOOOO 9 9 9 10% , .•. 
II. Other: 
a) In the fcrm of flour· 9 9 9 10% 
b) Other •••••••~eooo-o• 9 9 9 10% 
B. Roasted. Q> • 0 •• 0 •• Cl • Cl. 0 0 (1, 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 9 o. 9 ' . 10% 
. 
;· 
CCT 
heacl.ing 
No 
Description 
-7- VI/1533/75-E 
Cor.tr!ltmi ty 
as Denr.1ark Irelan.'. United. Kingdom 
originaHy 
consti tutcc. 
~---+-- ·~-------~~~------~~----~~-----------
.. 
• 
11.08 
11.09 • '""t 1,Jhoat ·;l~ten, whct:wr or not 
dried: 
i 
I 
Drioli ')()-0.Q&000000(t0!t001)00C:CO t 
0 oovoooooooooq,:roooo•41oo i 'I n Otter !
-·-·---f-·--.. ·-------·-·--+-
17.02 t Other sugars; sug--ar syru:;:'s; J 
artificial honey (Hhcthor or 
~ 
J 
t 
i 
I 
not r.1ixed with nat,traJ_ honey); l 
Ce,raool: 
B. Glucose and gluco;:le cyru:): 
II. Other: 
a) Glucose in th8 forQ 
of Hhi to crystalline 
l· ;>Ovlr.er, whethor or 
not agclomcratctl 
' t b) Oth(r OQOOOOOC:DOCCO t 
150 18.75 
150 18.75 
20(l) 11 (1) 
55(l) 32(l) 
15.00 
15.00 
7o5% 
1.60 
lOS I 
I (a.} ~~llet anO. 
l Buc:avhe.s. ~-
til (,,) . ~:~chcs 
. !.,) Sorghum 
starch 
7·50% 
(c) &.go 5% 
r (d' r~~anioe () t I 
(e) Other J.::~, 
i 
i 
t 10~ ( 
I ""' 10/.J
' ~~ .. ........._~. 
I 
i 
, . ) J 
70.9\J. I 7.88(l) 
70.9(l)i ( ' s .. 6r 1 J 
t ___ .........., 
-- -
....-....---~~ ! ._.._'I r 
---
• ..1.. ... .<---...-.·-.-t""-----
(l) Pursuant to he~lation No lB9/66/EEC 7 th" products fallinG" >..rithin subhcaclir..g 17 .G2 B I 
are subject to the sa1ne treatment as proclucts falling wit:'lin subheading l7 o02 B II. 
However, the fixed component applicable to imports into Ircla:ncl of products f::'..lling 
within ·b.riff subhead.ing l7o02 B I a) is fized at zeroi for subsequent n.:',1"·::.etingyears 
this component is to be adjusted, in respect of i::1~orts from third countricn, in 
accordance uith Article 39(2) of the Act. 
' I CCT 
hell.ding 
No 
- 8-
·--=-· ··-
Flavoured vr colourc,]_ sugars, 
s;Yrups and molasses, but not 
:i,ncludJnc fruit juices 
containing aided sugar in auy 
proportion: 
B. Glucose an~ glucose syru): 
I. Glucose in the form of 
white crystallino ~owder, 
whether or not agglo.::1erat"' 
ed ••••••••••••••••••••• 
II. Other ooo•eoo•o~oo.,oo~oo 
T Bran, ~\)S :d:h..:.r resilues I derived frora the sif"tingv millingl1 
1 or tiorking of cereals or of 
I leguminous veee;tabl~s: li. Of cereals: 
~ I, Of maize or rice: 
I a) With a starch 'Cont~nt not 
cxceeJ.ing 35%by 
wc~ght •••••··~···· 
'b) Other: 
1. With a otarch 
contGnt 
E:xceeding 351o 
but not 
exceeding 45%by 
weigj.lt, a,:nc:;, 
having unclereonc 
a cl.ene.turing 
process ...... .. 
2. Other ••••••••• 
II. Cf o~he::.• cereals: 
a) Of which th~ starch 
c0ntent J.oes not 
exceed 28% by 
weight 1 and of which' 
Co!llL1unity 
as 
origihally Doillne.rk reland United King\lom:' 
constituted 1 
F'i:ced con:;_)onGnto (t::~a./ton) 
ao·- , 11' 
55 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
I 
I 
....... 
I 
l 70.9'·f 
170.9 i 
' 0 
' J I 
I 
0 
J l 0 
I 
t 
• • C"')) 
'• 
.88 ·. i 
5 67 
lo% 
10% -
10% 
. ' .,, 
• 
·- 9"'- VI/1533/75-E 
---"":""---------------~:-------~----~---~-------, .... ,.,,. 
CCT 
fi·~~~.rlinc 
lifo 
Dcscri'')tion 
. Comnuni ty 
as 
originally 
conS:ituted 
Dennark Ireland United Kingdom 
·---------~--------~------~~---------------Fi:r:ed couponcmts (u.a./ton) 
-----+--------- _ _,. ' 
23 .. 02 
(cont.) 
b) 
tago 
sos through 
the pEJrcen 
Hhic:h pas 
a sieve w1 'th an apert-
· urc of 0.2 
OXCeCcl 10~ 
or of \·Thic 
proJ.uct he. 
content, .c 
on the dry 
product 1 o 
more by we 
rnm cloos not 
) by weight I 
h the sivvctl 
s an ash 
alculated 
ash 
f 1.5% or 
"lJht 000.000. 
Other 0 0 t>, 0000000000"00 
··~ • ------~-----~-------------
and. other BeEd;·~?ulp, bagasse 
vmsto of sugeu' ['lllilU facture; 
ing U:regs 
of st"'..l'ch 
· b'rmv-ing c:.ncl distill 
and. v.r""si;e; rssir1_uqs 
. · mar1~f""ctu.re o.:nd sir :lile,r 
t 
I 
rcs::~.C:1ces: 
Residues froLl t 
of starch fror.1 
(excluC.inc cone 
ste0ping U qu.oJ. 
)ro·!;cin content 
on ths dry ??roc 
he menufacture 
r.1aizo I entrated ~8), of a 
,_ calculatoJ. 
~uct: 
.I 1.01~ by '·teight., I. ·Exceeding 1 
ther 
:;:inC. 
Swcctcnec'. fo:::-ago; o 
~)rcp3l'G.tions of a. 1 
e..nioa.l feeding: 
used in 
ng starch, 
ose syru-;> 
subhc:adings 
0-Lhsr, contain~ 
~!,loose or g:!..uc 
fall ine within 
l'{ • 02 B and 17 
tililk products: 
.05 B~ or 
I. Containin:; 
glucose cr 
syrurJ: 
' ' 
.. 
starch or 
glucose 
ine no ~:!,) Contain 
stare 
10% or 
of star 
or containinr.-
loss by weight 
ch: 
' 
-
. ................ .... . ........ 1:11 •* 
0 0 0 10% 
0 0 0 10% 
' 
. 
-
' 
\ 
~ 
150 18.75 0 10% 
~ 
., 
' ' 
t 
' 
CCT 
heading 
No 
. . 
' 
.. , .. 
. ' 
·' 23o07 I 
(cont.) 
> 
.. b) 
' 
I 
c) 
' 
._ 
,, . 
' 
' 
' 
» ·- l ··~ '., ~,,. -r, .. Ja.~ • - '..._ 
~ 
Description 
,> 
' '-
' 
.. .-.. , . .. .. 
.. 
- ll ... 
. I 
I I 
Community 
o.s 
originally 
.qonstituted 
VI/1533/7:;--.c 
t 
' 
Denmark IrolD.nd 
Fixed components (u.o../ton) 
"'" . ' .. . . ,, 
~ 
1. Containing no milk 
' products or· 
containing less tha.n 
10.% by weight of such 
pr.oducts aooo•ooooooooo 9 9 9 
2- Containing not loss 
than 10% but less 
f tha.n 50% by v1oight of. milk products • 0 0. Ct Ql 9 • 9• 9 
Containing more than 10% ' 
but not ruorc thD.n 30% 
by weight of starch: '. 
1. Containing no milk 
products or containing 
loss than 10% by weight 
of such products ' 9 9 9 o•oeoo 
2. Containing.not less than 
10% but less than 50% 
by weight of milk 
products •••oo.eoooeoooo 9 9 9 
Containing more then 30% 
by weight of stnrch: 
Containing'no nilk I . . 1. .. 
. products or co.ntaining 
"!€SS than 10% by . . .. . .. 
' 
weight of such 
products oooee•oooo•ooo 9 9 9 
2. Containing not less than 
10% but less than 50% 
-
by weight of milk 
products •ooooov••ooooo 9 9 :9 
t t l 
United Kingdom 
•· 
.,... 
: 
.. I 
--· 
., 
' 10% .. 
.. 
. 10% 
·--'·I 
' 
10% 
' ' I, 
10:{ 
I 
: 
I 
10% 
' 
10% 
• 
I:.rticl6 l (::,) 
Annex 
:J:rnEX II 
.............. ~----
COHRELATION TABLE 
. . ... . ........ ......._._ 
VI/1533/75-E 
!..rticlc 1(2) 
[\ll!lOX I 
: ... 
• 
'\ 
} 
R. ·no 120/67/CEE du 13 juin 1967 
m,.~dific?..f~ : R, '(C'Ii'...E) n° 640/68 du 29 .. 4.19GB 
R. (Ct:E) n° 830/68 'au 28.., 6,1960 
R. (CEE) n° 969/68 du 15. 6.1960 
R .. (CEE) n° 289/69 '"h 17 • 2.1969 
H4 (GEE) n° 831/69 d.u 2., 4 .. 1969 
R. (CBE) n° 1396/69 du 17. 7.1969 
n. (0115) n° 1253/70 du 29. 6.1970 
H. (CEE) n° 2434/70 du 30.11.1970. 
' .. 
',t 
n •. (CB;E) n° 1520/71 du 12~ 7 .. 1971 
H. (CEE) n° 1.550/'71 du 19. 7.1971 
R. (CEE) n° 2727/71 du 2o.la.,l971-
R. (GEE) n° 769/72 du 17. 4.1972 
R.( ( CEE) 1'1° 2492/72 du 21 .. 11.1972 
. Aote relatif aux oonditions d9adh4-
si~n et aux adapt~tions des traitea 
R. (CEE) n° 1125/74 du 29., 4 .. 1974 
R. (CEE) n° 1996/74 du 29. 7o1974. 
R. (CEE) n° 85/75 du 13 .. Ll975 
n. (CEE) 11° .665/75 du 4• 3.1975 
- ,, . ~ 
•' ·' 
R. n° 156/66/CF.E du 25.10.1966 
R. n° 189/66/CEE d.u 24.11.1966 
R., ( CEE)' 11° 768/69 du· 22. 4'.1969 
R. (CEE) n°. 666/75 du 4. 3.1975 
R. (CEE) n° 131/67 du 15. 6.1967 
~f! .. 9.i!:!-1.W!L..I R.·. (CEE) n" 538/68 du' 29. 4.1968 
R. (GEE) n° 1205/G9 du 26. 6.1969 
( 
... , 
. Aote relatif au:x: oon1i tio:1a d 'adhe-
sion et au1e ada.p·ta.tion:J des trai tea 
' . 
J .o~ n°L 1.22 
., 
J .,0., n°1 151. 
J.O. n°L 166 
.J .,0. ;_ 0 1 41 
J.o .. n°L 107 
J.O. n°L 179 
J.O. :n°L 143'. 
. . J .,0. not 262 
J .. o .. n°L 162 
J .0. n°L 164 '' 
\T .. o. n°L 282 
J .. o. n°L 94 
J .. o. n°L 264 
. J .. 0. n°1 70 
· du 7.3 .. 1972rP•l4 
J.o. n°L 128 
J .. O. n°L 209 
J.o. n°L 11 
J,.O. :n°L 72 
J .. o. n° 192 
J.o .. n° .218 
J.Oo n°L 100 
J .o. n°L · 72 · 
~· J .o.. no · 120 
J.,O. n°L 10 
· J .. o.- n(>L 15 .. 
· J .,0., n°L 73 
du 27 .5.1972,p.14 
.j. 
. \ : 
., ' 
•' ,, 
'I 
R. (CEE) n° _1397/69 du 17. 7 .. 1969 ·· · · 
modifioatio:o : R.(CEE) n° 1172/75 du. 28. 4.,1975 .. 
R. (CEE) n° 1171/75 du 28. 4.1975 ···· 
R. {CEE) n• 982h5 du 14. 4.1975 
R. (c,'EE) n° 2104/73 du l. 8.1973 
R. n° 132/67/C'EE du 13. 6 .. 1.967 
, . · !o,4itlct~tis.u a ·a. (CEE) n• 1938/~o· du.29. 9·l970 
a. n• .172/67/0EE du 27. 6.1967 
modifications .: R •. (OEE) n° .. 644/68 du 29.- 4.1968 
R., (~) ~0 2096/68 du 20.12.1968 · 
J.o. ·no L 1'f9 I 
J.o. n• L 117 
J~O. ·no L 117 
J.O. n° L 95 
J.O. n° L 214 
J.o. n• 120 
J.o. n• L 215 
J.O. n° 140 
J.o. n• L 122 
J.o. n• L 308 
B. :21° 174/67/CEE du 27-. 6.1967 J.o. n• L 130 
. mod~{.ioe.]j..£!1 : R~ ( CEE) ·n·o' · 445/68 d.u 9• 4.1968 J.o. p• L 9l 
\ 
. R. n° 135/67/mr.E du 13'. 6.1967 J.o .. r· 122 
, n.· ( CEE) n• . 968/68 du 15~ 7 .196S .. J.o. p• L 166' 
modification : R~ (CES) n° 2196/69 ·d.u 28.10.1969 J.O. ~· L 279 
. ' . 
r .. ·R. -{CEE) n• 1052/68 du 23. 7.1968 J.o •. p• L 179 
· .. modifications : R. · ( CEE) n° ·. 3~'2/69 du 18. 2.1969 
.: · R.·(CEE)·no 154/71 du 26. 1.1971· 
1 • R. (CEE) n•· 1529/71 du ~. 7.1971 
R. ·(GEE) n• 2728/71 ·du 20.l2.l97l, 
R. (CEE) n° 881/73 du 26. 3.1973 
R. ( CEE) n• 9~/75 du 14. 4.1975 
''• 
t • . 
J.o. p• L '43 
J.o. p• L 22 
' :s.o. p• L 162 
J.o •. n° L 282 
:s.o. n• L 86 
J.o. n• L 95 
. . 
· R. n_0 140/67/CF:E du 21. 6.1967 . . J .o. · n• L · 125. : 
: ' - ' ' ~ . ; ~ . .. -
modification : R. (CEil:) n° 2'435/70 du .30.1+.1970 , .. J.O~ .n° .~. 26, ., ~ 
R. n°: 139/67/CEE du 21. 6.1969 J .o. ~0 L 125 • ·. 
· tllodi-fioe.tions: R. (OEE) n° 1997/74 du 29. 7 .1974· · '. J .o. tl0 'L 200 
. R •. -(CEE) n° 87/75 du·1). 1.1975 .. ..' .~.o. ~· .L .... 11 
• • ~ f ' ~ 
R., (CEE) n° 1968/73 du 19.7.1973 J .o. p0 L 201 
... ·. 
, pt~di:fioa.ti?]l,.! l R. (OEE)' ~b··2632/73 du 2~. 9•1970 J .0. p0 L 272 
. ' 
. 
· · ' R. (CEE) n° 86/75 ·d.u 13. 1.1975 J.O. n° L 11 
./ . 
' 
I. 
' 1·,' ' ' •( 
. . ' ~ -, 
~ ' :, . ' ' 
. '·i '• 
l • 
,, 
' . ~
l 
; ·, ·. 
i. ':, 
'' 
'1: ·, 
~ L - , 
·'' 
. ' ) ,' 
' ' i .. :r 
' l . ~ 
I•' 
f • 
,t "J 
'J ·-: ~ . 
·' j '< 
I , . ~ 
i: 
' '} 
!, •• 
i ' 
~- : 
'\ ··, 
r. 
! \' 
' ! ', 
l ! (• 
~ ,, . 
.• l 
v 
f' ,•,. 
·~ ......... 
·, ' --~: 
t. 
-l 
... 
I -~ 
-3-
Re (CEE) n° 2591/69 du 18.12.1969 
R0 (CEE) ~o 1359/73 du 15 .. 5.19'(3 
R~ (GEE) 11° 1693/72 du 3.10.1972 
R~ (GEE) n~ 3581/73 d1l 28.12.1973 
Rc (CEE) n° 3233/74 du 17 .u~.1974 
Ro (GEE) n° 1464/69 du 23. 7.1969 
R, ( CEE) n° l23!J/(l du '{o 6.1971 
R, (GEE) ll0 3375/73 du 10.12.1973 
F.., (GEE) n~ 1173/75 du 28 .. 4 .. 1975 
R, (CEE) n° 229/73 du 31 .. 1.1$)73 
!::?.1i!Jm~ ~ Re (G'!l:E) n° 1860/74 du 15.7.1974 
Re (CEE) n° 224/73 du 31. 1.1975 
f!!-.2d::!:.f.i_9.~~ t R,. ( CEE) n° 1070/74 du 29 .. 4 .. 1974 
JcO. n° L 321 
J.O. n° L 141 
J.O. n° L 178 
J,o. n° L 319 
J.o. n° L 34 
J.o. n° L 197 
J.o. n° L 130 
J.o. n° L 345 
J.O. n° L 117 
J.o. n° L 27 
J.o. n° L 19 
J.O. n° L 27 
J.o. n° L 120 

